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NEW 1938 "UNIQUE"

SLIDE
RULES

THE BEST RULES OBTAINABLE
IRRESPECTIVE OF PRICE

POCKET no/ -
LOG -LOG te,-
RULE tor- POST 3d.
NOW ONLY tow- COMPLETE IN CASE

ACTUAL
SIZE
6I x 1} ins.

A.B.C.D.
LOG -LOG SCALES,
REVERSED " C "
SCALE WITH RECI-
PROCALS. DATA
STRIP ON BACK WITH
VALUABLE FORMUL/E.

SIMPLE EXAMPLES:
86.2 x .049 x 18 x 1.7

22.5 x 11.45 x .8
2.8 x 3.2 x 6.5

/6
GUARANTEED

FOR PRECISION
AND

ACCURACY

Find the value of £86 after 6} years' compound
interest at 5 per cent. per annum allowed.
Calculate the cost of 43 articles at E3 6s. 10d. each.
Calculate 28 per cent. of £61 10s. Od. Find the cost
of 16 tons 3 cwt. 2 qr. of material at £1 2s. 8d. per ton.
Find the cost of 15i yards of material at 8s. W. per yard.
Find the log of 485.
PROBLEMS EASILY SOLVED IN Division, Multiplication,
Squares, Square Roots, Cubes, Cube Roots, Logarithms, Natural Logs,
Log -Log Computations, Sines, Cosines, Tangents, Cosecants, Secants,
Contangents, Money Calculations. These rules are made from well -
seasoned mahogany. Celluloid faced, back and front, with free view
unbreakable cursor. They are perfectly and accurately made, the scales
being more fully numbered than those of expensive instruments.

SALE OF GENUINE SWISS MADE CHROMIUM CASED

WREST STOP -WATCHES
ORIGINALLY SOLD BY US FOR 15/- EACH

FULLY GUARANTEED
it Jewelled Lever Movement
IOW' Unbreakable Glass
PS- Chromium Case
ear Shockproof
NEW MODEL
For Sport,
Science or
Industry

Par
EFfLARGED
ILLUSTRA-

TION

OTHER MODELS:
I0 inch LOG -LOG SLIDE RULE
DESK SIZE-LOG-LOG-SINE Pr-
TANGENT-UNIVERSAL RULE Pr -
NEW "COMMERCIAL" SLIDE RULE

WITHOUT DOUBT THE
FINEST WATCH VALUE

OBTAINABLE TO -DAY
GIVING ACCURATE

READINGS TO
ONE -FIFTH SECOND

NOW
ONLYONLY 5'9

POST &
BOX

6d.

FOR
DOCTORS'

OR HOSPITAL USE
ACCURATE

TIMEKEEPERS

Actual
Size

Apart from being able to register time to fractions of seconds, these
watches are equally suitable for general use. Plain dial for 5/9

each. Post and box 6d. Luminous dials only 6d. extra.
Officers' Adjustable Leather Straps only It. extra. Officer;

Adjustable Chrome Chains 2/- extra. Without doubt the
finest watch value obtainable to -day. Satisfaction

Guaranteed or Money Instantly Returned. Order
now before prices increase.

r- - - - - - - - - - -BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS -1
I "HOW TO USE THE
I I

I
SLIDE RULE"

IONLY 6d. EXTRA
L- _I

only 5/- PO
3d.

ST /\CE\IN CASES)

ONLY
COMPLETE

I N CASE SIZE OVERALL,
POST 4d.

The "UNIVERSAL"
Rule has 9 Scales.

11x1i ins.
6/6

- ONLY 7/6 SEE

The new " Commercial " Rule has been specially designed for solving all problems that occur
in GENERAL OFFICE WORK. Special discounts scale, with conversion tables on back of

rule for money and weights. NO OTHER RULE LIKE IT ON THE MARKET.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY INSTANTLY RETURNED
Write, call personally or Telephone Holborn 0276

MARINE AND OVERSEAS SERVICES LIMITED (Dept. 117)
16, SILVER STREET, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I (HOLBORN TUBE)
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'Still keep

going

when the

rest have

stopped'

11.,x0e
and

Ocx
BATTERIES

Obtainable from all reputable dealers
and Exide Service Stations.

The Chloride Electrical Storage Co.,
Ltd. (Exide and Drydex Batteries),
Clifton Junction, near Manchester.
Also at London, Manchester,
Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow and

Belfast.
V.3

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
NOW READY -Our New Enlarged and
Illustrated Sale List for 1938. Send stamped
and addressed envelope for this wonderful
collection of amazing bargains.

Dynamos, Alternators, Rotaries
. . and Motors all Sizes . .

SMALL A.C. MAINS MOTORS. Enclosed,
self -start on load. A.C. repulsion 1/80 h.p.

.with pulley, Type 40, 1,500 revs., 18/6. Type
36, Ditto, 1/25 h.p., G.E.C., 3,500 revs., 27/6.
Induction 1/10 h.p., 2,500 revs., 35/-. h.p.,
self-starting, 1,925 revs., 55/,
SMALL D.C. MAINS MOTORS. -l/40 h.p.

Type 60, 220 v., K.B. series, 1,750 revs., 15/-. Ditto, 1/40 h.p.,
G.E.C., 230 v. series, 2,000 revs., 18/-. Ditto, 1/12 h.p., Croydon
110 and 230 v. shunt, 1,700 revs., 30/-. M.G. for A.O., 220 v. to
100 v., 1 amp. D.C., 60/, 100 v., 15/-. All fully guaranteed.

D.C./D.C. PORTABLE MOTOR GEES., for P.A. or Transmitters,
6 v. to 150 v. 25 ma., 55/, 6 v. input 500 v. 25/30 MA. output,
57/6. 25 v. to 1,400 v. amp., 25/10/-. Special Bargain : Eight
M.L, D.C./D.C. 40 watts 210/230 v. to 400 v., 100 m/a to clear,
at 50/- each ; all as new. Smaller size, 220 v. to 160 v. 30 m/a,
27/6 unused.
MOTOR GENERATORS.-D.O./D.C. 220 v. to 24 v. 30 amps., £9.
200 v. to 16 v. 5 amps., £5. Retro M.G. ditto, to 6 volts 4 amp..
45/-. Motor -Generators for all outputs up to 100 volts. 60 amps.
Small A.C./D.C. M.G. motor -coupled to 8 amps. 16. volts D.C.
Gen., 27/10/, M.G. Crompton D.C./D.C. 230 volts to 17 volts.
6 amps., 24/7/6.
WIND GENERATORS. -Slow speed enclosed 6 to 12 volt, 10 amps.,
ball -bearing generators for windmills, 35/-.
ROTARY INVERTERS.-Crypto 440 watt M.G. input 230 v.
50 cycles to D.C. 220 v. 2 amps. Starter and Volt Regulator,
28/15/-. Smaller set, A.C. 220 v. to D.C. 100 v. 1 amp., 60/-.
STATIC CONVERTERS.-A.C. to D.C. 40 watts output, steel
cased. Input 230 volts. A.C. 50 cycles, output 440 volts, 60/100
111.a. D.C. with valves, 45/-.
A.C. mains to D.C. 120 watts at I amp. for 220 v. use, steel clad
with valves, 50/,
SMALL CHARGERS. -From A.C. mains to 6 volts, 14 amps.,
30/-. Philips A.C. Mains Charger, giving 14 volts, 3 amps. D.C.,
£4. Trickle Charger for A.C., giving H.T. and L.T., 35/-. Midget
for 2 volt., I amp., 12/6. As we have a wide range of other sizes,
kindly specify wants.
MICROPHONES. -Table Model "M.W.II."
For home broadcasting. Bakelite square
body on bronze base, containing trans.
former, switch and plugs, is a marvellous
production at a low price. Worth 2
guineas. Only 15/-. Lesdix No. 1011
Pedestal, 10 in. high, 12/6. Lesdia Super-
ior No. 12BB Ring, 14 in. pedestal, 18/6.
Hand mikes in 2 in. case, No. 11 at 5/6.
Superior type, No. Ila, 7/6. Home
microphone No. 11 Is a solo general-
purpose robust mike, with solid bakelite
body, back terminals, front metal grille,
hand or sling design, 5/6. Button
microphones, 1/-. Our Public Address
Eilsel-Relsz Transverse Current Micro-
phones are widely used for P.A. work.
Model E.R., 55/-. Smaller,,type, E.I.R.,
30/-. Table Stands, 15/-. Floor Stands, 25/-.
AMPLIFIERS. -For all purposes. Complete and cased.
Special Bargain, professional portable 5/6 -watt Amplifier, A.C. or
D.C. In covered cabinet with handle, 20 lb. weight only. Ideal
for singer, entertainer or gramo., only £8. Small pre -amplifier,
Philips 2 -watt A.C. mains, in steel case. List £10, sale M.
Battery model in oak case, 25/-; 10 -watt steel -cased Amplifier,
quite new, 29/15/0. All these are complete with valves ready
for use.
NEW G.E.C. Outfit, 6 -watt Amplifier and Transverse Mike on
Stand, fine 3 -stage unused set, bargain, 213/10/0. Larger set
by Ardente, find job, 20 watts pure output, A.C. mains, £18.
TransformersamTr. for working models, 200/250 A.C. to 10 volts 5

ps.,

CRYSTAL SETS. -Buy the boy one ; they cost nothing to run. No
battery or valves wanted. Quiet and efficient reception. 500
shop-soiledoie,,,rb3s0e/t.s. cheap. Enclosed type, 5/8 and 7/6 each. Battery

HEADPHONES.-Light weight, 2,000 ohms, 4/8. Single high res.
earpieces, 2/6. Sullivan 120 ohm W.D. model. Aluminium body
and headbands. Maker's price to -day 15/-. Our price 2/9 per

cpoaridr,,,32d1.9 ppoairstage. Pocket Headphones all leather headband and

TELEPHONES for all purposes. House, Office, Garage and Field
Sports. Wall Type, 15/-. Other Wall and Table models cheap.
Send for lists.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4

Telephone: Central 4611

INVENTORS I

VALUABLE GUIDE
General Advice Free. POST FREE 6d.

CHATWIN CO, Est. 1880
Regd. Patent, Design and Trade Mark Agents for

all countries.
253 (D) Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1

LUTON MINOR
with 38-h.p.LUTON ANZANI, Dual
Ignition, Starter. £225. Materials,
£40. Semi - manufactured, £75

Blue Prints, 15.
LUTON AIRCRAFT LTD., Phmnix Works, Gerrards Cross.

Absorkiiii geotty
BUILDING A STUART MODEL IS
AN ENGROSSING PASTIME, AND
THE RESULT A CONTINUOUS

PLEASURE

We Illustrate :

STUART

NO. 10.
High Speed
Steam Engine.

Bore r.
Stroke I".
Each set is quite
complete -
drawings and
instructions are
included.

If you have a lathe -
The rough castings

If not -
Fully machined set - -
Ditto, with all holes drilled

and tapped - - -

8/6

18/6

25/ -
This and many other Stuart engines are
fully described in the 72 -page CATA-

LOGUE No. 3, 6d. post free.

STUART TURNER LTD.
HENLEY- ON -THAMES

In his homework, young Jack
eother night

Got his list of Seven Wonders
all right;

Though the iced would insist
On expanding the list
To include "Mum and Dad

and FLUXITE!"

See that FLUXITE is always by you -in the house -
garage - workshop - wherever speedy soldering is
needed. Used for 30 years in government works and by
leading engineers and manufacturers. Of Ironmongers
-in tins, 4d., 8d.,114 and 2/8. Ask to see the FLUX-
ITE SMALL -SPACE SOLDERING SET -compact but
substantial -complete with Dill instructions, 716.

Write for Free Book on the ART OF " SOFT " SOLDERING
and ask for Leaflet on CASE -HARDENING STEEL and
TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE.

TO CYCLISTS I Your wheels will NOT keep
round and tme unless the spokes are tied with
fine wire at the crossings AND SOLDERED.
This makes a mach stronger wheel. it's
simple - with FLUXITE - but IMPORTANT.

THE FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put
Fluxite on the soldering job
instantly. A little pressure
places the right quantity on
the right spot and one charg-
ing lasts for ages. Price 1/6.

ALL MECHANICS

FLUXITE
Ili SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
FLU/ark, Ltd., Dept. P.M.. Dragon Works, Bermondsey Si.. b.E.1
!IIMME=M
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BOND'S

BALSA MODEL AEROPLANES
REAL FLYERS

We are offering the finest American Kits of parts ever put on the market
for the Model Aeroplane Builder. All kits Include all Balsa wood, Japanese
tissue, wheels, pins, wire, elastic and full-size Drawing with Instructions.

Kits for 12" wing span Flying Models of the AERONCA, BOEING P12E,
CURTISS PURSUIT, HELL DIVER, LOCKHEED VEGA, MONOCOUPE,
PUSS MOTH, STINSON RELIANT, TAYLOR CUB, VULTEE VIA, WACO.

PRICE 10d. Postage 3d.
Kits for 24' wing span Flying Models of the STINSON RELIANT, WACO
CUSTOM, MONOCOUPE, CONSOLIDATED P/30, FAIRCHILD, HAWKER

FIGHTER, CURTISS HAWK, RICKMAN & MERRILL'S VULTEE.
PRICE 2/- Postage 6d.

Special Sale of 11" diam. Aluminium Wheels, 3d.
pair, or 3 pairs for 6d., postage 2d.

Gear Wheels
Brass a" wide for I," shafts diam.

Steel !'," wide for .11," shafts diam.
Ed. 7d. 8d.

5d.

3/4.

Ild.

5d.
Postage I

Send for Bond's General Catalogue, price 6d.

I"
I/3d

I"
6d.

BOND'S O'EUSTON ROAD LTD.
357 Euston Road, London, N.W.I

'Phone: Euston 5441-2 Established 1887

DENNIS & SMITH
MODEL ENGINEER -TOOL SPECIALISTS

FLAT MALLEABLE DOGS
21" 3" 31" 41"

11d. 1,1 1/3 16 1/9 SetofFour.

LATHE CARRIER'S HARDENED SCREW
1-

10d. 1/- 1/2 2/- 3/ -

ANGLE PLATES
3" x i" x i" 3" x 2" x l1" 3" x 2" x 2" 31" x 2" x 2"

3/3
4" x 3" x 21"

4/9

HOLLOW
PIN

VICES
1/6 each.

2/- 2/3 26
31" x 21" x 2" 4" x x 21"

4/- 4;6

Postage extra.

Let us quote you for SILVER SOLDER, Stocked in 8 Grades.

83 GOSWELL RD., LONDON, E.C.1. Tel. : Clerkenwell 4457.

Each.

That you, Sam . .
can you accept the 9.15 down express? "

O.K. mustn't forget the 9.17 goods...
As Chief Signalman, -are pan

certain you can rely on
equipment, or do you have diffi-
culty with your system of controls?
II so, drop a line to Bert
bell save you no end of expensive
mistakes.

I'. S. Scntl l,d. 1,ar n fIrst-rate catalogue when E

16 -LEVER FRAME 7/6 (,ii,,s.)
(Also supplied with any number

of levers)

SIGNAL CABINS
8/7-9 inches long,

price 5/9.

MILBR TRUE TO KALE

models or reliability

 Bert Mills, one
of the " Big 3 "
behind Mil bro, has
made a tile -tong
study of model
railway problems,

MILLS BROS., Ltd., Dept. P.M., St. Mary's Road, SHEFFIELD.

ENGINEERING
WORKSHOP PRACTICE

This entirely new book provides a complete practical
course of instruction in every important branch of
engineering workshop methods, materials and equip-
ment. It deals with the underlying principles, crafts-
manship, machines, tools, measuring processes and
machining methods of to -day, and it will proveindis-
pensable to the engineer, draughtsman, mechanic,
apprentice and engineering student. Its scope extends
from simple hand tools and machines to the latest
elaborate machines and methods employed for mass -
production purposes.

DATA AND RECIPES
Apart from the mass of practical instructional and

descriptive information given there is a wealth of data,
formulae, workshop recipes, hints and tips which render
this book a valuable reference work for all connected
with engineering workshops.

SOME OF THE SUBJECTS
Files, Chisels, Scrapers, Shears, Punches, Burnishers,

Hand Screw -cutting Tools, Spanners, Vices, Various
measuring methods. Verniers, Micrometers, Gauges,
Optical Devices, Fluted and Twist Drills. Grinding
Angles, Drilling Data, Small and Large Drilling Machines,
Electric Drills, Practical Lathework in all its branches,
Machining of Metals and Synthetic Materials. Tungsten -
carbide and Diamond Tools. Lapping, Honing, Cleaning,
Polishing and Rust -protection of various metals. Grind-
ing Operations and Machines, Milling Operations, Cutters
and Machines. Planing, Shaping, Slotting and Broaching
Operations. Special Machines for Production Purposes.
Plate and Bar Machines. Gears and Gear Cutting
Methods. Templates, Jigs and Fixtures. Overhauling
and Adjusting Machines. Millwright Work. Welding,
Brazing and Soldering Metals. Forging Work. Sheet
Metal Work. Foundry Work. Patternmaking Practice.
Press Work. Engineering Steel and other Metals ; their
Properties, Testing, Hardening, Tempering and An-
nealing. Engineers' Drawings. Workshop Calculations,
Data, Hints and Recipes.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS
The book is lavishly illustrated so that the explanations

are rendered very clear with examples taken from actual
works practice in many instances. There are 24 full -page
plates and 877 line and photographic illustrations in the
text.

A FREE BOOKLET
To the Caxton Publishing Co., Ltd.,

119 Clun House, Surrey Street,
London, W.C.2.

Please send me, free of charge, Illustrated Booklet
describing " Engineering Workshop Practice."

Name
Send this form in unsealed envelope (4d. stamp)

or a postcard.

Addremt

G.Io.
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AMBITIOUS ENGINEERS
THIS IMPORTANT HANDBOOK

ON

SUCCESSFUL ENGINEERING CAREERS

FREE ON REQUEST
After months of intensive effort and research, we are
pleased to announce that the 1938 edition of our Hand-
book, " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES," is now
out of the publishers' hands and ready for free distribution.
Containing 268 pages of practical guidance, this book is,
beyond argument, the finest and most complete hand-
book on Successful Engineering Careers ever compiled.
It is a book that should be on the bookshelf of every
person interested in engineering, whatever his age,
position or experience.

The Handbook contains, among other intensely in-
teresting matter, details of B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.W.T.,
A.M.I.R.E., CIVIL SERVICE, and other important
Engineering Examinations : outlines courses in all
branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL,
AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION and AERO.
NAUTICAL ENGINEERING, BUILDING, GOVERN.
MENT EMPLOYMENT, etc., and explains the unique
advantages of our Employment Department.

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE

"NO PASS NO FEE"
If you are earning less than £ 10 per week you

to miss reading " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." In your own in-

terests, we advise you to write (or forward
the coupon) for your copy of this enlighten-

ing guide to well -paid posts - NOW.
There is no cost or obligation of any kind.

I*
I

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF I:

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
410a, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,

17, 18, & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1

I
I

cannot afford

POST
THIS

C
O

O
N

NOW

T EAR OFP HER E..UP'
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,
4I0a, Shakespeare House,

17-19, Stratford Place, W.I.
Please forward, Free of cost or obligation of any

kind, your 268 page Handbook.

NAME

ADDRESS

A

ArimmoVi
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES

Inland and Abroad 7s. 6d. per annum
Canada - - 7s. per annum
Editorial and Advertisement Offices: " Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes Ltd.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

'Phone: Temple Bar 4363.
Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London.

Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

Jubilee of an Important Invention
ON 20th July, 1888, John Boyd

Dunlop took out his provisional
patent for the pneumatic tyre ; thus,
on July of this year will be celebrated
the Jubilee of that important inven-
tion which probably more than any
other has benefited the entire popula-
tion of the world. In many respects
it was a simple invention, but it
provided what I might term the mis-
sing link to a chain of inventions which
awaited its arrival. Almost everyone
knows that the old Ordinary was
originally a solid tyred development
of the Velocipede and the Boneshaker
introduced into this country from
France by Roly B. Turner in the year
1869. Cycling was then the fashion-
able pastime of Society, and schools
were started to teach the new pastime.
It may seem incredible to -day that it
was necessary to teach anyone how to
ride a bicycle, but the heavy and
cumbersome machines which intro-
duced the pastime were by no means
as tractable as those we can buy
to -day. The modern bicycle weighed
from 20 to 30 lb. Bicycles of those
days weighed anything from 50 to
70 lb., and you needed to be something
of an acrobat in order to vault upon
the saddle. They were direct driven
in the early days by means of cranks
and pedals attached to a live front
axle. The bicycle chain together with
the pneumatic tyre helped to produce
what we know as the safety bicycle.
Ten millions of people in this country
use bicycles-one in five of the popu-
lation. The bicycle has become an
accepted part of civilisation. It is one
of our leading sports, and, incredible
though it may sound, nearly 80 miles
have been ridden in one hour on a
pedal -driven bicycle behind a motor
pace. On December 31st, 1937, ended
one of the most spectacular bicycle
performances ever attempted in the
history of the pastime. Two riders-
Menzies in this country, and Nicholson
in Australia-both completed rides in
excess of 61,000 miles. They rode
continuously with but minor delays
due to accident or illness, for each of
the 365 days of the year. Last year

PRACTICAL
MECHANICS

VOL. V. FEBRUARY, 1938 No. 53.

Fair Comment
By The Editor

Ferris rode from Land's End to John
O'Groats in the remarkable time of
2 days 6 hours 33 minutes. The
modern bicycle is, indeed, a remark-
able piece of mechanism, perfected
after more than half a century of
intensive thought into a lively device,
noiseless, trouble -free and inexpensive.

Healthy Exercise

THERE can be no doubt that of all
forms of exercise the bicycle is the

most beneficial from the point of view
of health and physical fitness, for both
Menzies and Nicholson finished their
ride in remarkably sound physical
condition. It was my good fortune
to see Menzies at midnight on Decem-
ber 31st, and he was a glowing tribute
to the virtues of cycling.

It is interesting to recall that in the
execution of this ride Menzies made
39 million leg strokes and each link of
the chain travelled 7,100 miles. The
individual ball bearings in the wheel
hubs revolved 165,000,000 times.

In the course of the years fortunes
have been made and lost in the bicycle
industry. Hordes of inventors have
besieged the Patent Office with patents
for taking the effort out of cycling.
There have even been patents for
clockwork bicycles. The scientist
has taken the effort out of pedalling.
He has produced ultra -light steel
alloys, duralumin, electron, lighter
tyres, the tangent spoked wheel, the
ball bearing, and scientifically de-
signed frames. Thus in weight  re-
duction alone a great deal of the
effort required has been reduced. If
every person in this country regularly
used a cycle illness would vanish, and
3,000 doctors from every part of the
country recently expressed in their
answers to a questionnaire their unan-
imous verdict that if everyone
cycled the medical profession would go
out of existence.

Looking Ahead

PERFECTION
is never reached,

and it may be that some invention
in the future will make cycling even
easier than it is to -day. It is impos-
sible to forecast in what direction it is
possible further to reduce the weight
of a bicycle. Certainly with modern
roads even lighter high-pressure tyres
are possible. When we remember
that the average life of a bicycle is at
the very least 5 years, that it weighs
25 lbs. or so, and may be purchased
for as little as £4, it will be agreed that
it is impossible to find in any other
industry a device or a commodity
which gives such unfailing and trouble -

free service and such high value for
such a small unit of money spent.

So, in July of this year, we must
spare a thought for John Boyd Dun-
lop, whose experiments to lessen the
labours of his son, who had to ride a
solid tyred vehicle over the stone setts
of Dublin, set his mind in the direction
of the pneumatic tyre. The story
has been told many times, but it
loses nothing in value, by the re-
telling.

The pneumatic tyre is an invention
as great as the wheel itself. We do
not know what genius first thought of
the rolling wheel, but it has served
mankind for mechanical locomotion
for as far back as history records.
Nothing can ever replace the pneuma-
tic tyre, and the Jubilee which we now
celebrate is merely the first of a series
of Jubilees which will continue till the
crack of doom.

In the early days of air tyres, they
were much more expensive, than they
are to -day. You may now buy a
thoroughly reliable pneumatic tyre
for a few shillings, whereas formerly
they cost as much as £3. The work
of repairing the early tyres was a
skilled job. Nowadays punctures are
so rare as to be almost negligible, due
to the joint efforts of the road makers
and the tyre manufacturers. Tyres
are now so troublefree that they are
accepted as a commonplace.

The pneumatic tyre provides one
of the greatest romantic stories in the
history of industry.
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CHARGING METHODS
FOR CAR BATTERIES
Various methods of Charging 6- or 12 -volt Car Batteries
at Different Rates from A.C. and D.C. mains are
Described, and Constructional Details are Given of

Easily made Chargers.
TRANSFORMER W30

44

.001111100-

S -AMP
MAINS PLUG
WITH FUSES

METAL
RECTIFIER L.T 6

2 -OHM
VA MABLE

RES/STANCE

6V

Fig. 1,-The method of
testing an accumulator by
means of a hydrometer.
A reading of about 1.300
should be obtained -when the

battery is fully charged.

LEADS TO
BATTERY

Fig. 2.-Constructional details for a simple and easily made charger, using standard components.
The slider is connected to the right-hand terminal.

IT is not very often that the battery
becomes completely discharged, but
when it does it is a great convenience

to be able to charge it at home, or at least
in the home garage. After all, it is a bulky
and heavy item to have to carry to a charg-
ing station, and the modern car with coil
ignition cannot be run without it.

A charging rate of 2 amps is adequately
high if the battery is to be given merely a
" refresher " at frequent intervals, but it is
rather low when the accumulator has been
completely exhausted-due to leaving the
ignition switched on or to having made too
much use of the starter, for example. In
such a case as this it is desirable to re-
charge at a rate of at least 3 amperes, whilst
a good deal of time can be saved if about
5 amperes can be passed through the
battery.

Charge and Discharge
This point can be best appreciated when

it is remembered that as much power must
be put into the battery whilst charging as
is taken out during discharge. Thus a
battery rated at 50 ampere -hours, for
example, would require to be charged for
50 hours at 1 ampere, whilst it could be
brought up to full capacity by charging for
25 hours at 2 amperes or only 10 hours at
5 amperes. Actually, these figures assume
that the process of charging is 100 per cent.
efficient, and it is generally most satisfac-
tory to charge for a few hoL 3 longer than
the theoretically correct length of time.

Rather than charge for any calculated or

estimated time it is best to continue charg-
ing until the specific gravity of the acid
attains the correct figure which is quoted on
the case or in the car instruction manual ;
this is generally about 1300, and is meas-
ured by means of a hydrometer, as shown
in Fig. 1. Another method is to continue
charging until the cells gas freely, so that

TRANSFORMER W.39

Fig. 3.-A charger employ-
ing an A.6 rectifier and
intended for an output of
3 amps. The home-made
resistance should be supported on pillars to permit of air circulation round it.

bubbles can be seen, and heard, coming
through the surface of the acid. After
bubbles first appear, charging should be con-
tinued for a few more hours.

Charging at 6 Volts 2 Amperes
The main purpose of this article, however,

is to describe the construction of one or
two different types of battery charger which
can be easily assembled from standard
parts. In the first place, it will be assumed
that a supply of alternating current (A.C.)
is available in the garage or in an outhouse,
and that a charging rate of 2 amperes is
required for a 6 -volt battery. The only
parts required are a couple of 1 -ampere
fuses, a mains transformer, a metal -oxide
rectifier, and a controlling resistance ; a
pair of terminals can be added as a con-
venience if desired. The method of con-
necting the parts together is shown in
Fig. 2. Where the rectifier is a Westing-
house, style L.T.6. The transformer is a
Heayberd type W.38, and the resistance a
Heayberd 0-2 ohms variable one. The
fuses are contained in the two -pin 5 -ampere
plug, which is a Bulgin type P27 ; the
terminals may be a pair of ordinary wireless
type mounted on a strip of ebonite or on a
Belling Lee mount.

METAL
RECTIFIER A6.
A.G.

LEADS TO
- BATTERY

614 3A.
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AC

A.C.

TO
TRANSFORMER

RECTIFIER 4 6.

70 RESISTANCE

eV SAMPS.

70 TERMINAL

Fig. 4 (above).-When other means are not available, a 12 -volt car battery
can be charged in two halves.

Fig. 5 (right).-A diagrammatic circuit for a 5 -amp. charger for a 12 -volt
battery.

Connecting the Components
All the parts can be mounted on a small

wooden baseboard, and connected together
with short lengths of flex similar to that
used for making connection with the mains
power point. The wire, incidentally, should
be of good quality. Normally, the slider on
the variable resistance should be set to the
approximate position shown, and it can be
left in that position afterwards. It will be
seen that there are four output terminals
on the transformer, but only the two indi-
cated are required in this case ; these are
alternative primary terminals for the mains -
lead connections, and that marked 50P
should be used in conjunction with that
marked to correspond with the voltage of
the mains supply. Generally, the 230 -volt
terminal will be used, but the voltage of the
mains can be ascertained by examining the
plate on the supply company's meter.

Modifications for 12 Volts
Precisely the same arrangements can be

used for charging a 12 -volt accumulator at
1 ampere by using a Westinghouse style
H.T.5 rectifier in conjunction with a Heay-
berd type W.37 transformer, and setting
the slider of the variable resistance to the
position indicated by broken lines in Fig. 2.

A Higher Charging Rate

in series as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5.
In this case a special transformer is re-
quired, and can be obtained at slightly
extra cost, which has two secondary wind-
ings, since each rectifier must be fed

Fig. 6.-A 6 -volt accumulator can be charged at about
5 amps. by connecting two A.6 rectifiers in parallel,

- using a special transformer.

separately. It will also be seen that two
controlling resistances are employed.

Charging at a Higher Rate
If a 12 -volt accumulator is to be charged

at a higher rate than 3 amperes, the problem

The above chargers are in the nature of
trickle -chargers, but a 6 -volt accumulator
can be charged at 3 amperes by employing
the circuit shown in Fig. 3, where the
Westinghouse rectifier is a style A.6 and
the Heayberd transformer a type W.39.
In this case a small fixed resistance of 5 Ec rtivc
ohm and capable of carrying 3 amperes is FtRe
required, and this could be bought ready
made or it s;ould be constructed by winding
30 in. of 20 -gauge Eureka resistance wire on
a strip of hard fibre or asbestos as shown.
The turns of the wire should be slightly
spaced and the ends of the winding should
be joined to a pair of terminals passed
through the former. Were it desired to
charge at a still higher rate, a charging
current of about 5 amperes could be
obtained by connecting two A.6 rectifiers
in parallel, as shown in Fig. 4, and using a
special transformer obtainable from the
makers previously referred to. Those who
have some knowledge of electrical apparatus
might expect the charging current to be
doubled by using two rectifiers in parallel,
but there is a slight loss of efficiency when
this system is employed, and this accounts
for the theoretically low current mentioned.

When it is desired to charge a 12 -volt
accumulator at 3 amperes, this can be
arranged by connecting two A.6 rectifiers

-CROCODILE
CLIP

6 OR /2 VOLT
ACCUMULATOR

2D

Fig. 7.-A method of charging from D.C. mains.
Great care must be exercised in doing this.

6V.
3A/1P

210 111:2

is not quite so easy of solution, because
there is no standard rectifier available
except at a rather high price; conse-
quently it would probably not be thought
worth while by the average owner -driver
who wishes only to charge his own car
battery and, perhaps, the wireless batteries,
at comparatively infrequent intervals. The
simplest method is to charge the complete
accumulator in two halves-this is often a
simple matter due to two separate batteries
being employed. When the single unit is
used, the method of connection for each
half is as shown in Fig. 6, where it will be
seen that connection is first made to the
positive lug and to a bus -bar and to the
negative lug.

Using D.C. Mains
When D.C. mains are run into the garage

or house either a 12 -volt or 6 -volt battery
can be charged with equal ease, although
less efficiently. This is because the voltage
of a D.C. supply cannot be " stepped
down " by means of a transformer, but
must be " wasted " or " dropped " by
including a resistance in circuit. A very
simple method of charging is as shown in
Fig. 7, where an electric fire is connected
in series with the battery and the mains
supply. If the fire is of the 1 -unit type the
charging rate will be nearly 5 amperes, and
it can be increased to nearly 10 amperes
(this higher rate is recommended only for a
very large battery) by using a 2 -unit fire,
or by switching the second element into
circuit when the fire is of the 1 -unit or
2 -unit pattern.

It is scarcely necessary to mention that
this system must not be adopted in the
garage, where there would be a danger of
causing conflagration due to the use of the
" open " fire. And when charging is
carried out in the house the battery must
be well away from the fire and from naked
lights and must also be placed on a sheet of
lead or large enamelled plate to avoid pos-
sible damage to the floor covering by the
acid spray which is liberated when the
accumulator is nearly fully charged.
Another point to be watched is that the
correct polarity be applied to the battery
terminals, and this must be determined by
the use of the pole -finding paper. Even
this must be carried out with care, and for
this reason persons whose knowledge of
electricity is very limited are strongly
advised against the use of D.C. supplies for
charging purposes. If pole -finding paper is
used care must be taken that the bare ends
of the wire are not touched by the fingers ;
for this reason the leads should be held
with strips of rubber from an old inner tube.
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The "LicoDetector" and
Other Recordin

InstrumentsBy F. W. BRITTON, D.Sc.

(Right) A suspect being questioned by means of a " lie -
detecting" machine. (Above) A close-up of the " lie -

test recording device.

DURING the past year or so, we have
heard a great deal about the " Lie -
detector," an instrument which pre-

sumably registers certain physiological
changes occurring in the body following
some emotional stress-no matter how
insignificant. The particular type of de-
tector known as the " polygraph " devised
by Dr. Keeler of the North-western 'Univer-
sity, U.S.A., is the one which has received
most notice in the press on account of the
number of cases which have been tested in
the criminal courts. The principle upon
which it is based depends on a minute in-
crease in blood -pressure resulting from a
momentary psychical disturbance following
a series of test questions to probe the truth
of the subject's answers. Some little time
ago there appeared a letter in a daily paper
querying the ltbsolute truthfulness of such
an instrument, and the implication of an
anomalous reading was raised. Indeed, this
is of vital importance, for an innocent
subject may easily register a " jump " in
blood -pressure when a specific point in a
serious question was raised. As was men-
tioned, " To rely upon a machine where a
moral issue is involved is highly dangerous."

Measuring Fatigue
It is with the other type of " lie -detector "

that I wish to deal, however, because in
1930 I carried out a number of tests with
the object of measuring fatigue following

(I)

A Previous Article on this Subject Appeared
in "Practical Mechanics" Dated October, 1935

mental effort. The part of the apparatus
which I used was identical with that form
of " lie -detector " developed by W. G.
Summers of Fordham University, and con -

H OW RADIO MAY DETECT
OUR PSYCHOLOGICAL

REACTIONS

sisted of a galvanometer in series with a
battery and the subject to be tested. In

M/CROAMMETER
(0_500 _a. AMPS)

4k'OLT BATTERY

other words, by measuring the resistance
of the person it is possible to determine
the minute changes in blood -pressure
through their affecting the surface tissues
of the body-the pores-so that an in-
creased secretion of sweat occurs thus
bringing down the resistance. My tests
were conducted on a class of boys whose
resistance was measured before and after
a set task. Mental fatigue was found to
send up the resistance.

These experiments were given a wide
publicity in the press of this country and
abroad, and one enterprising reporter
suggested that it might be possible to

Fig. 1 .-Apparatus
for measuring the
resistance of the

body.
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record the thoughts of a person. Evidently
he was thinking of some similar tests to
those of the " lie -detector." But I must
confess that the idea of using such an instru-
ment for recording these things never
occurred to me at the time. Of course,
the tests are ridiculously simple when one
comes to think of it-anyone can carry

CAPACITY
ELECTRODES IN
EBONITE 7Z/BE

operated two -valve set incorporating a
metal rectifier. No doubt, any type of
amplifier could be used and modified in
the manner shown. The aerial and earth
terminals of the set are connected to two

/00// TRANSFORMER

/0-0-10 MILLMMETER
/NO/CATOR PANEL

RELAY
(0P0 PATTERN)

Fig. 2.-Layout of apparatus for showing body capacity effects.

them out with suitable apparatus. A circuit
for a simple lay -out is given in Fig. 1.
One condition should be observed however,
that any suspicion of "shock " is best
avoided by using a sensitive galvanometer.
I inserted a Ferranti micro-ammeter-
reading to 500 microamps full-scale deflec-
tion-in series with a four -volt accumulator ;
two ordinary cylindrical electrodes (such
as those used with shocking coils) being
held in the hands.

Recalibrating the Scale
For a more straightforward reading, the

scale may be recalibrated in ohms so that
a direct resistance measurement might be
taken. This is purely a matter of choice,
however. Naturally, if a milliammeter is
used it will be necessary to use higher
voltages and then the sensation of slight
burning may be a rather unpleasant
accompaniment apart from the fact that
an incorrect reading might be given, it is
best to keep therefore, to low -measuring
instruments, of which there is now a good
range from which to select.

Another piece of apparatus which I have
found interesting is based on the principle
of variability of body -capacitance, when
coupled to an oscillating circuit. Most
readers have, I expect, seen those penny -
in -the -slot machines which purport to tell
character, etc., through the intermediary
of valve amplifiers arranged in a compli-
cated looking arrangement of condensers,
transformers, chokes, coupled to an im-
posing electro-magnetic device for record-
ing the actual written characteristics of
the subject. All that is required to work
this impressive -looking " robot " is a penny,
and the raising of a horizontal electrode.
Now, whether there is any actual circuit
here, I do not know, but the idea set me
thinking that it would be possible to con-
struct an apparatus which really did respond
to the body's capacity. The result was the
instrument shown in the sketch, which, I
think is sufficiently descriptive to warrant
very little explanation.

An Oscillator
The oscillator used in the above experi-

ment consisted of an ordinary A.C. mains -

An Impulse Counter
The relay contacts are closed through any

piece of apparatus such as a lamp, bell -
indicator or buzzer and a battery. If re-
quired this circuit may incorporate an
impulse counter to record the number of
impulses impressed on the grid of the first
valve, or to operate a graphical ink recorder.
This is at the choice of the experimenter. The
conditions of operation are quite simple, for
the first thing to do is to tune the amplifier,
using reaction to produce a high -frequency
whistle which can just be heard from the
vibration of the relay armature. When
this is quite audible, the set is oscillating
and a meter reading is immediately given
as shown by a momentary swing of the
needle. This needle deflection increases
when the ebonite electrode is grasped in
the hand, at the same time a change in the
pitch of the armature is distinctly dis-
cernible. Since there is a continuous
fluctuation of current in the meter and
relay, the latter periodically operates
whatever local circuit is being employed,
completing circuits through either pilot
lamp, buzzer or ink -recorder as the case
may be.

It might be questionable if the layout
has any practical value ; it is difficult to
assess any definite claim, but it is sufficiently
interesting to warrant further experiment.
We all know what complicated circuits may
be applied to operate remote control
arrangements which incorporate photo-
electric cells ; similar applications might be
found for this capacity effect. As a matter
of fact a very technical piece of apparatus
made its appearance some years ago, rather
extravagant claims being made that it was
capable of giving an audible diagnosis of
various pathological states, in the form of a
high pitched whistle. Surely this is of the
nature of heterodyne beat -note, somewhat
after the style of the apparatus which we
have just been describing.
An Interesting Instrument

Another highly interesting instrument
which could be constructed to show the
form of speech signals in an ordinary radio

small sheets of copper -foil bent in a cylin-
drical form so as to slide into the ends of a
1 -in. diameter ebonite tube, leaving a space
of about 2 ins. inside the tube between
them ; this tube is 12 ins. long. Grasped in
the hands, the ebonite tube forms a con-
denser electrode and forms a capacitative
coupling to the input stage of the amplifier.
The output terminals (the L.S. of set) are
connected in series with a polarised relay
(G.P.O. pattern), and the primary of a
100-1 transformer (the one actually used
was a bell -transformer with the usual 3, 5,
and 8 -volt tappings on the secondary).
Notice here that the transformer primary
when used as a bell -transformer is the high -
resistance side (240 volts), the secondary

OSCILLATOR OR
RECEIVER

RELAY (POLAR/SE-0
STEP-DOWN
7-47.4A/SF P /OW/

GALVO. Fig. 3.-Theoretical circuit of
the layout shown in Fig. 2.

SNEE 75 OF COPPER FeNt. BENT
/Ns/DE EBON/TE (/2"x/")

being the three tappings mentioned above ;
used in the output stage it must be reversed
so that the secondary now becomes the
primary. The tapping side of the trans-
former-the 3 -volt tapping-is now con-
nected to a milliammeter reading up to
10 milliamps (the one employed being a
moving -coil instrument).

was described in an issue of PRACTICAL
MECHANICS some years ago as the " Voxo-
meter " (see PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Dec-
ember, 1933). All this though, is taking us
away from the subject of lie -detectors, but
it is useful to know that some remarkable
phenomena have been recorded in the first
place by crude apparatus, and that many
results at the time had few merits to accord
them a place in modern technique.
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(Left) Inserting the negative in its holder. (Right) Showing the lens mounted on its removable panel.

A DAYLIGHT ENLARGER
Straightforward Instructions for the Construction of a Simple Type of
Semi -Adjustable Photographic Enlarger at a purely Nominal Cost

DAYLIGHT enlargers, despite the
admitted conveniences of those of the
artificial light variety, have certain

advantages of their own.
In the first place, they are cheap to con-

struct and they cost absolutely nothing to
operate. Secondly, owing to the absence
of a condenser in their construction, they
give a perfectly well -illuminated picture,
the detail of which is nicely " rounded "
without being hardened in an exaggerated
manner, as sometimes occurs with artificial
light enlargers. A daylight enlarger is
essentially a portable device and, in the
form described in this article, it can be
stored away very conveniently when not
actually required for use.

The Lens
Apart from the cost of the lens, the en-

larger described in these columns can be
built up for a total outlay of about one and
sixpence. A suitable lens, however, if one
is not already possessed by the reader, need
not cost him more than two or three
shillings or so, provided that it is obtained
second-hand, for an expensive anastig-
matic lens is not required. Any type of
cheap single or R.R. lens will suffice for the,
purpose, provided that it js capable, of
being stopped down to about f/32.

The Woodwork
The enlarger can, of course, be built in

a number of sizes. It is, however, proposed
to describe the construction of an enlarger
taking quarter -plate (4f x 3f in.) nega-
tives and enlarging them to half-plate size
(6f x 41 in.) not only because the half-
plate size is a very convenient one for en-
largements and can readily be masked to
postcard size if desired, but also because a
negative of quarter -plate dimensions is
a favourite one with the more serious type
of amateur photographer. Furthermore, if,
at any time, it is desired to enlarge the
extremely popular 3f x 2f in. size nega-
tives in this enlarger, these can be accom-
modated in the negative carrier by making
a suitable wooden or cardboard sub -carrier
or holder for them.

The photographs accompanying this

article will serve to show the reader at a
glance the appearance of the enlarger and
its parts. The enlarger can be made
throughout of thin plywood, but, if pos-
sible, it is better to employ ordinary
" solid " wood which has been well seasoned,
since there will then be no fear, of warping,
shrinkage, or bending.

Let us begin the construction of the
enlarger by considering the lens. This, as
previously mentioned, need only be a cheap
article, but it must be capable of being
stopped down. Furthermore, it must have
a focal length of 6 in. Lenses of this focal
length are very plentiful, however, and the
reader will experience no difficulty in pick-
ing up one second hand at any photographic
stores.

If possible, the lens should be fitted into

The finished enlarger, showing its sliding side.

a rack-and-pinion jacket or mount, since
this type of mounting serves to give very
fine focusing. The rack-and-pinion mount,
however, is not absolutely essential for the
successful working of the enlarger, and it
can be dispensed with, if desired.

With a lens of 6 in. focal length, the
fundamental dimensions of the enlarger are
as follows :

Distance from lens to holder = 18 in.
Distance from lens to negative = 9 in.
Negative size = 41 x 3f in. (quarter -

plate).

plate).
Paper holder size = 6f x 4f in. (half -

It will thus be evident that the external
dimensions of the enlarger will be a little
more than 6f x 41 x 27 in.

In measuring distances from the lens, the
middle point of the lens must always be
taken, that is to say, the point midway
between its component glasses if the lens is
an R.R. one. If, however, the lens is of
the " single " variety, the distances are to
be taken from its glass surface.

The enlarger, as will be seen from the
photographs, consists merely of an elon-
gated box fitted with a sliding side, a nega-
tive carrier at the top and a paper holder
at the base. The sides of the enlarger can
be nailed, screwed, or dovetailed together,
but it is essential, of course, to see that all
the joints are perfectly light -tight.

The Sliding Side
The " paperholder " at the base is pro-

vided merely by cutting two opposite
grooves in the sides of the enlarger at its
base so that a half-plate (61 x 4k in.) sheet
of bromide paper can be slipped into posi-
tion there. The sliding side of the enlarger
is, of course, constructed by suitably
grooving the two opposite wooden sides of
the apparatus and by thinning down the
two edges of the sliding side so that the
latter fits snugly into the grooves and slides
up and down in them freely. It is advis-
able, also, to cut a groove in base of the
enlarger so that the sliding side may rest in
it and thus effectively prevent light from
gaining access to the interior of the enlarger
at this vulnerable point.
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The construction of the negative holder
is clearly shown in the photograph. Merely
glue and screw two opposite grooved strips
of wood to the under side of the upper end
of the enlarger. These wooden strips must
be exactly 3k in. apart so that they will
accommodate a quarter -plate negative.

The upper side of the enlarger is, of
course, left open so that light can pass
freely to the negative held in the carrier.

The lens, with or without a rack-and-
pinion jacket, is mounted on a wooden
panel which makes a sliding fit in a pair of
opposite grooves cut in the sides of the
enlarger. By cutting a number of these
opposite grooves in the enlarger's inner
sides, it is possible to fix the lens at varying
distances from the negative carrier and thus
to , make varying degrees of enlargement
po sible. By this construction, the enlarger
becomes " semi -adjustable," a property
which is still further enhanced if the lens itself
is provided with a rack-and-pinion jacket.

NEGATIVE- HOLDER
44* X 34"

Diagram showing
the principle of

enlarger.

PAPER HOLDER
ef X 4/

Enlarging a Quarter -plate
For enlarging a quarter -plate negative to

half-plate, however-assuming a 6 -in. focus
to be employed-the lens, as mentioned pre-
viously, must be situated 9 in. from the
negative and 18 in. from the paper holder.

By inserting a sheet of ordinary white
paper into the paper holder and by sliding
the enlarger side three-quarters way down
and then holding up the enlarger so that
the negative in its carrier faces the sky, the
enlarged image of the negative will be seen
clearly on the paper. If the image is not
sufficiently sharp, readjust the position of
the lens, either by means of its rack-and-
pinion adjustment or by removing the lens
panel from its grooves and inserting it into
another pair. The sharpness of the pro-
jected image is also increased by stopping
down the lens. It is better, however, to
" sharpen up " the image by readjusting
the position of the lens relative to negative
carrier and paper holder rather than by stop-
ping the lens down, for the use of a small
lens stop necessitates lengthy exposures.

Having suitably focused the lens, it will,
naturally, remain unaltered in focus, pro-
vided the size of negative and scale of en-
largement remain constant. It is, there-
fore, well worth taking a maximum amount
of trouble over this detail in order that

The enlarger with its sliding side removed showing
negative, lens and bromide paper.

perfectly sharp enlargements may be
secured every time.
Working the Enlarger

The actual working of the enlarger is very
simple. It is taken into a dark room (the
negative having been inserted into the
carrier) and a sheet of bromide paper is
placed in the paper holder. The enlarger
is then taken out into the open and held so
that the negative in its carrier faces the
sky. It is held up in this position for the
necessary length of exposure, after which
the enlarger is again taken to the dark
room, the bromide paper removed from it
and developed.

If required, a simple type of exposing
" shutter " may be contrived for the en-
larger by means of a piece of wood sliding

in and out of a pair of opposite grooves cut
on the outer side of the enlarger above the
negative carrier, but this detail is by no
means necessary. Indeed, it is apt to be
disadvantageous, for in operating such a
" shutter " there would be great danger of
moving the negative itself during exposure,
an act which would render the resulting
enlargement woefully unsharp and " fuzzy."

It is a convenience to fit a substantial
handle to the side of the enlarger in order
that it may be carried from dark room to
daylight by means of one hand alone, and it
is also very advisable that the whole of the
enlarger's interior should be very thor-
oughly blackened by means of a dead -black
paint. An effective paint of this nature
can be made by stirring lamp -black into
celluloid varnish, care being taken not to
make the varnish too thick, in which event
the resulting black surface of the woodwork
would acquire a considerable shine.

Finally, a word or two about exposure.
This is a matter which can only be judged
by trial and experience, since it depends
upon so many varying factors. With a
negative of average density used in the
enlarger described above and employing a
sheet of contrasty bromide paper, the
necessary exposure will be in the neigh-
bourhood of 20 seconds, a lens aperture of
f/22 being used under average daylight (not
sunlight) conditions. Softer grades of
bromide paper require less exposure. Gas-
light papers, however, require many times
the above exposure, since they are very
slow -working.

NOTE.
Readers wishing to apply the constructional principle

of the enlarger described in this article to other sizes of
enlargers or to other focal lengths of lenses, may work out
the necessary fundamental dimensions by means of the
following rule :

The distance, X, from the centre of the enlarging lens
to the bromide paper equals the focal length of the lens

multiplied by the degree of
rEGATIVE. enlargement required, the

focal length of the lens
being then added to the
product.

The distance, Y, from
the centre of the lens to
the negative equals the
distance, X divided by the
degree of enlargement
required.

Example.-To enlarge a
i-plate negative to {-plate
size (i.e. to produce a
" 2 -times " enlargement)
using a lens of 6 in. focus.

Distance X = (6 x 2)
+ 6 - 18 (inches).

PAPER Distance Y 18 +, = 9 (inches).

LENS.

Showing the method of inserting the bromide paper between two opposite grooves at the base of the enlarger.
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STARGAZING FOR AMATEURS
THE planets Mercury, Venus and

Jupiter are all " morning stars "
obliterated by the glare of sunshine.

Mars and Saturn remain in the evening
western sky for two or three hours after
sunset. Mars is seemingly moving to-
wards Saturn and, on the 2nd, will be
about four Moon's widths above that planet.
Both now set at 9 o 'clock. Saturn's ring
system is very slowly re -opening and, in a
few months will be more distinctly observ-
able in small telescopes.

Eros Approaching the Earth
The asteroid Eros, as it approaches the

Earth, is increasing its rate of movement
among the stars. At present this is about
one degree in twenty-four hours. There-
fore, according to its direction of motion
and the last available computed position
(R.A. 4 hrs. 5 min., N., Dec., 36 deg. 16 min.
for Jan. 18), it should now be somewhat
to the right of the star Beta Tauri lying in
the track of the Milky Way. Eros is
estimated to be less than 20 million miles
off and coming nearer. Another of these
insignificant cosmic vagrants has recently
passed even closer, to disappear into the
twilight. It is the tiny body discovered
photographically by Herr K. Reinmuth
at Heidelberg and known officially as
1932 H.A.

As the dark nights commence early and
the Moon will be absent during the first and
last weeks of this month, attention is di-
rected to some specially interesting telescopic
objects now conveniently placed. They
should all be discernable through a refractor
of not less than 2i inches or a reflector
of 4i inches aperture. The situations of
the constellations may readily be found
from the star chart on this page. It shows
the aspect of the heavens at 11 p.m.
at the beginning, 10 p.m. in the middle and
9 p.m. at the end of February. The
January chart now serves for the earlier
periods between 9 and 7 p.m. Objects
invisible to the naked eye or through a
binocular and not marked on the chart,
may be located with the aid of a star
atlas.
Famous Great Spiral

If the observer's outlook permits, a
survey might commence at the constella-
tion Andromeda, which contains the
famous great spiral nebula M. 31 and the
beautiful gold and blue double star
(Gamma) of the group. Cassiopeia is
rather higher up, its conspicuous W
embedded in the Milky Way. It embraces
several scattered clusters, notably M. 50.
Near by, also in the Milky Way, is Perseus
with its unique double cluster (illustrated
last month), and the interesting variable
star Algol, " the Demon." The light
changes of the latter are believed to be due
to regular partial eclipses by a dark
companion ; the maximum and minimum
phases being separated by intervals of
about 2 days, 20 hours, 46 minutes. To the
left of Perseus, across the Milky Way so to
speak, the constellation Auriga flashes its
brilliant leader Capella. This group
contains a beautiful star cluster M. 37.
Below Auriga and Perseus stretches Taurus
(the Bull), embracing the Pleiades, a more
scattered cluster the Hyades, the ruddy
star Aldebaran and the so-called " Crab
nebula, the last named being close above
and to the right of (Zeta) Tauri.

The designation " Crab ' was given to

A NEW SERIES

y N. de Nulty
A GUIDE FOR FE RUARY1p

this misty patch by the late Lord Rosse
who, viewing it through his big telescope,
fancied that in the projecting wisps of
luminosity along the margin, he saw a
resemblance to the legs and claws of the
familiar crustacean. Some justification for
this anology may be discerned in the

1,10Z18014
snu6X0

val

nebula and a 900 -year -old Chinese record
of an extraordinarily brilliant " new " star
that blazed out at the same spot in A..D.
1054. Modern telescopic and spectro-
scopic scrutiny have revealed that the
brightness of the centre of the " Crab "
nebula is due to a pair of glowing suns

spouting forth vast quantities of nebulous
matter at prodigious rates. From calcula-
tions of the speed of expansion of the
gaseous mass, it is considered established
that the stellar outburst of nine centuries
ago was actually the preliminary stage of
the formation of this nebula. Moreover,
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wonderful photograph taken by Prof.
Ritchey at the Lick Observatory and
reproduced here. An important connec-
tion has recently been traced between this

The "Crab" nebula in the constellation Taurus
(The Bull).
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The
stars

in Feb-.
nary. The

shaded band
Leous indicates the

cloudy trac.k of
the milky way. To

use the chart turn it
round until the section of

the horizon facing the observer
is at the bottom. The centre

represents the zenith.

Eridanus

RIGEL

owing to the inconceivable remoteness of
the scene of that violent explosion, the
occurrence must have taken place nearly
five thousand years before the light from it
reached the Earth. The import of these
conclusions adds significance to the be-
haviour of Nova Pictoris in 1928 and
Nova Herculis in 1935. In both these
instances the original single star divided
into two separate newly -formed suns ;
and each of them is already surrounded
by a distinct haziness. It is therefore
probable that, like the Chinese, we in
modern times have also witnessed the birth
of future nebulae.

Orion
Orion, very prominent in the south-west

was dealt with in the January number.
But, in addition to the Great Nebula, it
contains many smaller ones and numerous
coloured double stars. In Canis Major,
slightly below and to the left, is the in-
comparable Sirius, the present white lustre

(Continued on page 298)
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One of the stages in the casting of phenolin cast resin-catalin.

IT was less than seventy years ago that an
unknown printer was " figuring out "
how to make billiard balls of some other

material than ivory. He was hoping to
win a prize of about £2,000. As well as
this he happened upon the formula that
led to the establishment of a ten million
industry because, as a result of his dogged
experiments in his makeshift laboratory,
pyroxylin made its appearance and since
then, as celluloid, it has become familiar
to the public in some 25 thousand uses.
And yet, celluloid is only one (although the
first) of the six major types of plastic
material that have, literally, transformed
the world not only for the user of plastic
materials, but for the manufacturer and-
vitally important-the younger generation
of designers. For a series of new materials
of amazing possibilities was at their disposal.

Used in Liquid Form
To the chemist (always the man behind

plastics !) the other five materials are,
briefly, cellulose acetate, phenol -formalde-
hyde, urea -formaldehyde, casein and the
vinyl resins. But to the manufacturer and
his key -man, the designer, these new ma-
terials appeal as substances that can be
moulded, cast, laminated or used in liquid
form in lacquers, paints and in varnishes ;
and to impregnate wood and textiles.

But celluloid is at least first cousin to-
gun-cotton, a highly inflammable relation-
ship ; and so cellulose -acetate (which we
know best perhaps in safety glass and safety
film) which only burns reluctantly, was a
great step forward in 1932 ; if you measure
such steps by money, in three years after
its introduction it was worth ten million
dollars in the States alone.

Obviously there is the inevitable " human
story " behind these successions of " dis-
coveries " in the plastics world ; simply
because chemists-research men or just
men with scientific imagination went ex-
ploring in chemistry-are arbiters of the
whole business. There was the Belgian,
Dr. Leo Baekeland who discovered phenolic
moulding resins ; carbolic acid plus for-
maldehyde. In powdered form, mixed with
" fillers " such as wood flour, asbestos or
mica a measured amount is dropped into a

possibly the biggest asset, is the initial cost
and the natural rigidity imposed on the'
form of the output.

Shortage of Materials
Meanwhile-with the war starving them

of raw materials, desperately Germany and
Austria attacked the problem of making
synthetic rubber. It was a frenzied search
that led, among other things, to an Austrian
chemist Fritz Pollak, discovering the for-
mula that gives us now the most famous of
all cast resins, catalin ; that has been called
the " gem " of plastics. The Austrian
opened up an entirely new world to the
designer and the manufacturer and the
craftsman who does the bidding of both.
A world of such tremendous interest to the
ordinary enthusiasts among readers of
PRACTICAL MECHANICS that some details
are of immediate practical interest.

For cast phenolics-made by condensing
those two household chemicals phenol (car-
bolic acid is the name we know best) and
formaldehyde and casting the resultant
treacle -like mixture in lead moulds to be
cured in heat from 3 to 6 days. After
curing, these shapes are knocked from the
moulds, and in these forms delivered to
manufacturers and designers for working.
They work like hard wood, easily and with
standard tools. Catalin is, in fact, an

CATALIN
NEW MATER:AL

A Prescription co
Started a Te>ra

steam jacketed steel mould ; the press
comes together with a 2,000 lb. or 3,000 lb.
pressure to the square inch and the material
is fused into its final form. From the
designers and the manufacturers angle the
biggest drawback to start with, and later

Two further stages in the making of catalin.

1llJLi ]r
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Balls that
Industry

entirely new material for the designer and
comes in every variety of colour, from water
clear crystal to opaque, mottled or flecked
colours of every type.

Vast New Factory
The rapidly expanding industry is still

starving for accomplished cast -phenolics'
designers : that it is expanding is indicated
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A busy scene inside the Catalin factory.

by the vast new factory, perhaps the most
modem of its kind in the world, that has
just sprung up in Essex. Here it is possible
to see the most effective machinery that
four countries can produce " making up "
this giant prescription, leading-after fabri-
cator and craftsman have handled this raw
material to almost every type of house parts,
furniture and motor -car hardware "-
aeroplane accessories-innumerable buttons
and modem dress jewellery and nearly all
the accessories for dressing -table, dining
table and kitchen table-in the modem
manner. Here there is such scope for the
younger technician with a knowledge of the
possibilities of plastics materials in general
and cast -phenolics in particular, that the
vital interest is in the stages between the
emerging, from its casting, of the lovely
raw material and its final presentation by
the manufacturer of the object which his
designer and technician have created, for
his public.

No material yet presented has the possi-
bilities of the cast resin with its almost
unlimited scope for originality and its
easily worked technique. No longer are
laborious hours spent in planning, sanding
and rubbing down coats of finish : for with
the new coloured cast resins a few touches
with a power sanding disc, and a buffing
wheel ; and you have a surface of real
beauty and, of course the pattern and
colour right through (since it is an intrinsic
part of) the material. Incidentally, you can
buff off your msitakes I

Buttons, Jewellery, etc.
The objects most easily within reach-

and in most demand, are buttons, dress
jewellery and clips, buckles, bag tops and
umbrella tops ; utilitarian things about the
modem home, from door handles to knife
handles, via every sort of household utensil
that has a handle and would like a heat
insulated one I And the raw material, cast
catalin-leaves its place of birth in the form
usually of the profile, or shape required.
A good example of this is the average
drawer handle or the rather amusing dress
ornament in the form of a dog, in profile.
The material for both these is cast in rods
having an exact profile.

The rods are then cut off at the required
thickness for the objects. This cutting is
done either by a band saw, a circular saw or
by means of an abrasive wheel : and (if
actual detail be of interest), the saws should
have approximately 14 teeth to the inch, a
slight set and a surface speed of about
1,400 r.p.m. This is too slight a descrip-
tion to go into details ; but I understand
that the catalin layout includes a demonstra-
tion room for fabricating work.

These small objects-handles or orna-
ments of this type actually require very
little finishing ; possibly only sanding,
drilling and polishing. For individual
objects, singly cast, the top surface (the
" flash ") is best removed on a finisher on
which a fine or medium coarse sanding -belt
is used.

Economical Method of Cutting
The most economical method of cutting,

from the parent cast rod, the innumerable
button blanks-is by hot -slicing or shearing;
a process which there is not space to de-
scribe, but which is in effect exactly what it
is called ! But it is important to remember
that there is no loss of material in this
method ; and the method itself is largely

responsible for the importance of catalin,
and cast resins generally in the tremendous
button and ornament industry.

Catalin is worked from standard tubes or
sheet stock or, of course, special castings ;
the machining involves sawing, drilling, turn-
ing, carving, engraving, forming ; and it
may be sawn by hand with a band, a
circular or a fret saw. It may also be bent
or formed satisfactorily if it be heated to
about 180° F., and for cutlery handles it is
shrunk on to the metal tang, or stud.

Since-once again-it is necessary to
emphasise that the paramount modernist
material, cast resin, needs no special equip-
ment to fabricate it, it is obviously an
adventure for the progressive younger
designer (or fabricator) to experiment with.

Within the Scope of Many
It brings itself thus within the scope of

the private individual, the craftsman and
artist ; or the commercial designer with
ideas. First must come the appreciation of
the material, its capabilities, its few limita-
tions and its unexploited possibilities.
Then the lone craftsman must remember
that a bracelet can be made in an evening
that will open up a vein of rich possibilities.
Already, in the States, the experimental
kit has come within the scope of amateur
hobbies ; a vastly simplified arrangement,
of course-but having the great advantage
that it gives the budding technician an idea
of possibilities in an industry that, in the
country at least, still cries aloud for design-
ers who are munitioned with this elementary
experience.

The tremendous spread of the dress -
jewellery trade ; and (by the law of com-
pensations !) of the button trade when for
a season jewellery is in eclipse-offers per-
haps the widest immediate scope to design-
ers. But it is not wise to ignore the vast
possibilities of cast resins in actual interior
decoration. The door bell handle, the door
handle, electric light fitments ; the radio ;
the fire surround and actual translucent
lighting accessories . . . all these give the
ordinary home a face lift but, better still,
enter into the economic designing of the
new house. In the bathroom, the use of
catalin bath taps-hand rails, shelves,
panels and lighting fixtures is obvious ; and
this without taking into account the possi-
bilities (as yet hardly touched upon in
Britain) of the use of the liquid resin for
laminating, and for the impregnation of
wood. We have already, for instance,
catalin-impregnated golf -club heads, rac-
quets and cricket bats with their harder
surfaces and greater elasticity and driving
power.

WELDING OF ALUMINIUM
SUCH rapid progress has, of late, been

made in the applications of aluminium
that many users and potential users

find it difficult to keep abreast of all the
latest practical developments. For this
reason, a new booklet, " The Welding and
Riveting of Aluminium," just published by
the Northern Aluminium Company, is of
more than ordinary interest.

It is pointed out in the booklet that the
welding of aluminium nowadays presents
no difficulties provided the correct tech-
nique and good -quality materials are used.
Practical instructions are laid down for the
various processes.

The welding of aluminium and its alloys
may be divided into three main classifi-
cations :

(1) Fusion or autogenous welding using

oxy-acetylene or oxy-hydrogen flames ;
(2) Electric -arc fusion welding, including

the metallic arc carbon arc and atomic
hydrogen arc welding processes ;

(3) Electric resistance welding, including
butt, spot, and seam welding.

Practical details of materials and equip-
ment are given, including the important sub-
ject of the choice of the correct welding rod
or wire, the adjustment of welding flames,
preheating, and, indeed, every aspect of
practical welding.

The latter part of the booklet is devoted to
an exposition of the design of riveted joints,
and the practical methods of application.
Also included is a useful series of comprehen-
sive tables giving the mechanical properties of
alluminium alloys and welded and riveted
aluminium alloys under various conditions.
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A GARDEN RAILWAY MASTER-
PIECE

DURING the summer months I visited
many beautiful estates with their
garden railways and appreciated the

pleasure these gave to visitors both public
and private.

But although the driver of a garden rail-
way locomotive can often be quite young,
other members of the family who make or
buy the locomotive, superintend the laying
of the track, and the maintaining of the
railway in good working order have a real
engineering job, which requires much solid
hard work during the winter months.

This is the time of year when much
garden railway building work is going
through, and there has been completed at
Northampton recently the finest working
model of the Royal Scot ever built.

Popular L.M.S. Locomotive
The Royal Scot engine itself, despite the

advent of The Princess Royal and the
streamline Coronation Scot, is still the most
popular of all the L.M.S. locomotives. She
attained world fame in 1933 by her trip -
across the continent of America, and at the
Chicago Exhibition over 2,000,000 people
examined the engine and passed through
the train.

The Royal Scot locomotive and others of
its class are 4-6-0's designed for express
passenger service. The prototype burns
soft coal, uses 250 pound steam pressure, has
three cylinders 18 in. x 22 in., 81 in.
drivers and weighs 190,320 pounds. It is
interesting to know that the train with the
Royal Scot during the American visit is
now actually pulled by the Princess Class
Pacifies, which are heavier and more power-
ful engines.

The finished model, as illustrated, is over
8 ft. long, with a weight well over 800 lb.
It burns solid fuel and construction is on
generous lines, the tender holding approxi-
mately 8 gallons of water. The boiler is fed
by two injectors.

Months to Build
In producing the model, a job of months

for several craftsmen, every working detail
of the original was followed as well as the
characteristics of external design. The
boiler framing and mechanism are built as
in the original.

Sixteen sheets of working drawings, and
numerous photographs supplied by the
L.M.S., comprise the data used for the model,
which is one of the first to be fitted with
double -ported inside admission 1 -in. piston
valves, ball release valves, automatic, drain
cocks, and long stroke Walschaert valve
gear, arranged to provide the most ageurate
distribution of steam.

One special feature is the water pick-up.

The finished model of
the Royal Scot.

This is situated in the tender operated by a
lever at the side handy for the driver.
When pressed down the scoop is in opera-
tion, and when released it automatically
brings the scoop up to its normal position.
Under test the pick-up works efficiently at
a speed of between 8 and 10 miles per hour.

The cylinders measure 21 in. diameter by
31 in. stroke, and lubrication is by a Wake-
field mechanical lubricator fitted under the
smoke box. The boiler, which is usually in
steel, is in this model made of copper with
copper tubes, lagged with asbestos and
cleated with Russian iron. As will be seen
from the photographs, the fire door is a
double sliding door.

Specification
Some of the specifications follow :
Main frames f in. planished steel plate -

57i in. long with separate gun-metal horns.
Cast gun-metal angle plates. Cast-iron
subsidiary main stretcher. Cast-iron drag
plate. Cast-iron truck -pin stretcher.

Axle-boxes-gun-metal 'axle boxes with
oil container on top. Under hung spiral
springs through.

Wheels and axles-cast-iron wheels
forced on steel axles. Hardened wheels
each with correct balance weight, 10 -in.
diameter. Truck wheels 41 in. diameter.
Tender wheels, 6 in.

Bogie. Equalised with built-up beam
and tension springs. Cast-iron stretcher
guide, brass pad piece, and side control

Details of a
Remarkable Model

of the " Royal Scot "
guide. Solid gun-metal axle poxes in angle
guides. Spiral spring side controls.

Cylinders. Double ported, inside admis-
sion 1 in. piston valves with 5 rings per
head. Cast-iron pistons. Piston valves
ground in lapped out centrifugal cast liners.
Also automatic release draw cocks fitted.

Boiler. Copper boiler (and tubes) with
Belpaire firebox. Tested to 160 lb. per
square inch. Lagged with asbestos and
cleated with Russian iron. Grid type
superheater.

Valve gear. Walschaert long -stroke with
box links on separate girder frames. All
pins hardened and rods fluted.

Reversing gear. Screw type.
Cab and footplates. Of planished steel

plate, jointed with angles and strips. Cab
roof removable by sliding top to give
accessibility.

Fittings. Water gauge, with three cocks,
steam pressure gauge with syphon, two steam
valves for injectors, wheel valve for jet
blower, two check valves, steam brake lever
and Royal Scot pattern throttle in cab.
Also two clearing plugs in boiler. Safety
valves of direct loaded type imitating Ross'
pattern. Two whistles-one dummy -scale
size and a large whistle under the footplate
to give the correct deep note.

There are trapped water release valves on
each valve chamber.

Garden railway locomotives these days
are quite akin to their prototypes in in-
genuity and have their individual workman-
ship and finish, and, with the boom in model
railways of every gauge, there will be more,
I think, being built this year than for some
considerable time.

L.

Close up of driver's cab and cab fittings.
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BUILDING A 1-C.C. ENGINE

The size of this midget engine can be gauged by comparison
with the hand. In spite of its smallness, it will fly a model

weighing 20 oz.

Finishing the Crank -case End Cap
CUT the plug which was used for the

previous operation to leave a head * in.
in thickness. Screw into crank case

and hold in the chuck as shown in Fig. 6.
Face off flush and bore to * in. diameter,
flat bottomed, to a depth of A in. Recess
this hole to * in. diameter, leaving * in. at
the mouth of the hole of the original dia-
meter. Remove from lathe, mark out and
drill six equally spaced i-in. holes and
drift out to form the spanner slots. A
piece of 16 swg. mild steel i in. wide forms
the key with which to remove the cap.

Crank Case, Fifth Operation
Mark out and drill two *-in. gas -thread

tapping holes on the centre line of the crank
case, f in. from the front face, and tap * in.
gas thread, taking care that the threads are
true with the opposite hole.

Sixth Operation
Hold the piece of j -in. duralumin in the

chuck and face the front. Turn back about
I in. and screw * in. gas thread. Screw
the crank case on to this peg fairly tightly
and face up the side of the case to iri in.
from the centre line. Face away to leave
a boss * in. diameter down to the * in.
counter -bore in the front of the case ; this
forms the boss for the drain plug. Reverse
the crank case on the peg, face down to
* in. from the centre line and bore out the
* in. diameter gas -thread tapped hole to
* in. diameter. Counterbore to I* in.
diameter by tri in. depth and screw 40
threads per inch. Bore out the mouth of
the thread to * in. diameter by A in. deep
to permit the cylinder to screw right down.

Drain Plug
The peg upon which the last operations

were performed may not be altered to form
the drain plug. Face away the thread to
leave ,:-4' in. from the face. Saw off on the
* in. diameter to leave a head A in. thick-
ness. Reverse in the chuck, holding lightly
on the thread, face the head to * in. thick
and drill a }-in. flat-bottomed hole * in.
deep. Recess the back of the hole to 14 in.
diameter leaving id- in. of i in. diameter in
the front ; this hole is then drifted out to
} in. across the flats for a hexagonal key.

By W. H. Deller
Part II

The Crank Case and Main Bearing Bush
(Sets of Blueprints, are available at 5s. per Set)

Crank Case, Seventh Operation
The next job on the crank case

is to cut the transfer channel. This
is central in the flange of the cy-
linder boss. After spotting up for
drilling, the case is mounted at
an angle on the drill and two A --
in. holes are drilled side by side,
which are afterwards drifted out
to form a rectangular channel 116 -
in. by * in.

Eighth Operation
Mark out the crank case as

shown in profile' Fig. 11, and cut
away the shaded portion by drill-

ing, sawing and filing. File away also the
surplus metal on the back of the crank
chamber leaving only the cylinder boss
projecting. The corners adajacent to
both the cylinder and drain -plug bosses are
next dealt with as shown in Fig. 12, the
case bbing held on a steel peg turned to
fit the * in. diameter bore of the crank
case, and secured by means of a bolt
passing through the bearing boss and tapped
into the peg.
Ninth Operation

Mark out and drill the 40 T.P.I. by 13, in.
diameter hole in the back of the crank case.
The tapping will have to be accomplished
with a plug tap as the hole fouls the bore of
the crank chamber slightly.
Tenth Operation

The last operation on the crank case is
the drilling and finishing of the holding -
down lugs. The holes are marked out and
drilled as shown and spot -faced to clear the
web. The lugs are formed by filing, the
spot -faced surfaces serving as a guide.
Main Bearing Bush

The material for this bush is I in. diameter
silver steel; actually for the job a piece only
le in. in length is required, but the remainder
of a 13 -in. length will serve to make certain
other parts at a later stage.
First Operation

Cut a piece of bar 1* in. long and face
both ends cleanly to bring overall length
to 1 j in.
Second Operation

Hold in the self-centreing chuck, centre
drill and drill through * in. diameter.
Slack the chuck jaws off slightly and re -
drill with a No. 4 drill, finally reamering to
A in. diameter in the lathe. The hole at
this stage must be clean and free from
scores, also the hole requires to be parallel
and to size. Should the bore be other than
perfect, do not proceed to finish the part,
but ascertain the cause of the trouble, and
after rectifying start again. When satisfied
that the finish leaves nothing to be desired,
carry on with the next operation.
Third Operation

Before taking out of the chuck the mouth
of the partly finished bush requires to be

radiused to match up with the under side
of the crank plate. This radius is A in.,
and it is better to " work " it on with a
small tool and smooth up by lightly scrap-
ing and polishing, as in this way the radius
will be true with the bore.

Fourth Operation
It is advisable to finish the bush on a

centred mandrel, as the wall of the bush
when finished is on the thin side. If a
hardened and ground mandrel is not to
hand see that the mandrel made or used
supports the job along its entire length.
Reduce the diameter by means of light
cuts, otherwise the pressure of a heavier
cut may force the job on to the mandrel
making its removal a matter of difficulty.
Should this happen it is liable to enlarge the
bore of the bush. Finish the head diameter,
and if the finish from the tool is sufficiently
fine, leave .003 in. to .005 in. on the shank
for fine finishing. Accomplish this with a
smooth " Swiss ' file and finally polish with
very fine emery cloth. The finishing should
be done carefully, the aim being to secure
a good finish and at the same time a really
parallel surface. The outside diameter of
the shank at this stage should measure .267
in. throughout its length. This leaves .001
in. to remove after hardening. The slight
chamfer on the end of the bush is intended
to prevent the sharp edge from cutting the
metal in the crank case when the bush is
pressed in and requires therefore to be just
large enough to make certain that the sharp
edge is removed.

Fifth Operation
The bush is now ready for hardening.

As it is too frail to handle by means of
tongs a light wire hook should be used to
handle it when hot. Make certain that the
means of heating available will give an
even heat. If a blow pipe or lamp is
used, take the precaution of shrouding the
bush in a piece of steel tube while heating,
to prevent the flame from playing directly
on to the article. Heat the bush to a dull
red and cool out in water. No warping will
result providing that the steel is not over-
heated, and the bush is held perpendicular
with the surface of the water when quench-
ing.

Sixth Operation
Test for hardness-a file should not make

and impression-and clean out the bore.
Lightly push it on the mandrel and finish
the outsidti diameter to .266 in. with
emery cloth.

Seventh Operation
Remove the bush, oil the shank and care-

fully press into the crank case. The head
of the bush, of course, goes inside the case.
If the bush has been accurately made no
difficulty should be experienced in getting
it in, as less than .0005 in. diameter has been
allowed for a press fit. It would, however,
be advisable to use a good fitting bolt, and
pull the bush in by tightening a nut.

(Continued on page 301)
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THE lc.c.TWO STROKE PETROL fXCIXE
Staqe-by-Staqe Constructional Details
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C ID IL IL ALPO TC IP I CS
S.M.A.E. News
THE F.A.I. meeting took place in

Paris on Jan. 24th to Jan. 26th,
and Messrs. York, Cosh, and Houlberg
were S.M.A.E. representatives. They
placed the views of the S.M.A.E. be-
fore the F.A.I. A most important
decision was reached regarding the
use of binoculars for international
records. The S.M.A.E. pressed
strongly that the use of binoculars
should be banned.

Messrs. Bullock. and Houlberg in-
formed the S.M.A.E. that they
had each prepared a lecture.
These are without slides and
may be had by affiliated clubs
on application. Permission to
fly on Epsom Downs was gran-
ted to the Blackheath M.F.C.,
and the Ealing Club offered the
S.M.A.E. space for exhibiting
models at an exhibition which
will be held early in the New
Year. The Harold Wood Club
has been renamed the Romford
Flying Club. Capt. Plugge pro-
poses to bring up the subject of
model aircraft in .Parliament,

CURRENT NEWS FROM THE
WORLD OF MODEL AVIATION

InY IF.. Ji., CN

has been redesigned and is now mar-
keted under the name of the New Spit-
fire.

Model Airships
SSMITH, 44 Legh Street, Wor-

k-)  rington, has sent me a set of parts
for making a non -flying model of the
Graf Zeppelin. The model is 5 ft. in
length and built to a scale of 1/150th

Unusual Models
I SHOULD like to see more unusual
models, such as helicopters, orni-

thopters, Farman -type biplanes, sea-
planes, Pterodactyls, and so on.
Models, if I may say so, are tending to
degenerate into a type, and I should
like to see a little more originality.
After all, the same old style of fuselage,
the same old constructional methods,
the same old wing forms, and the same
old monoplanes, built on the same old
lines and held together by faith, hope,
and charity, which seem to be the only
adhesives suitable for balsa, get mono-

tonous in time. Neat little fit-
tings, properly designed under-
carriages, and stronger construc-
tion are necessary. Weight is
not such an important factor
to -day, when we can rely upon
very efficient miniature petrol
engines. In fact, some model-
lers go to an inordinate amount
of trouble to reduce weight in
some directions where it does
not need to be saved, or should
not be saved, and pile it on in
other directions. Chassis are
the chief offenders. You find
heavy wheels, heavy chassis

and members of the S.M.A.E. limbs ; you find chassis which
Committee have prepared a A petrol -driven high -wing monoplane made by Mr. E. Penhall, Hants. are sprung and allow the air -It is fitted with an 18 c.c. engine, and has made over 500 successful
summary for Capt. Plugge's flights, during which the machine has coveredover 100 miles. The model screw to break. You find wings
guidance. The S.M.A.E. will is also fitted with port and starboard wing -tip lights and a landing held on with rubber bands. I
incorporate in the new 1938 light. It has made over 20 night flights without mishap. do appeal for systems of con -
Handbook advice on organising full size. The price of the kit is 5s.,a model aeroplane club. It is hoped and when assembled a most realisticthat the book will be available for replica results.affiliated clubs early in the New Year.

A New Catalogue
I HAVE received from the Model
Aircraft Stores, Bournemouth, their

very complete catalogue of model
aeroplane materials, kits, and engines.
This includes dope, bamboo, plastic
wood, cements and adhesives, rubber
lubricant, wire, tubing, strip brass and
steel sheet, gear wheels, landing
wheels, airscrews, blueprints, fittings,
compressed -air engines and tanks, etc.
I notice there is an addition to the
Baby range of engines-the Trojan.
It weighs in flying order 9 oz. with
batteries, and is of 1 -in. bore by 11 -in.
stroke. The cylinder is of cast iron and
the cylinder head of dural, as are the
cylinder fins ; the piston is of cast iron
with solid skirt, tool -steel gudgeon pin,
bronze connecting rod, heat -treated
crankshaft, roller crankshaft bearings,
aluminium crankcase, 1 -in. sparking
plug, dural petrol tank, and complete
it costs E4 188. 6d. The Spitfire engine

A set of blueprints for constructing this 1 c.c. engine
can be obtained for 5s. (see pages 264 and 265).

struction which more nearly
conform to engineering practice ;
butted joints in woodwork held
together with cement are not ideal.
The surface -tension system, in which
the shrinkage of the covering is relied
upon to hold the parts together, is also
bad. I should be glad to have photo-
graphs from my readers of any un-
usual models, or sketches of any
unusual methods of construction, and
to pay for them if published.

The 1 c.c. Engine
JUST a reminder that those readers

who wish to complete our 1 c.c.
engine in advance of publication may
obtain a set of blueprints for 5s. from
our Blueprint Department. This
little engine is the first 1 c.c. engine
to be described in any journal. It is a
fascinating little chap with many
novel features. It may be made by
anyone having reasonable skill with a
lathe and hand -tools, and when finished
you have a model which is not only a
practical power unit for model aircraft
and model boats but one of which you
can be justifiably proud.
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MASTERS OF MECHANICS
No. 300-Christian uygens, the Ingenious

MORE, perhaps, than any other single
mechanical principle that of the piston
and the cylinder has revolutionised

the face of the civilised world. From this
basic principle has sprung the age of
engineering and mechanics in which we live
at the present time. Indeed, one might
regard the piston and the cylinder as con-
stituting the veritable cornerstone of our
engineering era, for if, by some mysterious
influence, all the world's innumerable
pistons and cylinders could be done away
with in the twinkling of an eye, the multi-
farious and far-flung industries of the
nations would come to an end almost as
abrupt as that of the sound of an organ pipe
suddenly deprived of its wind.

Even the most mechanically -minded indi-
vidual of the present day is very much
inclined to take the piston and the cylinder
for granted. Yet, obviously enough, there
was a time when this vital combination was
unknown, unthought of, and when what-
ever small amount of mechanical work it was
necessary to perform was carried out by
wind, water and animal power.

Continental Wine Casks
We shall never know with any exactitude

the circumstances of the first creation of the
piston and the cylinder. The latter origin-
ated, it is certain, in the stoutly -made con-
tinental wine casks of the seventeenth
century. In these it was the custom, at
times, to burn sulphur for the purpose of
" souring " the wines. Sometimes, gun-
powder was ignited in them and, no doubt,
impressed by the energy of burning gun-
powder, some unknown individual first
conceived the notion of dropping an iron or
wooden disc into the cask just before the
powder was ignited. The energy of the
combusting powder would often fling the
wooden disc out of the barrel or cask high
into the air.

It was a curious and sometimes specta-
cular effect, this firing of gunpowder in a

barrel, but, with few exceptions, the good
folk of the seventeenth century were not
mechanically minded, and so experiments
made in this direction led to nowhere-
except, perhaps, that, in after years, the .

circular plate which had been dropped into

NN1Sl4ati 1'6 iu,sI.NWS
natl. Arrtits

Christian Huygens from the title -page of one of his
books.

the barrel became the piston of the steam
and internal combustion engine.
Creator of the Cylinder

One of the first individuals to think out a
useful application of the then long -known
barrel and gunpowder experiment was a
Dutchman, Christian Huygens. In a sense,
Huygens may be styled the " Creator of the
Cylinder," for it was certainly he who
devised for the first time in the world's his -

An example of up-to-date clock mechanism. The movement of a " turret
is weight -driven and pendulum -controlled.

or tower clock, which

utchman
tory a smooth -bore metal cylinder within
which a plate or disc could be made to move
up and down. This experiment, which
Huygens made almost at the end of his life,
took the form of erecting in a vertical
position a wide -bore tube in, which a weight
was suspended. The lower end of the tube
was closed and the weight within the tube
or cylinder had attached to it a cord which,
after passing around a pulley placed above
it, was attached at its other end to a heavier
weight which normally retained the former
weight at the upper end of the cylinder.

Into the upper end of the cylinder, just
above the piston or weight, Huygens
rammed a charge of gunpowder. Upon
ignition, the exploding charge forced the
weight or piston downwards to the bottom
of the cylinder, thus drawing up the exter-
nal weight and so enabling some semblance
of useful external work to be performed.
By opening a release valve attached to the
upper end of the cylinder, the products of
combustion were allowed to escape, where-
upon the " piston " rose to the top of the
cylinder and the external weight descended.
Again a fresh charge of gunpowder was
ignited above the piston and the sequence
of operations repeated.

Naturally enough, this type of " engine,"
although it was really the world's first in-
ternal combustion engine, was utterly use-
less. Huygens, in fact, realised it to be so
and he was on the point of endeavouring to
replace the gunpowder with steam when he
died on the 8th of June, 1695, in the sixty-
sixth year of his age.

Favoured by Fortune
Christian Huygens, in many respects, was

favoured by fortune. His life was a con-
genial, fairly affluent and tranquil one, and
had he wished, Huygens might simply have
lived to add to the number of aristocratic
nonentities which his age produced so
multifariously. Huygens, though, was
made of better stuff and, as a result, his life-
time constitutes a record of scientific effort
put forward continuously for the better-
ment of mankind.

Born at the Hague (Holland) on 14th
April, 1629, Christian Huygens was the
second son of a father who, as well as com-
bining the reties of poet and mathematician,
had been the State Secretary to three suc-
cessive Dutch princes of the House of
Orange.

Christian, despite the comfortable, and,
indeed, the affluent surroundings into which
he was born, was by no means a lazy lad.
There is a record of his having mastered the
elements of Greek, Latin, mathematics and
music by the time he had reached the
tender age of nine years, and before he was
twelve years old he had constructed a
number of ingenious mechanical models,
some of which are still to be seen in the
various museums in Holland.

During his teens, the growing youth was
strongly attracted by the then rapidly -
advancing science of astronomy. Tele-
scopes, in Huygens' days, were very few and
far between, and even those which were
ordinarily obtainable were of very low
power and not well suited for astronomical
observations. Consequently, in order to
obtain an instrument of really effective
power, Huygens quickly realised that he
would have to make it himself. This, after
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many trials, some only partly successful, he
succeeded in doing. Devising methods for
the grinding of long -focus telescope glasses,
Huygens constructed a number of telescopes
of then unprecedented light -collecting power,
and with these he advanced the science of
astronomy so greatly that he has been
rightly named Galileo's successor."

Astronomy
It is not opportune here to enumerate

Huygens' discoveries in astronomy. Never-
theless, one of them is worthy of passing
reference. This was his discovery of the
ring surrounding the planet Saturn. Gali-
leo, previously, had observed that Saturn
was an extraordinary planet, but his tele-
scope was of too low a power for him to
discern the true nature of Saturn's make-up.

In the year 1655, Huygens constructed a
telescope having the then enormous focal
length of twenty-three feet. Training this
instrument upon Saturn, he made a dis-
covery which he chose to publish in the
following year (1656) in the following
apparently senseless -jumble of letters :
aaaaaaa come d eeeee g h mnn 1111
mm nnnnnnnnn 0000 pp q rr s ttt uuuuu
This sort of *anagrammatic announcement
of a discovery was not uncommon in the
time of Huygens, investigators adopting
such a method as a means of establishing a
priority of discovery. Three years after-
wards, seeing that nobody else had called
attention to the remarkable make-up of the
planet, Saturn, Huygens gave the solution
of his anagram in the following Latin
sentence :
Annulo cingitur tenui piano nusquam c,ohcte-
rante ad eclipticum inclinato, which rendered
into English, announced that " The planet
is surrounded by a solitary flat ring, in-
clined to the ecliptic, and nowhere touching
the body of the planet."

Huygens' discoveries in astronomy, to-
gether with his writings on various scientific
and mechanical subjects, brought to him a
well-earned measure of fame. He was
invited by the French government to settle
in that country, an offer which he accepted.
Accordingly, in 1666, he became a salaried
member of the French Academy of Sciences,
a position which he occupied until 1681, in
which year he returned to his native Holland
owing to the religious persecutions which
were then arising in France.

Greatest Practical Discovery
It was during his stay in Paris that

Huygens hit upon what may be termed his
greatest practical discovery. This was the
application of the pendulum to clocks, an
invention which he described in his book,
Horologium Oscillatorium, published in
1673.

Previous to Huygen's adaptation of the
principle of the pendulum to clock -making,
it was impossible to construct a block which
would in any way keep accurate time, since
there was no known means of accurately
controlling the escapement mechanism of a
clock.

Huygens, however, by his introduction
of the pendulum clock mechanism, at a
single stroke, annihilated the former imper-
fections of clock construction and gave to
the world a time -keeping mechanism which
really lived up to its name and which, parti-
cularly in its subsequently improved ver-
sions, enabled accurate time -keeping to be
carried out anywhere.

Galileo had studied the pendulum and its
properties before Huygens, and it was from
the laws of the pendulum as laid down by
the former scientist that Huygens derived
his inspiration to apply it to the mechanism
of clocks.

The Pendulum
A pendulum, when oscillating freely,

has a fixed " natural " period of vibration.
If it were not subject to friction it would
continue to oscillate for ever at an absolutely
unvariable " period " or " frequency " of
oscillations. Huygens realise this fact, and
he saw, also, that if a pendulum were in-
corporated into a clock mechanism the
clock itself could be made to give the swing -

The world's master clock at Greenwich Observatory.
It operates upon the fundamental pendulum principle

enunciated by Huygens in 1673.

ing pendulum the little push which is period-
ically required to keep it in motion. The
clock, under these conditions, would supply
the energy for keeping the pendulum in
motion, whilst the pendulum itself would
register its oscillations upon the dial of the
clock. Since the oscillations of the pendu-

7141. !MIL

1:

An actual reproduction of Huygens' original illustra-
tion of his clock pendulum principle taken from his
book Horologium Oscillations," published in 1673.

lum are absolutely constant, the train of
wheels controlled by the pendulum moves
at a constant rate and as the clock hands
are operated by this wheel -train it follows
that they, too, must move at a constant rate.

Thus clock -making, to say nothing of the

science of accurate timekeeping, came into
its own. Following Huygen's discovery of
pendulum timekeeping, pendulum clocks
sprang up in all parts of the then known
world. Indeed, one may say that Huygens
founded an industry which has lasted down
to our era and the practical benefits upon
civilisation of which are utterly illimitable.

" Father of the engine cylinder," " Father
of the time -keeping clock," Huygens was
also, if one may use the term, Father of
the Ether."

It was Huygens who first used the ex-
pression Ether to denote the vast, subtle,
imponderable non -material, something which
is supposed to exist not only in inter -plane-
tary and celestial Space, but also within the
very interstices of molecules and atoms and
through which light waves and other electro-
magnetic oscillations are transmitted. True
it is that in modern times, much doubt has
been cast upon the actual existence of this
Ether. Nevertheless, whether it exists or
not, its conception has been of great assist-
ance to scientists during the past hundred
years or more in enabling them to scheme
out a working explanation of the Universe.

Sir Isaac Newton, who was a contem-
porary of Huygens, considered light to be
due to steams of " corpuscles " which were
shot out from the luminous body much in
the same way as electrons are hurled off the
heated filament of a radio valve. How far
Huygens subscribed to this view is difficult
to be certain. But, without actually
announcing the present-day wave -theory of
light, Huygens drew attention to the simi-
larity between the properties of light and
those of vibrations set up in elastic bodies,
and there seems little doubt that had he
lived longer he would, in due course, have
arrived at our modern explanation of light
propagation.

His Later Life
During his later life, Huygens journeyed

to England in order to make the personal
acquaintance -of Newton, who was fourteen
years his junior. Newton, at Cambridge,
had astonished the scientific world with his
investigations into the fundamentals of
mechanics, and he would have liked Huygens
to remain with him in order to share his
work. Nothing, however, appears to have
come of the proposal, for shortly afterwards,
the renowned Dutch mechanician and
philosopher returned to his family estate at
Hofwijck, near the Hague, in Holland, there
to remain in uninterrupted tranquility until
overtaken by death in 1695.

In the closing years of his life, Huygens
devoted his energies to two things. First to
the experiments described at the commence-
ment of this article, and secondly to the
composition of a treatise concerning the
possibility of the planets being inhabited by
various races.
' We have seen that the life of this scienti-
fic pioneer was brought to a termination
just when he was about to apply the force
of steam to the primitive type of engine
which he bad devised. Huygens, therefore,
although he did not actually construct a
working steam engine, must be reckoned
among the pioneers of steam power, for his
was the brain which, so far as we can ascer-
tain, first wrestled with its many problems.

uygen's last book on the possible
planetary worlds was not published until
after his death. Yet it had an enormous
sale. Under the title of " The Celestial
Worlds Discovered," it ran through two
editions in this country, and even nowadays
it is sometimes quoted by students of Space
travel, and by those who believe that the
ultimate mystery of the planetary bodies
will one day be unravelled.
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HAROLD LAURANCE Invites.  
EVERY MAN in the
BRITISH EMPIRE
from 16 to 60
years ofaige
to

fitness wins
Harold Laurance,
Triple British
Strength
Champion,
Official
Olympic
Games
Repre-
senta-
five.

OFFERS his Amazing
WORLD-BEATER

COURSE OF HOME TRAINING
so phenomenally successful in 1937 for over 10,000 men between the ages of 16 and 60, including eminent Doctors, members of
the Army, Navy and Air Force, Professional Men, Business Men, Clerical and Manual Workers, Golfers, Footballers-in fact,

Men in every walk of life andwhich

WILL GIVE YOU
*RADIANT HEALTH *PERFECT PHYSIQUE *VIRILE MANHOOD *MENTAL POWER

*MICIHTYSTRDIGUI *SELF CONFIDENCE *MAGNETIC PERSONALITY *TIRELESS ENERGY

UNDER A SENSATIONAL GUARANTEE

jot PER WEEK

INCLUDING APPARATUS FREE
The world-famous

" LAURANCE STAMINATOR "-- the greatest
body-building appliance of all time

TO ENCOURAGE THE MANHOOD OF THE COUNTRY
IN THE PURSUIT OF PHYSICAL FITNESS

HAROLD LAURANCE OFFERS-

I 0 0 0
IN PRIZES BEATER

Every
"P C OpiURSE

l takingat
'I pe"
the WweeO.-BI- r RLDk

is
eligible for the Grand Award of £100. Every pupil has nine separate
chances of winning £10, £5, £1, 1 Medal or a Diploma. The same
pupil can win an unlimited number of awards month by month.
 The prizes will be awarded on the progress reported by postal pupils
in relation to each pupil's original measurements on joining. Thus
all have a fair and equal chance in every month. The judges
under this oner are Editor of " Health & Strength," Geo. Walsh,
and Frank Miles, so you know you can rely on a fair decision.

* Two 1st PRIZES of 1100
* Two 2nd PRIZES of L25
* Two 3rd PRIZES of £10

A TYPICAL CASE OF WHAT
THE "WORLD-BEATER"

COURSE WILL DO FOR YOU
pUPIL JAMES, of Moulton, was thin and under -

weight when he left school at 15 years of age.
His heart was weak and he could not take

strenuous exercise. Harold Laurance Individual
Before adopting the

Training transformed
Laurance Method Pupil James from a
Pupil James was an weakling into a
ailing youth with a

weak heart, human dy-
namo of\ colossal
, strength

and
super-
lative

muscular develop-
ment. At 19 years
of age, Pupil
James is probably
the strongest
youth of his age

and weight in Great Britain to -day. Recently he
broke a National Weight -Lifting Record which had
remained unequalled for many years-a wonderful
tribute to Laurance methods.

To -day, as you see
from his photograph,
Mr. James, thanks
to Harold Laurance,
is a perfect specimen
of virile manhood.

Gl

GIANT SPINAL DEVELOPERS
LEG EXERCISERS WRIST UNIT
TRIPLE -RESISTANCE UNITS, ETC.

None of the apparatus needs any fixing or fitting
IN 1937 I have proved to Britain and the world that Supermanity can be achieved by every

man. In this one year ten thousand who longed for New Health, Greater Strength,
Fine Physique-in fact for Supermanity-have placed their physical destiny in my hands

-AND TO THIS TEN THOUSAND I HAVE GIVEN GLORIOUS HEALTH, GIANT
STRENGTH AND MAGNIFICENT HERCULEAN MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT.

Now I offer to Britain and the world the supreme achievement of my life-the new
Laurance "'WORLD-BEATER " Course-a course into which I have put everything that the
science of body-building has discovered since physical culture began.

The new "WORLD-BEATER" Course is designed to make every man-whatever his
present condition-a veritable "world-beater " in his class.

The new " WORLD-BEATER " Course will do even more than this. IT WILL LIFT THE
WEAKLING FROM SICKLY OBSCURITY TO THE VERY PINNACLE OF PHYSICAL
PERFECTION-it will give to every man the glorious health and vigour, giant strength,
herculean muscles, will -power and dominating personality of a Superman which will command
success in every walk of life. It will cut out for ever such troubles as Indigestion, Constipa-
tion, Nerves, Obesity, Insomnia and other common ailments. You carry out the course in
the privacy of your own home and it occupies only 15 minutes a day of your time.

HERE IS MY OFFER TO YOU
Enrol for the " WORLD-BEATER " Course at 1/- per week (which includes FREE apparatus-the "Laurance
Staminator," giant spinal developers, leg developers, wrist exerciser, triple -resistance units, etc.). Complete the
8 lessons-and, if at the end of that time you are not completely satisfied that you have achieved Supermanity,
I will continue to train you-AND SUPPLY FREE APPARATUS-without charge until you have reached
the pinnacle of perfection.

I am able to make this unprecedented offer because my proportion of successes is unequalled In physical
culture history. Many of my pupils have added 6 inches and even fi inches to their chests In the first 28 days.
Hundreds have added 2 incheirand 3 inches to their arms. Scores upon scores who were underweight have in-
creased their body -weight by more than 10 lb. in the first month of training-World Record results that are
only possible by the " Laurance Method." I give individual attention to the special needs of each pupil from
the first to the last day of the course, thus ensuring success.

POST THE COUPON TODAY
stecy,f,. THIS- FOR 193-4-7

* Please send me free of cost or obligation particulars of your "WORLD
BEATER" COURSE which I can obtain for 1/- a week, and details of your
11,000 Piize Offer.

*Also Free Copy of your interesting fully illustrated book, "Supermanity,"
together with prospectus of the Laurance Institute and a FREE Presentation
Copy of your specially reproduced and autographed Prize -Winning Pose Photograph.

NAME

ADDRESS

Practical Mechanics-Feb.

POST TO-HAROLD LAURANCE
LAURANCE INSTITUTE OF HEALTH AND STAMINA, LTD.,

Ludgate House, 110 FLEET STREET. London, E.C.4
Post in Unsealed id. STAMPED envelope.
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THEY BROUGHT

ME BACK ALIVE

" Suspended half - way down
the cliff I was literally festooned

with bats."

THE
FEBRUARY

Of all Newsagents
and Bookstalls, or by
post, 112i, from the
Publisher, George
Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton
St., Strand, London,

W.C.Z.

By
JOHN EDWIN

HOGG

Some men appear
to be always tempt-
ing Fate and "get-
ting away with it."
Mr. Hogg is one of
them, as the story
of his dramatic ex-
periences as a test
pilot in the February
WIDE WORLD
MAGAZINE

will prove.

Other true narratives in
the February WIDE

WORLD include :

SPANISH
INTERLUDE

A CLERK BREAKS
LOOSE

THE WOLVES
OF THE CASCADES

THE
TANTANOOLA

TIGER
THE BRASS RIVER
AFFAIR, etc., etc.

THE MAGAZINE
FOR MEN

Valiqies. Ltd.

The Outstanding Work for All
ELECTRICAL AND WIRELESS ENGINEERS

'PRACTICAL
ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING"
UsT Electrical Engineering, advancement and success come to the man
A who is best equipped to tackle and understand the multifarious jobs
and problems he may encounter. This new and up-to-date work will
help you to acquire the necessary combination of theoretical and practical
knowledge. It is invaluable alike to the Student and to the practising
engineer. It shows the approved methods of dealing with every type of
work, from the installation, erection, wiring, and maintenance of an
electrical plant for a small house to that of a large factory replete with
the most up-to-date equipment.

In addition, the most modern applications of electricity, including
sound -film reproduction, wireless, etc., are fully dealt with, and the
Volumes contain a great deal of most valuable data which cannot be
found in any other work. Send for the illustrated prospectus-and
judge for yourself.

Over 30 SPECIALIST
CONTRIBUTORS.

More than
1,000 ILLUSTRATIONS.
2 FOLDING PLATES.

SECTIONAL MODELS IN
FULL COLOURS.
Over 1,900 Pages.

FREE !
Valuable

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER'S
Pocket Book

presented to every
purchaser.

A few of the important subjects
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.
GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION.
INSTRUMENTSAND METERS. WIRES
AND CABLES. LIGHTING AND
ILLUMINATION. INSTALLATION
WORK. OPERATION AND MAIN-
TENANCE WORK. INDUSTRIAL
USES OF ELECTRICITY. THEATRE
AND CINEMA WORK. TELEGRAPHY
AND TELEPHONY. ELECTRIC

TRACTION.

Complete in 5 handy
volumes.

POST THIS COUPON NOW!
HOME LIBRARY BOOK COMPANY

TOWER HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND,
LONDON, W.C.2

Please send me, without any obligation to purchase, full
particulars of PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEER-
ING and details of your scheme of Easy Payments with
immediate delivery.

Name

Address

P.Mc.23S.
If you do not wish to cut your copy, send postcard mention-

ing " Practical Mechanics " to address above.

Geo. Peones, Ltd.
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Richard Trevithick's Locomotive. Pen -y -Darren,
Tram Road, 1803. The first Steam Locomotive that
ever drew and moved a train upon a railway track.

MILESTONES IN THE

PROGRESS OF THE

BRITISH STEAM

LOCOMOTIVE
By W. J. Bassett-Lowke, M.I.Loco.E.

Illustrations by E. W. Twining
Transport of most kinds has a fascination

for me-whether by road, sea, air or rail-
and this year I have taken a special interest
in the history of the British locomotive-
so much so that I am having a set of small
models made for my collection and to show
to friends to whom this subject appeals.

Your Editor has asked me to contribute a
series of articles to PRACTICAL
MEcuAmcs touching the " high
spots " in the progress of the steam

locomotive
from the days
of Trevithick
up to themodern

Stephenson's Locomotion No. 1, 1825. The first locomotive to be put into use on
the opening of the Stockton and Darlington Railway.

stream -liners. As I progress, railway fans
may perhaps disagree with me as to whether the

models (which in all num-
ber about thirty) represent
in their opinion the most
important locomotives of
railway history. This
series is my own personal
opinion, and the elevations

Nwhich illustrate the articles

are all to the same
scale, 3 e mm. to the
foot and are suit-
able for 16 -mm.
gauge railways.
Detailed drawings
of each locomotive
will be available
as the articles pro-
ceed. W. Hedley's & Blackett's Wylam Colliery locomotive. Puffing Billy, 1812. Stephen -

son's first inspiration.
Trevithick's Lo-
comotive, 1804

AS many of you probably know, the
railway was not" invented," or devised
shall we say, for passenger travel. In

fact its first use
was to meet the
transport re-
quirements of the
British coal in-
dustry.

Twenty-five
years before
Stephenson's
famous " Roc-
ket " came upon
the scene, the
first steam en-
gine had tra-

velled on rails under its own power-and
for the first steam -power transport, which
was by road not rail, we have to go back
as far as 1770.

In these articles I am
elusively with railway
tives, so the name of
Trevithick comes first to
Cornish engineer was the
the connection between

dealing ex-
locomo-
Richard
mind. This
first to see
road steam

carriages, and the primitive railways on which
in the early nineteenth century, horses were
pulling wagons of coal. Illustration No. 1
shows you the result of his idea. With
the stationary engine in mind, Trevithick
thought that a flywheel would be necessary
for a steady output of power, and drove
his engine with a single horizontal cylinder,
similar to the road steam -roller of to -day.
From the flywheel he transmitted his
power to two driving wheels on one side
of the engine by a series of gear wheels.
The driving wheels had no flanges, for the
track over which they ran consisted of
pairs of cast-iron angles, fixed to stone
blocks. This engine ran on the Penydarren
Tramway near Merthyr Tydfil, in South
Wales, and it carried loads of iron up to
ten tons in weight in addition to about
seventy people.

Hedley's " Puffing Billy," 1812
It is more to coal than to passengers

that we owe the early development of the
steam locomotive. Inventors in the North
of England were hard at work, and by 1813
we have Heclley and Blackett's famous
" Puffing Billy," which was built to haul

lash ultilln

Robert Stephenson's " Rocket," 1829. Liverpool and Manchester Railway. Robert Stephenson's " Planet," 1830. The first locomotive combining modern -
The pioneer of the successful locomotive combining mulitubular boiler, blast type boiler with firebox, cranked axle, outside frames and cylinders enclosed in

pipe and directly driven wheels. smoke box.
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coal over the Wylam
Tramroad, near New-
castle -on -Tyne. In the
previous year John
Blenkinsop and Matthew

Robert Stephenson' s" Patentee," 1834.

seen, mounted on a pedestal in Bank Top
Station, Darlington.

Stephenson's "Rocket," Liverpool & Man-
chester Railway, 1829.

The Liverpool and Manchester Railway

The precursor of the single driver inside cylinder express locomotive.

Murray had built for the Middlet3n Colliery,
near Leeds, a successful steam locomotive,
which was propelled by a toothed wheel
engaging with projections at the sides of
the rails. This machine, ancestor of
present day rack-and-pinion railways in
the Alps, had worked a 25 -ton train of
coal, together with 50 passengers, on its
first trip. But Hedley and Blackett
determined that adhesion
between the locomotive
driving wheels and the
rails should be sufficient
for progress, and " Puffing
Billy " triumphantly
proved it. This engine is
now preserved in the
museum at South Ken-
sington. The cylinders
were vertical, at the side
of the boiler, and the gear
wheels, transmitting the
thrust from the cylinders
to the driving wheels are
similar to Watts' Beam
Engine.

It was the sight and
sound of " Puffing Billy "
passing the humble cottage
at which the Stephensons
lived, that fired the im-
agination of young George,
destined to become the most famous railway
pioneer in history. As enginewright at Kil-
lingworth Colliery, he built the locomotive,
Blucher-this was at the time of the battle
of Waterloo-but his big chance came
when he was asked by Edward Pease to
become Engineer to the Stockton and
Darlington Railway. For this George
Stephenson designed and built " Locomo-
tion " and drove it himself on the opening
day, on September 27th, 1825, amid
tremendous public rejoicing. The 90 -ton
train ran the whole length of the line at
ten miles an hour and at times rose to
15. This famous little pioneer is still to be

was nearing completion and the directors
offered a prize of £500 to the designer
whose engine would best fulfil certain
conditions. Four engines in all entered,
to run to and fro continuously until
seventy miles had been covered, stops for
water and coal being allowed. The
" Rocket " had a worthy competitor in
Timothy Hackworth's " Sanspareil," but

w

outside frames so that they should not lose
heat by radiation; and the increase in power
so obtained was remarkable. Inside cylinders
involved the use of a cranked axle to drive
the engine, and the sandwich frames of
the engine, formed of ash or oak planking,
and strengthened both outside and inside
with iron plates, were another new de-
parture. The boiler too had become in
general principles more like the locomotive
boiler of to -day ; it contained 129 tubes
with the firebox an integral part of it.
The driving wheels were 5 ft. diameter.
Four years later came the " Patentee," a
further development of the " Planet," with
an additional pair of carrying wheels at
the firebox end, forshadowing the coming
popularity of the 2-2-2 type single -driver.

Stephenson's " North Star," Great Western,
1837

The engine which worked the first train
out of Paddington, Great Western Railway,
on June 4th, 1838, the " North Star,"
designed and built by Robert Stephenson,
who by now had established a thriving
locomotive works ; the works which
continues to -day under the same name in
Darlington. This engine was intended to
run on the 5 ft. 6 in. gauge track of the
New Orleans railroad of America ; but it
was altered to run on Brunel's 7 ft. gauge,
and completed in 1837. Like the
" Patentee," it was of the 2-2-2 type
and had driving wheels 7 ft. in diameter.
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Robert Stephenson's" North Star," 1837. The first successful engine to have 7 -ft. driving wheels.

on the opening of the Great Western Railway.

bad luck overtook this engine and the
" Rocket " proved an easy winner.
Stephenson used a tubular boiler, as
well as water - jacketed firebox, which
improved the steam raising. In the
present - day method of reckoning the

Rocket " would be an 0-2-2 type engine,
and " Locomotion No. 1 " with its coupled
wheels, was of the 0-4-0 arrangement.

Robert Stephenson's " Planet," 1830
Development in locomotive design now

became very rapid. Only a year after
the " Rocket " Robert Stephenson brought
out the " Planet " a locomotive which

showed the most
revolutionary im-
provements that
have been intro-
duced in so short a
time. The cylin-
ders were mounted
inside the smoke
box, between the

Drew the first passenger train

" North Star " and a sister engine, " Morn-
ing Star," were the first really successful
locomotives to work on the Great Western
Railway, and so excellent was the work-
manship of " North Star," that in 1854 it
was reboilered at Swindon Works, and
continued in service until 1870. Between
1839 and 1841, Robert Stephenson's firm
built ten more engines of the " Star " class
with various improvements, including the
" haystack " type of fire box, crowned
by the safety valve which for many years
to follow was a typical feature of locomotive
design.

Gooch 's " Lord of the Isles," Great Western
Railway, 1851

This brings us to one of the most famous
locomotive engineers of history-Daniel
Gooch of the Great Western Railway.
His name is generally linked with that of
Brunel, the Engineer of the same company,
as the two protagonists of broad gauge..

(To be continued)
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Daniel Gooch's " Great Western," 1846. The first of Gooch's famous 8 -foot single drivers (broad -gauge) locomotive.
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TRICKS OF ESCAPING AND
MAGIC WITH KNOTS

Construction of the Chain
HE art of escaping from handcuffs, leg

I irons, boxes, and cages is a highly
specialised branch of the conjuring

business, and as a rule an escape artist re-
stricts his activities entirely to feats of this
kind. Many of the secrets of escape work
depend upon expensive prepared handcuffs
and heavy apparatus, built especially for the
work. There are, however, a number of
simple escape tricks, which the amateur may
like to include in a programme of general
conjuring.

The escape trick illustrated in Fig. 1, is
usually presented as an independent trick,
but it can also be used in conjunction with
other effects which I propose to explain
later.

In effect, a length of chain, furnished with
two rings, is handed for examination, to-
gether with a padlock. The performer then
asks a member of the audience to bind his
wrists tightly together with the chain and
padlock it. The chain is drawn so tightly
that the links can be seen pressing into the
flesh, yet in a couple of seconds the con-
jurer can free himself, and instantly hand

4
.1224111 CORDS
7,490Z/6"1/ HEN

I/Em OPEN//ERE

Figs. 2 and 3.-(Left). Chain for man-
acle release. (Above) An escape sack.

Fig. 1.-A chain escape.
The chain round the
upper part of the right
wrist passes through a
ring and so forms a slip
knot which, however tight
it is pulled, can be
loosened by turning the
wrist slightly to the left.

fly Norman HL1TZter
(The Well --known Conjurer of

"MaskelYne's Mysteries')
Further Articles on the Secrets of
Conjuring will appear Regularly
and Exclusively in this Journal

out the chain and padlock for inspection.
The secret lies partly in the construction

of the chain and partly in the way in which
it is used. There is a ring at one end of the
chain and a second ring a few inches along
the chain, as shown in Fig. 2. We will call
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Fig. 4.-How
the performer
pulls the cord
inside the sack
while the sack is
being fastened.

should be carried out with the chain in the
hands and no difficulty whatever will be
experienced in getting the fastening right.

The performer's hands are now, to all
intents and purposes, firmly bound together.
He can, however, release himself in a few
moments by simply turning his right wrist to
the left, when the chain will loosen and can
be drawn off, although still remaining
padlocked. The reason for this is that the
first loop of chain is really a slip -knot, and
once this is loosened the whole fastening is
automatically released.

these rings A and B. To begin with, the
performer passes the plain end of the chain
through ring A. He then passes the loop
so formed over his right wrist, holding the
hand with the thumb uppermost. The
ring A must be on top of the wrist, that is,
on the thumb side, and the chain must pass
up through the ring on the palm side of the
hand. Having drawn the chain tight, the
conjurer then places his left hand alongside
the right, the free end of the chain hanging
between his wrists, and asks a member of
the audience to take the hanging end of the
chain, pass it round his left wrist and on
round his right wrist. The end of the chain
is then passed through ring B, which will be
found just under the right hand, drawn very
tight, and padlocked at a convenient point.
Fig. 1 will make clear the way in which the
chain must be bound. The movements

Fig. 5.-A bag escape with a small object. Notice
how the ribbon with which the bag is tied hides the
join between the visible bag containing the object and
the secret duplicate bag inside it. The bags are shown

different colours to make the explanation clear.

The Mail Bag Escape
Now for a somewhat more ambitious

escape, sometimes referred to as the Mail
Bag Escape. In this the performer is
fastened inside a large sack, a screen is
placed round him, and in a few moments he
walks out from behind the screen with the

Oarexo BAG
CONING WAY
AND .4244Z E.4 .17/Y6
&fizz

Fig. 6.-A" secret" bag.
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Fig. 7 .-Forming a secret knot. The cord is picked
up in a loop which is turned completely round before
being placed in the left hand. Every loop so made in
the cord will cause a knot to appear when the opposite

end of the cord is passed through the loops.

the lower part of the hem unsewn for a few
inches at the part opposite to the opening
where the draw cords emerge. (See Fig. 3.)
The bag can safely be handed for examina-
tion without fear of this slight preparation
giving any clue to the escape afterwards
performed.

The performer steps into the bag and
draws it up over his head, instructing his
volunteer assistants to draw the cord tight,
tie it securely, and seal the knots in any
manner they please, so that they may be

sack, till securely fastened, over his arm.
The simplest method of performing this

effective escape is by means of a prepared -\N )
sack. The preparation is so slight that it is --7.....
extremely unlikely that it will be dis:'.."-----
covered, even by the closest examination,
and even if it is discovered, it is improbable
that it will mean anything to the spectator
who finds it. The construction of the sack
is shown in Fig. 3. It is simply a large bag,
roomy enough to contain the performer
comfortably and fitted with a draw cord
run through a hem at the top of the bag.
Any kind of strong fabric will do for making
the bag. The draw cord must be of good,
length. The preparation consists of leaving----

C

Fig. 13.-The second
stage in the knot trick

shown in Fig. 12.

Place -an Order with your Newsagent
for " PRACTICAL MECHANICS" to

be regularly delivered

Figs. 8 and 9.-The method of forming a secret knot.

Figs. 10 and 11.-Details of the vanishing knots.

able to identify the seal later. In helping
the assistants to gather the mouth of the
sack, the performer secretly pulls down
through the unsewn part of the hem about
eighteen inches of the draw cord and holds
on to it (Fig. 4). The assistants now tie up
the sack as firmly as they please; but as
soon as the performer is told that the
screen is round him (he had better have an
assistant of his own to give him this cue, in
case a spectator remains behind the screen,
or does not conceal him properly, which
would give away the secret) all he has to do is
release the piece of cord he is holding,
when he can open the sack sufficiently to
get out.

Having escaped, the conjurer then cuts
the cord where he was holding it, draws it
tight, ties the ends together and tucks them
under the part of the hem from which he
took them. This leaves the sack securely
fastened and the original seals intact.

An Effective Escape
With these two trick escapes ready to

perform, the conjurer can make a very
effective escape by first having himself
manacled with the chain and padlock and
afterwards tied and sealed in the sack.
While the sack is being fastened he escapes
from the chain, leaving him only the sack
escape to make when the screen is placed
round him.

Next, let me describe a very puzzling
trick, which is in the nature of an escape,
but is used with a small object such as a
ball or a bottle, instead of with a human
being.

The object is placed in a cloth bag, the
neck of which is firmly tied with ribbon.
The ends of the ribbon, which is a long
piece, are held by two members of the audi-
ence, and a large cloth is thrown over the
bag. The conjurer puts his hands under the
cloth, and immediately removes the object
that was in the bag. It can be identified as
the same object by any kind of mark the
audience care to put upon it at the start.
Yet the bag is still firmly tied and sealed as
at first, and the closest examination of the
bag reveals not the smallest hole or secret
opening.

The Secret
Fig. 5 gives a general idea of the secret of

this effective trick. Two bags are used,
both alike. One is folded into small com-
pass and concealed just within the mouth
of the other. In showing the visible bag,
the conjurer keeps the folded one concealed
under the fingers of the hand. The ball or
bottle having been
marked, is placed
inside the bag and
the mouth of the bag
is gathered round
it. In doing this the
performer draws
out a little of the
mouth of the con-
cealed bag and
holds the two bags
with his hand round
the join. He then
takes a long piece of
ribbon, about two

Fig. 12.-
How the string is held
prior to making a knot

appear.
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or three inches wide, and ties the mouth
of the bag. The ribbon is bound round
the place where one bag emerges from
the other. Fig. 5 shows this being
clone. The inner bag is shown black
to contrast with the bag which actually
holds the object, in order to make the illus-
tration clear. In performance, of course,
both bags would be the same colour, and to
the audience there would be but one bag in
use.

The ends of the ribbon being held by two
spectators, a large cloth, such as a table-
cloth, is spread over the bag. To effect the
release the conjurer has only to pull off the
outer bag, which will come away from the
ribbon, as shown in Fig. 6, thus releasing the
object contained in it. This bag is con-
cealed in the folds of the covering cloth as
it is drawn off. The original inner bag is
now seen firmly tied on the ribbon, and, of
course, being without preparation it may be
thoroughly examined.

Tricks with knots are features often
introduced into programmes both of escape
tricks and of general conjuring. Here is a
particularly ingenious one.

The magician takes a long piece-half-a-
dozen yards in fact-of cord, which may be
examined. He coils it up and lays the coil
on the seat of a chair. Taking a shorter

Fig. 14.-
How the audience

thinks the cords run.

.8
the thumb in front. This means that the
right hand will have its palm turned to-
wards the audience. The right hand is
now brought up and round in a semi -circle
towards the performer's body, the thumb
describing an arc until the knuckles of the

4

Fig. 16.-Secretly looping the centres of the cords for
the" Strangling Trick." The cords are shown different
colours to make the explanation clear. In actual

practice both cords are exactly alike.

piece of cord he ties several knots in it and
makes the knots vanish. On picking up the
end of, the long cord the same number of
knots are discovered tied, at intervals along
the cord.

The Knots
The appearance of the knots on the long

cord is managed by a movement that is very
easy to do, but extremely difficult to de-
scribe. The following instructions should
be followed with a piece of cord in the hands.

Hold the end of the cord in the left hand,
allowing the cord to hang straight down.
With the right hand take the cord about two
feet below the left hand. The cord must be
grasped with the fingers at the back, and

PIECE 0,

Fig. 15.-
How the cords
actually run.

B

hand point directly towards the left hand.
Fig. 7 shows the position at this point, and
Figs. 8 and 9 will further explain the move-
ment. The loop in the right hand is now
placed in the left hand along with the part
of the cord already held there.

This movement is repeated until the
whole cord has been looped up. It is im-
portant to note that each movement will,
later, produce one knot, so that it is easy to
regulate the number of knots as required by
the trick. Finally, take the free end of the
cord and place it between the fingers of
the left hand. Now drop the coils on
to a chair, retaining the end be-
tween the fingers so that
the coils drop over it,then

-12:47020E

Fig. 17.-Another version
of the" Strangling Trick."

lay the end down where you can find it
again. At the end of the trick it is this
end of the cord which you pick up, and
there will then be one knot in the cord for
each loop you made.

Vanishing Knots
The disappearance of the knots is accom-

plished by tying three knots in a special way
and making them vanish from the cord,
after which this part of the trick is repeated
if six knots have been provided for on the
long cord. Refer to Figs. 10 and 11 while
reading the following explanation of the
vanishing knots.

Use a piece of thick, soft cord about three
feet long. Holding one end of the cord in
each hand, tie a simple knot in the cord.
Be careful to see that the left-hand end of
the cord is passed in front of the other end,
that is on your own side of it, in making this
knot. Draw the knot down to form a loop,
as in Fig. 10. Now tie another knot in the
cord, but this time pass the left-hand end
behind the right end, that is on the side
farthest from you. Draw this down to form
a second loop, as in Fig. 11. We will call
the loops A and B. Now take the end of
the cord that is in your left hand and pass it
from front to back, that is from you towards
the audience, through loop A and then

through loop B. If you have followed
these directions correctly, when you pull
the ends of the cord the three knots will
melt away to nothing.

While we are on the subject of knots,
I should like to explain a very clever -
looking trick which is quite easy to do
and gives the impression of needing great
skill. You lay a piece of cord over your
hand, givc it a shake and a knot appears
in the ceittre of it.
The Trick Explained

Here again the diagrams in Figs. 12
and 13 will explain better than words
how the trick is performed. When the
cord has been laid over the hand, the
front portion is caught up with the little
finger, as shown in Fig. 12. To make the
knot, you simply dive the hand down
quickly and catch the end A of the cord
between the first and second fingers,
give the cord a shake and the knot will
form. Study the diagrams with a piece
of cord in your hand.

An effective escape trick with cords is
that which is usually referred to by con-

jurers as the " Strangling Trick." The per-
former takes two lengths of examined cord,
and passes them round his neck. He ties
the ends together, crosses the cords in front
of his neck, and pulls the ends tight. To
the astonishment of the audience the cords
appear to pass right through his neck and
they come away free, still tied together.

The two cords used must be of the same
colour and type. In fact, two lengths cut

(Continued
on page 296)LOOP Of focr &Pe

Fig. 18.-The second stage
after that shown in fig. 17.
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CILJ ISTANIDINC IN TII-11E.
CIF SCIENCE IDUIRIN

One of the new tube trains which
made its appearance during the past
year. It incorporated many new

features designed to increase
comfort and gave increased

performance over the old
type.

The Breguet gyroplane, fitted with a 300 h.p.
Hispano-Suiza engine, which won the French Air
Ministry prize for " hovering." It was stationary

in the air for more than ten minutes.

The Italian
firm " Gilera"

built this special
aerodynamic four -

cylinder motor cycle,
which during trial runs

reached a speed of nearly
190 m.p.h.

Flight-Lieut. M. f. Adam had to
undergo strict tests in this decom-
pression chamber before he broke
the world altitude record. He
reached a height of 53,937 ft.,
which was one of the outstanding

achievements of 1937.
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A fire escape capable of 180 ft. vertical elevation
in the air designed by the Leyland Motor Company.
An escape of such dimensions was found necessary
owing to the rise in height line of modern buildings.

Television figured prominently in the headlines of 1937. Outdoor sporting scenes were televised successfully for
the first time, outstanding being the televising of the Coronation of King George VI.

A number of dams and
bridges, including the longest
in the world, were opened

during the past year.
Above we show the
great Jubilee Dam in
Hong Kong, which is

the largest of its
kind in the world.

A view of the striking L.M.S. streamlined train " The Coronation Scot," which was put into operation between Euston and Glasgow.
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The Imperial Airways long-
range flying boat the Caledonia.

The American flying -boat, Clipper III, takes up her anchorage after landing at Foynes, Ireland.

On July 6th, 1937, two flights
were completed across the Atlantic
by two giant flying boats, the
Caledonia (British) and Clipper

III (American).

Captain Eyston succeeded in securing the
coveted title of " the fastest man on land."
In his car the" Thunderbolt " he achieved
thespeed of 311.42 m.p.h. over the measured
mile and 312.20 m.p.h. over a kilometre.

The ingenious pick -a -back aircraft designed by Imperial Airways to facilitate Atlantic flights.
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Fig. 1.-The undercarriage is of the
split -axle type.
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THE" Minor " undercarriage
is of the split -axle type with
external compression legs

for absorbing the landing shocks
(see Fig. 1). The following
materials are required :
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PART V

Assembling the Uncl
At the other ends of these 1 -in. tubes cut

slots j in. wide x 1 in. deep, and weld the
16 s.w.g. inserts in position. Drill right
through for fin. bolts, j in. from the end.
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ertarriage
through 5UA and 5UB. These rods may
be either screwed rod, or plain rod with the
ends threaded for fin. B.S.F. nuts. The
two inner nuts should be screwed well on at

first and the whole is tightened up
by means of the outer nuts. Lock
up by holding each outer nut and
screwing the inner nut out against
the former.

J

ROLE

Fig. 2.-Thread fittings 5UA on the tubes and fix to the discs by means of two rivets.

1 M.S. tube, 36 in. x )
fi in. o/d. x 18 s.w.g. I Compression

1 M.S. tube, 38 in. x f legs.
1 in. old. x 20 s.w.g.

1 axle tube, 14 in. x wheel hub diam.
- T5O in. x 16 s.w.g.

1 M.S. tube, 30 in. x 1 in. x 16 s.w.g.
Axle extensions.

1 M.S. tube, 48 in. x in. x 17
s.w.g. Radius rods.

1 sq. ft. M.S. plate x 16
s.w.g. Fittings.I sq. ft. M.S. plate x 14 or
12 s.w.g.

10 aluminium separator plates, 2i in.
diam. x 18 or 20 s.w.g.

36 in. - in. M.S. rod, plain or
screwed.

14 aero rubber compression rings, 2f
in. x 1 in. x 1 in.

2 wheels and tyres, 16 in. x 14 in.
Note.-All steel tubing to be 28 -ton

weldable (D.T.0.41), and steel sheet
28 -ton steel (Z.S.3).

First make up four channel fittings, 5U/1
(Fig. 3), and six M.S. discs of 12 or 14 s.w.g.
and 211- in. outside diam. Four of the discs
will have fin. holes bored centrally, and the
other two have 1 -in. holes. The latter are
welded f in. from the end of the two tubes,
1 in. diam. x 20 s.w.g. x 161 in. long.
Now thread fittings 5UA on the tubes and
fix to the discs by means of 2 rivets, counter-
sunk in the disc face (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 4.-The plywood fairing.

Next weld one disc on each of two fin.
diam. tubes (20 s.w.g. x 18 in. long), the
outer face of the disc being 61 in. from the
tube end.

Cut 10 (5 for each leg) 18 or 20 s.w.g.
aluminium separator plates, 2f -in. outer
diam. and in. inside, and also 12 fin.
spacers from the 1 -in. diam. tube.

We are now ready to assemble the legs.
Thread six rubber compression blocks on to
the longer length of the fin. tube, one of
the small spacers being inserted in each
compression block and one aluminium

.4rxce 104, Also (252) .1.roorNo 4

Fig. 5.-Details of the axles.

spacer between each two rubbers. Slide
the smaller tube into the larger tube, as
shown in Fig. 2. Thread a rubber block and
spacer on to the small end of the inner tube
and follow with an M.S. disc, riveted to 5UB.

Connect up by inserting two k -in. rods

fa

Fig. 6.-The
radius rods.

1-fra"---1

A3YET To CIRCULAR PLATES As fNOWN
COMPRESS/on, 2E6 CHANNELS-( OFF

/6 _Ova Mfr P427- No 51///

Fig. 3.-The channel fitting, four of
which are required.

Now, and not before, the end of the
smaller, inner tube may be slightly flattened
to I in. and fitted with a k -in. inside diam.
tube, welded in position.

A smart finish may be obtained by means
of a plywood fairing (Fig. 4). This con-
sists of two spruce formers, the top one of
which is recessed to fit over fitting SUB,
and is held in position by means of screws
through from the steel disc. The other
former is threaded on to the 1 -in. tube, on
which it is an easy sliding fit, just below
5UA. The plywood covering, 1 mm.
thick, may be glued to the lower former, but
screwed to the top former for ease of re-
moval.

We now come to the axles, 4U (Fig. 5).
The length of each axle, at the centre line,
is about 7 in., but will depend to some extent

1 -

Fig. 7.-The skid
plate and rein-
forcing fitting.

iNflo COLLARS

7,0ut-.4.vaze CFA-No.10"
4Krs., JANONO 506 tiros
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434p, No 60
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on the wheel hub width. One bevel cut is
sufficient for both axles. The bevel end of
the axle is drilled and filed to receive the
1 -in. extension tubes, these being welded in
position, top and bottom. Flatten the top
ends of the extension arms to 1 in., shape as
shown, and drill for -in. bolts.

Note that the axle tube should be not less
than 14 in. under the wheel hub. diam ,

and the wheel should be very free to rotate,
or a seizure will undoubtedly occur when
taking off or landing, with unpleasant
results.

Cut a steel disc 2 in. larger than the axle
in diam. and weld on the outer face to the
axle, taking care to get the disc exactly per-
pendicular to the latter. Also cut a steel
web to insert between the disc and axle ex-
tension tube. This may be made from a
piece of mild steel, 1 in. thick, or from two
pieces of 12 or 14 s.w.g. steel plate. Weld
along the three edges and drill a 1 -in. hole
as shown.

A 16 s.w.g. washer, of diameter 1 in.
larger than the wheel hub, is threaded on
the axle after the wheel, followed by a
*-in. collar, which is bolted to the axle by
a 2 B.A. bolt. When all is complete this
bolt should be locked by riveting the head
or by some other suitable means.

The axles and compression legs should be
pinned temporarily in position, and care-
fully trued up. The radius rods, 13U
(Fig. 6), are bent through 40 degrees, under
heat, then cut to length and shaped. k -in.
collars are welded, 1* in. apart, to match
with the attachment fit-
tings, 12IJ, and the lower
end of the radius rod is
welded to the axle and
collar.

Apart from fitting up,
the undercarriage is now
complete.

The Tail Skid
Before fitting the tail

skid, which is of spring
steel and tracking, the
skid plate 7U and rein-
forcing fitting 61J (Fig. 7)
should be made. These
fittings should be made
together to ensure proper
matching up. A spruce
packing piece, say 3 in. x 1 in., is glued
between the bottom fuselage longerons at
the stern, and a good job is made by gluing
a further piece of *-in. plywood, 3 in. x
6, in. or so, across the top of the packing
block and longerons. Fit 6TI and 7U in
position and drill the fin. holes. A steel
tubular sleeve, 1 in. long x 1 in. old. x 17
s.w.g. is welded to fitting 7U and passes up
through the packing block and into the
fin. hole in 6U. The sleeve is not fixed to

WISHER
SWX/66

:t Pair

fernomAT
2' /,;44" cz.a

4' /6G cup LaU

lfz' goo' -/".Oz,4/4/
fig4nor,f04V/VO
14f4r,vrP,Jiorrso
Nur /Iwo 2

Fig. 8.-The tail skid.

61J, but should be just flush with, or slightly
below, the top face. A fin. bolt, 2 in. long
with 1 -in. plain shank, is welded to 6U.
Fittings 6U and 7U may now be fixed in
position by means of bolts.

The tail skid (Fig. 8) consists of two
thicknesses of A in. x 11 in. spring steel,
bent to the required shape. This should be
done by an experienced blacksmith, who
will properly temper the springs after bend-
ing. (Luton Aircraft supply skids properly
shaped, or will carry out the necessary work
on customers' springs.)

The two leaves are held together by means
of a small 16 s.w.g. clip, 9U, which is
riveted to one leaf only with a countersunk
rivet, leaving the other leaf free to slide
over the former.

Insert a 16 s.w.g. washer, 31 in. in diam.,
between 715 and the skid, the whole being
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held together by means of a slotted nut and
split pin, together with a spring washer.
The top horizontal tail decking may now
be fixed in position on the fuselage, assuming
the tail plane and rudder attachment
fittings have all been locked in position.
The exposed part of the stern post is also
faired off forward by means of two spruce
formers, ply covered, so as to form prac-
tically a half -cylinder. The tail and eleva-

7b BLY

Fig. 10 (Left).-The
control column.

541"_ThRacs
ReicA-aya UNDER

5c

/61-L
irewrou

tor should be placed in position to obtain
the correct thickness of this fairing. It
should nicely clear the similar fairing at the
elevator gap. This fairing greatly stiffens

TAIL SKID MATERIALS
Spring -steel strip, -A- in. x 11 in. x

21 in.
M.S. plate, 18 s.w.g. x 6 in. x 61 in.
M.S. plate, 16 s.w.g. x 3i in. x 10 in.
M.S. bolt, 1 in. x 2 in. x 1 in. shank,

with slotted nut.

CONTROL SYSTEM MATERIALS
M.S. tube, fin. or 1 -in. diam. x 18 or

20 s.w.g. x 51 ft. for control column,
cross -tube, and rudder bar.

M.S. tube, 1 in. or 1* in. diam. x 17
s.w.g. x 2 in. for 3C.

M.S. tube, 1 in. i/d. x 1* in. long for
IC.

M.S. tube, 1 in. i/d. x 1* in. long for
60.

M.S. plate, 16 s.w.g. x 1 sq. ft.
M.S. plate, 18 s.w.g. x 6 in. x 6 in.
M.S. plate, 12 or 14 s.w.g. x 9 in. x 3 in.
Aluminium pulleys, 2 in. or 3 in., 2 in

addition to 6 wing pulleys.
10 -cwt. flexible steel cable (aircraft).
10 -cwt. turnbuckles, 9.
10 -cwt. steel shackles, 18.
Aluminium tubing for fairleads, *-in.

diam., 6 ft. length.

Z. -stet /-.447teeos

(=DC/:-.94,6-.94496,fiva.frono
04, Ze:40,1,6 FO6E 11-cycsv 23 .9/8

X

Fig. 9.-The control assembly.

the stern post, decreases head -resistance, and
improves the appearance.

The Control System
The control assembly layout is shown in

Fig. 9, the control column and rudder bar
being shown in more detail in Figs. 10 and
11 respectively. The various items are
shown detailed in Fig. 12.

The bend in the control column is done
in order to move the hand -grip farther for-
ward from the pilot's seat. The bending
should be done with the tube red hot, it hav-
ing been previously filled with sand and the
ends plugged. Bend very carefully and
avoid crinkling of the metal. When bolting
the elevator levers to the ends of the cross -
tube they should not be vertical, i.e.
parallel to the control stick, but should
slope forward so that the bottom hole in the
lever is approximately 1 in. to the rear of
the cross -tube centre line.

The aileron actuating cables run from the
control column base, over pulleys at 60 and

4No Xvia N

8 /

5.
Fig. 11.-The rudder bar.
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up to pulleys 8W in the wing and thence to
the top aileron levers via the outer pulleys.
The aileron balance cable (already dealt
with) connects directly across the bottom
aileron levers via the appropriate pulleys ;
10 -cwt. turnbuckles are inserted between
the cables and both top aileron levers, and
one bottom lever.

Turnbuckles attach to both ends of the
rudder bar and to both ends of each elevator
control lever. The cables pass out from
the fuselage just to the rear of the pilot's
seat, suitable fairleads being made from
-156- -in. aluminium tubing and screwed to the
two diagonal struts there. Short tubular
fairleads may be similarly attached to the
top of tail -plane ribs to prevent the elevator
cables from rubbing the tail plane, and if
necessary small fibre discs may be screwed
to the tail leading -edge for the same pur-
pose. The control cables should be threaded
through all tubular fairleads before splicing
has been done at both ends. Failing this
it becomes necessary to cut open the fair -
leads along their length for insertion of the
cable.

The pins holding the aileron cables to the
link plates, 9C, should be provided with
safety pins for ease of release for dis-
mantling. The same applies at the rudder
and elevator cable connections at the rear.

Types of Engine
. Almost any type of engine of about 30

B.H.P. is suitable for use in the " Minor,"
provided the weight is not much greater

147H
PULLEY J'oPPoo- OFF /66 MSe. APT 3C

3.7v6'llo[c- Ay 4vNERPLere-
ojier"h'oxF hvCbiaew

/fri

/600Lere 1,4"/6 TueesXeller:t..e

than 100 lb. If the engine weight, includ-
ing radiator and water in the case of water-
cooled engines, approaches 150 lb. it be-
comes necessary to instal the wing tank in
place of the fuselage fuel tank, and the pilot's
seat may have to be moved back through a
distance of,3 in. or so.

It is strongly recommended that engines
should comply with the following brief
specification :
1. Weight not exceeding 125 lb.
2. Maximum power not less than 30 B.H.P.
3. Revolutions at 30 H.P. to be not more

than 3,000, unless drive is geared.
4. Dual ignition.
5. Reliability of a high order.
6. Air-cooled for preference.

The selection of the poWer unit to comply

PARTICULARS OF THE LUTON-
ANZANI 35-H.P. ENGINE

The Luton-Anzani is an air-cooled
V -twin, having 4 overhead valves with
duplex springs per cylinder. A special
shock -absorbing mounting is provided.
Capacity, 1,100 cc. Bore, 83 mm.

Stroke 101.5 mm.
Lubrication by gravity to mechanical

pump.
Weight -100 lb. single ignition.

105 lb. dual ignition.
Power -35 H.P. maximum at 3,150

r.p.m.
21 H.P. at 2,000 r.p.m. normal

cruising.
28 H.P. at 2,600 r.p.m. high-

speed cruising.
Price-complete with dual ignition,

impulse starter, and airscrew
hub . £65 10 0

single ignition, impulse starter,
and airscrew hub £60 0 0

" Minor " Anzani airscrew £6 4 0

/lye /Y/1N fANO .44,o Be -No
UNDER //EAT

CavrRoz. COLUMN /OFF l'oox2os R4.97- NO /C.

remagr_,,
NOTCH lb So,r
Cb,vseaoeS

37A:s "0,
fr8" /item- .4-/,76- 7.2iee

Et4voroR CONTROL LEPER- .20.cr- IbINDED /46 Alp

52"efoer4 /;(470A,6
l4kz.649 hvPosereew

AWE?? BAR 5140,0o.or
/0.0,- /66 M.fe /14.49-/Vo7c

-WR

PeRT3o

6 1/oLES

9%?"

It" Oa
Hoz(

T-rR

CRo.e.e.7ih9E SUPPORT
20FF /66 4/P. P4R7 No4C

with this simple specification, and available
at a reasonable price, is not altogether easy.
Messrs. Luton Aircraft have tried out
almost every type, and eventually it was
decided to take the Anzani V -twin air-
cooled engine as a basic power unit, to re-
design certain parts that had given trouble,
and to equip the improved version with
dual ignition and an impulse starter.

The original Anzani engine was fitted to
the winning machine in the 1925 Inter-
national Light Aeroplane Competitions at
Lympne, so that it is by no means a new
and untried product.

Development of the Luton-Anzani 35-H.P.
Engine

One of the main obstacles facing the con-
structor of an ultra -light aeroplane is the
lack of suitable and reliable engines.
Perhaps the chief cause of the apparent un-
reliability of small engines is the prevalent
tendency of pilots to keep the engines
running at speeds very close to their
maxima. This is more than is expected
from large aero engines, and certainly the
small, relatively cheap engine should not
be called upon to undergo such severe
treatment.

It is true that light single -seaters can be
flown successfully with an engine horse-
power of 20, or even less, but the difficulty
comes when a rapid climb has to be made
in order to avoid some obstacle, and this is
an important point that is seldom given
sufficient consideration. Bearing in mind
the low efficiency of airscrews of small
diameter revving at high speed, figures of
20 and 30 H.P. should be regarded as the
absolute minima for cruising and top speed
conditions, and these should correspond to
engine speeds of roughly 2,000 and 3,000
r.p.m., or preferably less.

The 34-H.P. Anzani air-cooled V -twin

5%2"
C C 6L/SSET "LATE /arc /66 M

3"
:2"

.8.dick.fiv6 PLATE fog 4c /as 4e.r
Fer/o STN .,,":"4.23.9.e.e9C1'k-fbao1

PART No 4C4

ENDS FLATTENED
AND ',Leo 7d,P414.0A-

WX /76 xi le -me
WELD.

(7/16

AY/eon, ei4..

LENCTNTo Suer FeLeFe46,
/PooneR BAR /OFF 7/8"x /76 Mx/TUBE PART No 6c
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2 oc., 4,1 Se 120.4/4 6

PART No gc.

001.477 FoR
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BEND .3b

Fig. 12.-The various items of the
control lever and rudder bar.
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/

appears to meet with the above require-
ments and has been extensively used by
Luton Aircraft, Ltd., in their " Buzzards,"
" Minors," and other light aeroplanes dur-
ing the last few years. Unfortunately,
although in many ways the Anzani " met
the bill," the reliability of this engine has
not been all that might be desired, and
Luton Aircraft accordingly set out to over-
come the weak points that their accumu-
lated experience had brought to light.

It was decided, therefore, to completely
redesign all working parts that had given
trouble during the many flying hours with
this type of engine, and as a result roughly
half the working parts have been either
completely changed or modified. After
assembly the new engine was subjected to a
systematic series of tests, lasting over
several running hours, which culminated
with 30 -minute periods of continuous
running under load at progressively increas-
ing speeds, viz. 2,000, 2,250, 2,500, and
2,650 r.p.m.

The engine was examined after each test,
and whereas previously certain adjustments,
notably of the valve tappet clearances, had
to be made after almost every flight, no
modification has been found necessary
throughout the whole of the tests, beyond
slight adjustment after the initial settling
down.

Although reliability was the chief quality
sought, the running has been improved in
other respects, and the smoothness is very
noticeable. There is a slight increase in
maximum power, whilst the slow -speed
running is now particularly good, the engine
ticking over at 100 r.p.m.

The Luton Anzani is now available with
either single or dual ignition with impulse
starter, and in the latter form a remarkably
good unit has been made available at a very

%4'.fP4CING WASHER
Fig. 13.-General arrangement of the

engine mounting.

moderate price. Existing Anzani engines
can be modified to conform with the new
specification.
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MATERIALS REQUIRED
FOR ENGINE

MOUNTING (ANZANI)

5 ft. M.S. tube, in. o/d.
x 17 s.w.g.

1 ft. M.S. tube, in. o/d.
x 17 s.w.g.

1 sq. ft. M.S. sheet, each 12,
14, 18, and 20 s.w.g.

PARrivo
/14/
412
M3
4.14

M6
M7
MS
MO
M/o

DESCR/PPON
Boos ma
NousiNG PLATE OUTER
CONNECT/NO Z /Me
Top BEARER TUBE

477-4CMT PLATE
DIAGONAL

LOWER BRACING Pcori-
Mous/NG PLATE INNER
UPPER litm4C/NG PLATE
TOP CORNERFITTING
BOTTOM

Engine Mounting
Since the Luton-

Anzani engine has now
been adopted as stan-
dard, the mounting for
this engine will be de-
scribed.

ED 0 The following points
should receive careful
consideration in the
mounting of any other
engine :

1. Support the weight
close to the intersection

of the thrust line and vertical through the
engine CG.

2. The supporting structure must be
braced both vertically and horizontally to
prevent rotation of the engine relative to
the fuselage.

3. Attach the support members to nodes,
or joints, in the fuselage structure, attach -

/
Undercarriage materials (me-

tallic) as specified .

Aero rubber compression
rings, 14 . . .

2 wheels, tyres, and tubes,
4 in. x 16 in. . .

Complete set undercarriage
materials, as above .

PRICES OF MATERIALS' AND PARTS
£ s. d.

1 0 0

1 0 0

4 0 0

6 0 0

Pair axles, made up, com-
plete . . . . 2 10 0

Pair compression legs, made
up, complete with rubbers 3 10 0

Pair radius rods, made up,
ready to attach . - 1 0 0

Complete undercarriage,
with wheels . . . 11 0 0

Add for fairings . .

Tail skid spring steel. -

All tail skid materials, as
detailed . . .

Tail skid made up, with clip

Fittings 6U and 7U made up
Contol System, steel tube

and sheet . .

Pulleys, 8 at ls. each .
170 ft. 10 -cwt. cable

10 0
2 0

4 6
9 6

7 6

. 9 0
8 0

. 1 10 0

9 turnbuckles, 10 -cwt. at
8d. each . . .

18 steel shackles, 10 -cwt. .

6 ft. aluminium tubing, 1 --in.
diam. . . . .

Complete set control system
materials and pulleys .

Control column, cross -tube,
and gusset plate, made up

Rudder bar and footplates,
made up .

2 elevator levers . . .

Fittings 4C (2), 4CA (2), 7C,
9C (2), and 5C (2) .

Control system, complete,
comprising last 4 items,
170 ft. cable, 9 turn-
buckles, 18 shackles, 8
pulleys, and 6 ft. alumin-
ium tubing . . .

Engine Mounting Materials,
comprising M.S. tube,
5 ft. x I in. x 17 g., and
lf ft. x in. x 17 g., to-
gether with 1 sq. ft., each
of 12, 14, 18, and 20 g.
M.S. plate . . .

Complete set of fittings,
tubes, etc. (24), made up .

£ s. d.

6 0
3 0

3 0

2 15 0

18 0

14 0
8 0

18 0

5 5 0

15 0

3 7 6
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IF YOU DESIRE SUCCESS
CONSULT

C
THE

Many men who are thinking about their
future feel that they lack something, need some-
thing-something vital to their progress.

That something is TRAINING.
Experience teaches the cold truth that it is

only trained men who step up to responsible and well -
paid positions. That is so to -day and will be so
to -morrow.

Come what may, the good jobs go to those who
are big enough to fill them, and the size of a man is
determined in large measure by his training and
his ability to apply that training.

The man who, considering to -morrow in the
light of to -day, desires a training has a wide
choice of schools-good, bad, and indifferent.
It is of EXTREME IMPORTANCE to him
that he should select a good one. Our advice is

" Investigate before you invest." That will lead you,
in all probability, to the I.C.S., whose first
services are advisory and free.

The International Correspondence Schools
made tuition by post the great educational power
it has become and have provided training for
more people than any other similar institution in
existence. No other correspondence school has
such world-wide fame or has won such out-
standing success. None can give such effective
training in a wide variety of subjects and for a
great many Examinations.

I.C.S. Service is based on expert knowledge
and nearly half a century of experience. It con-
sists of SOUND, PRACTICAL, AND COM-
PREHENSIVE INSTRUCTION WHICH
EQUIPS THE STUDENT TO MOVE FOR-
WARD IN HIS CHOSEN CAREER.

If you want the BEST training, we can give it you, on terms that you
will find advantageous. It will be to your interest to know in detail
exactly how we can help you-how easily, conveniently, and surely.

WRITE TO US TO -DAY
Tell us your particular problem or the branch of business you wish to master. Or use the
Coupon below. By return of post we will send you full information and a special booklet.

COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, LTD.; (Dept. 95), International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Please send me your booklet containing full particulars of the Course of Correspondence Training before which I have
marked X. I assume no obligation.

Accountancy Diesel Engineering Marine Engineering Scientific Management
Advertising Draughtsmanship Mechanical Drawing Short -Story Writing
Aeronautical Engineering Electrical Engineering Mechanical Engineering Steamyin Engineering
Air Conditioning Engineering Shop Practice Mining Engineering Surve
Architecture Fire Engineering Motor Engineering Telephoneg and Telegraph Eng.
Boiler Engineering Garage Management Pattern -making Textiles
Book-keeping
Building

Gas -Power Engineering
Heating and Ventilation

Plumbing
Radio Equipment and Servicing

Welding, Gas and Electric
Wireless Engineering

Chemical Engineering Hydro -Electric Salesmanship Woodworking
Civil Engineering Journalism Sanitary Engineering Works Management

EXAMINATIONS

Technical Institutions and Civil Service (G.P.O.). State which

NOTE.-If your subject is not on the above list, write it here

NAME

ADDRESS

AGE
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mounting.

ment being made to the longerons where
possible.

4. Provide shock absorbers which will
allow slight rotation of the engine in a plane
parallel to the airscrew disc.

The general arrangement of the engine
mounting is shown in Fig. 13, the details
being given in Fig. 14. A horizontal tube,
M4, is fixed parallel with the top longeron,
on to which sleeves a cradle, Ml, which
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bolts to the two crankcase lugs with fin.
bolts. In the case of the engine being
fitted with the special shock absorbers,
f -in. bolts are used, and care should be
taken to see that these bolts are only just
tight. Fixing is then done by means of
slotted nuts and split pins.
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the cradle by means of side plates, M2 and
M9, together with a small joggled link, M3.
By releasing one side bolt the engine may
be slipped forward off the horizontal sup-
port for dismantling.

(To be continued)
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PHOTOGRAPHING SOUND
PHOTOGRAPHING sound is the

latest departure in the WLW sound
department.

For months Don Winget Jr., experi-
mented in an effort to reproduce over the air
a " natural " gunshot. Various guns of
several types were used but in each case the
sensitive microphones failed to give the
critical effect desired.

In the old days of radio a slapstick was
used. This is accomplished by striking a
leather cushion with a rod. That method,
however, imitated the impact without
retaining the reverberation which is neces-
sary, Mr. Winget explained, if the sound is
to be natural to the ear.

Sound Recording Camera
After months of research Mr. Winget and

Arthur Young of the Crosley Radio Cor-
poration laboratories announced completion
of a sound -recording camera. By using the
shadowgraph method the apparatus takes
pictures at one -ten millionth of a second,
believed to be the fastest device of its
kind. Bullets were photographed in various
stages. When the collection of films was
developed Winget and Young found they
had recorded the complete sound of gun-
shots.

" We shoot an average of 1,000 shots a
month in various programmes," said Mr.
Winget. It is very difficult to get the effect
over the air. The same analysis applies to
riveting and similar machines and any high
level sound, such as explosions, thunderclaps
and so forth.

" Our only idea in reproducing the cor-
rect sound was to analyse it. We have
analysed, with our electric camera, the vari-
ous sound components of a gunshot. By
removing the initial high impact we still
leave unimpaired the reverberation and
aftertone which is the characteristic sound
of a shot."

Mechanical Filter
Removing the initial impact and retaining

the reverberation of one shot may sound
impossible, Mr. Winget explained, but his
department has accomplished the feat by
constructing a mechanical filter which
absorbs the initial impact but leaves the
reverberation unimpaired.

The electric camera has been used in
photographing sound waves of various other
devices and will mean that radio sound
technicians at WLW will be able, by analy-
sis, to reproduce naturally on the air
virtually every sound.

141

PIN SHOWN
CUT AWAY

Showing the method of fixing the dip.

A
NEW

HOSE CLIP
THE Perfect Clip Co. have produced

a new type of hose clip which is simple
to fit and extremely efficient to use.

Twenty-four clips are supplied with a
spool containing sufficient strip for making
twenty-four 2 -in. clips.

The illustration on the left shows the clip
fitted to a hose and also the method of fix-
ing. As well as being supplied in boxes the
clips can be obtained in specific sizes ready
for fitting.

An illustratedpamphlet giving full instruc-
tions for fixing are enclosed with the clip,
so that it is quite a simple matter to attach
it to the hose.

A FINISH FOR WOODWORK
THE following method, recommended

by an expert who has for years been
handling large quantities of decorated

woodwork for the trade, should prove a use-
ful hint to many readers. The work en-
tailed staining and polishing.

" As a finish to our woodwork it was
found that french polishing was too lengthy
a process, so a method had to be devised
which would give perfect results with the
minimum of labour. Much experiment
revealed that it was fatal to good results to

' give too little time to the preparation of the
wood before staining. Two grades of sand-
paper are therefore used, medium first,
followed by the finest quality, which pit-
cess ensures a satin smoothness. This part
of the work is never rushed, and care is
taken that no corners are missed.

" Next comes the designing-the outlines
of which are burned into the wood. Then

the staining process and lastly the polish-
ing. The finish being all-important, many
experiments were made, with the result
that wax -polishing with Mansion polish
proved to give very good results.

" The following method is employed.
Two brushes of the shoe -polishing variety are
used, one being softer than the other ; also
a pad of soft, non -fluffy rag. Mansion
polish is applied freely with the rag and
rubbed well into the grain of the wood. The
article is then put aside for ten minutes or
so, after which the real work of polishing
begins. First the soft brush is used, work-
ing with the grain of the wood-never across
-with firm strokes and a fair amount of
pressure until e polish begins to appear.
Then with the stiffer brush and with lighter
and more rapid strokes a high polish is
obtained. A final rub over with a soft rag
ensures a really perfect finish."

A STAPLE -DRIVING TOOL

STAPLES smaller than I in. require
patience and are extremely awkward to
place into position before they are

driven home. Here is a design for a tool
which will make the work considerably
easier, and allows the staples to be quickly
inserted even in extremely awkward corners.

The device consists essentially of a
holder, made from two pieces of tube, with
a solid rod passed down through the centre,
which pushes the staple into position, as
shown in Fig. 2, details being given in
Fig. 1. A piece of steel tube B should
be selected having an outside diameter a
few thousandths larger than the head of the
staple. The legs of the staple will not be
parallel, and will have sufficient spring to
enable them to hold in the tool. A slot is
cut across the end of the tube deep enough

0

A

-G

Figs. 1 and 2.-The method
of constructing and using the

staple -driving tool.

WIRE

to take the full length of the staple. A
second slat is cut up the tube to take a
spigot inserted into the driving pin.

The larger tube C fits over the end
of the tube B and is either driven on
or soldered into position. The slots which
are cut wide enough to clear the wire, are
placed at right angles to the slot in the
tube B. The driving pin C is a good
sliding fit inside the main tube and has a
spigot tapped into it, which passes out
through the slot in the main tube and
prevents the pin being driven from the tube
by the return spring, and also prevents the
pin being driven down so far that the wire
which is being fixed by the staple, is
crushed. The inside end of the driving pin
is filed to fit the head of the staple, and a
pressure handle fitted to the other. The
details of the return spring can be seen in
the illustration of the complete tool, which
is shown in use.
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The Scophony television projector, for use in public halls. This model
is for pictures 6 ft. by 5 ft.

Interior view of the Scophony public hall projector, which gives pictures
approximating cinema standards of brightness up to 6 ft. in size. The
illustration shows the amplifier which drives the light control, and above

the amplifier is seen the high-speed synchronous motor.

[1, SCO PHONY
VISION SYST

Details of the Latest Mechanical Process Which can be used
for Home and Theatre Television Picture Reproduction

THE present television apparatus
which is available to the public for
receiving the television programmes

broadcast by the B.B.C. consists of elec-
trical equipment, in which a picture is repro-
duced upon the end of a cathode-ray tube
by fluorescence due to the bombardment
of the coating of the tube by an electronic
stream. It has previously been stated that
only an electrical system could succeed in
giving a reproduction of the pictures which
are now broadcast, owing to the fact that
the system used is known as a "high -
definition " system. In the first television
system used in this country the picture was
divided into 30 lines vertically disposed, and
to receive a picture one used a rotating disc
having thirty holes, and these travelled
across a flat -plate of a neon lamp. The
glow of the lamp was controlled by the
received picture impulses and the holes in
the disc travelling at speed produced lines of
light travelling from one side to the other
and the flickers of the lamp gave the effect
of a picture. In the present system the
picture is divided into 405 lines, arranged

horizontally, and split into two parts each
consisting of 202} lines, and these are inter-
laced to form the complete picture. Thus
it would appear that no mechanical appara-
tus could be expected to provide the required
speed and light necessary for viewing a
picture under normal domestic conditions.

Effect of Light
The size of the holes for the original 30 -line

system was such that with a convenient
size of disc the light was extremely weak.
Attempts to overcome this defect were
made by using a rotating drum upon which
were mounted 30 mirrors at varying angles
to reconstitute the picture area and a
brilliant lamp was employed in conjunction
with it. By passing the light through a
form of filter, controlled by the signal, the
picture could be built up in a more brilliant
manner than the disc apparatus and could
be projected on to a small screen, giving a
much larger picture than the other system.
There were variations of this system, but
the principle was the same. A well-known
television engineer persisted in his efforts at

making a mechanical system to receive the
high -definition pictures, and as a result of
the researches of the Scophony company, a
perfected machine has now been demon-
strated in which an optical -mechanical
instrument has been used to provide a
picture over 6 ft. in height, comparable
with a cinema picture, and avoiding many
of the difficulties of the electrical or cathode-
ray system. In the early days of the high -
definition system the size of the picture was
limited by the size of the cathode-ray tube
employed, and in the majority of domestic
receivers this is limited to about 10 in. by
8 in. A larger tube would not only be very
expensive-a 12 -in. tube giving the 10 in. by
8 in. picture costs £15 158.-but would also
be difficult to manufacture owing to the
external air pressure. At the date of the
recent Radio Exhibition, however, it was
announced that two firms, Philips and
H.M.V., had succeeded in designing a
domestic television receiver in which a
picture approximately 2 ft. wide could be
obtained. This was accomplished by using
a very small cathode-ray tube, upon which a
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CHOSEN AGAIN
For the "P.M. 1938 SHORT-WAVE THREE."

NO wonder ! For Ericsson Super-
sensitive Telephones are simply

unexcelled for sound reception in
purity, tone strength, and amplifi-
cation.

The short-wave fans know how
essential these fine telephones are for
really good DX listening-they are
just as essential in television reception.

Wonderfully sensitive, comfortable
in wear and very pure in tone. Hook
them up to your set and notice the
difference.

At all GOOD radio dealers. If you have
any difficulty in procuring write direct to :

TELEPHONES
LIMITED

22, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.I.
Telephone: HOLborn 6936.

Really comfortable in wear and
very light. Three resistances -
120, 2,000 and 4,000 ohms.

One Price 1 5 f.

jinni

" I

Clix Folders
"P.M." Free
on request

gLO
For many years Clix have contributed
to the efficiency of radio apparatus
described in " Practical Mechanics "
by producing contact components

of proved merit.
CLIX STANDARD TYPE

VALVE H OLDERS
Types V.I and V.2, 4 -pin 8d. 5 -pin

9d. 7 -pin 1/-. 9 -pin 1/3.
Specified for the " P.M." 1938 " Short-

wave Three"

CLIX WALL PLUG
An excellent 2 -pin plug which gives
perfect contact, has non -collapsible
pins, and is in great demand for use
with radio and home electrical

apparatus. Type M, 5 -amp., 6d.

w
Price com-
plete as ifm
illustrated

CLIX LOUDSPEAKER
CONTROL PANEL

Gives instantaneous method of
switching Extension Speaker in
or out and allows internal
speaker to be kept in operation
or cut out. Also excellent for
switching in Headphones for

DX listening, etc.

Obtainable through all Radio dealers

n
BRITISH MECHANICAL PRODUCTIONS LTD.,

1.1U
79a, Rochester Row, London, S.W.1.

Read what the Specialists offer you in Petrol Engines.

THE LARCEST RANCE IN THE COUNTRY
AT PRICES TO SUIT ALL POCKETS.

18c.c. Comet, £5 10s. 2'31c.c. Spitfire, £4 Ws.
6c.c. Challenger, £3 17s. 6d. 9c.c. Ohlsson, £4 15s. 6d.
6c.c. Baby Cyclone, £4 17s. 6d. 2'5c.c. Trojan Junior, £4 18s. 6d.

Another New Baby Engine this month
25c.c. TROJAN JUNIOR at L4 I8s. 6d.

Bore 5/8 in., Stroke 5/8 in., H.P. 1/8, Weight 9 ozs. on test stand (with
precision Roller Bearings in crank shaft).

This IS a SUPER JOB in small Engines. Send for Specifications of any
of the above, and for Price List (3 penny stamps) of highest grade Model

Materials to the Specialists :

MODEL AIRCRAFT STORES (BNMTH) LTD.
127b, Hankinson Road, BOURNEMOUTH

Tel.: WINTON 1922.
Sole Southern Distributors for " Keelbild Kits," " Aeromodels and Aerommers."

ELECTRIC MOTORS 4216
Special Bargain Offer of Brand New

h.p. Electric Motors, 100-110v. and
200-250v.50 cycles, single-phase 1,450 r.p.m.
continuous. For A.C. mains. Very heavy
construction. Low current consumption.
Our price 42s. 6d., s h.p. 49s. 6d., # h.p.
ditto, 59s. 6d. Carriage 2s.

Have you had YOUR copy of our
BARGAIN LIST? If not, get it now!

It will save you pounds. Priced at Is., we will send
it absolutely free on receipt of a postcard mentioning

" Practical Mechanics."
MARBLE ARCH MOTOR SUPPLIES LTD.,
286-292, Camberwell Road, London, S.E.5. Tel.: RODNEY 2181.
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picture about 11 in. wide was produced.
This tube stood vertically at the bottom of a
cabinet, and the picture was directed
through a lens on to an inclined mirror and
so on to the rear of a screen. The number of
lines sets a limit to the degree of magnifica-
tion, and there is also loss of brijliancy.
Furthermore, to overcome the latter defect
the tube is run at a 'very high voltage (over
8,000 volts) and its life is thus of short
duration.

The Scophony System

In the Scophony system some interesting
features are to be found. Firstly, the light -
source is a standard electric arrangement-
in the domestic receiver a small cinema
projection lamp, and in the cinema or large
hall model a standard cinema arc system is
utilised. The light is directed on to a
quartz crystal and this is mounted at the
end of a tube filled with a special liquid.
The viscosity of this liquid and its other
characteristics are so chosen that when a
radio -frequency oscillation is applied to the

crystal waves are set up in the liquid, and the
speed of these waves may be calculated from
the specila nature of it. Immediately in
front of the crystal is a bar so situated that,
if no R.F. impulses are applied to the crys-
tal, it prevents the light from being thrown
forward. In front of the bar is a condenser
and lens, and when an R.F. is applied to the
crystal the waves caused through the liquid
result in the light being spread out or leak-
ing over the edge of the bar and being thus
directed on to the second lens assembly.
In front of this assembly is a polygon scan-
ning element made from stainless steel,
rotated by a synchronous motor, the speed
being adjusted to keep in step with the
oscillations through the liquid, and thus it
is possible, by applying the television signal
to the crystal, to obtain the necessary pic-
ture light and shade variations. This motor
is kept in step and controlled by the line
frequency broadcast by the B.B.C. and the
light which is caught by the rotating scanner
is projected in an upward direction, through
a further lens on to a rotating mirror drum
-similar to the old low -definition apparatus.

Two views showing the attractive
appearance of the finished set.

Synchronisation
This drum is also turned by a synchronous

motor, and it provides the picture -repetition
frequency. The relationship between the
speed of the two motors, and the number of
mirrors on the drum and surfaces on the
scanner ensure perfect interlacing and syn-
chronism with the transmission, and as the
motors are synchronously controlled it is
essential that the transmission should also
be similarly controlled. Previously, diffi-
culties were experienced due to the fact that
the B.B.C. time -bases varied, and repre-
sentations were made to the Television
Advisory Committee, as a result of which the
B.B.C. apparatus was modified and now
functions in such a manner that this new
mechanical system may be employed. The
advantages claimed are, larger picture (the
domestic model at present being put into
production provides a picture over 2 ft. in
width), low voltages compared with the
electrical apparatus (the maximum voltage
in the Scophony receiver is 350 compared
with over 1,000 in the standard cathode-
ray apparatus), and ease of control.

THE P.M. 1938 S.W. THREE
Further Operating Notes and Hints for Obtaining

Maximum Results on all Wavebands
THE brief operating details given in

last month's issue should enable the
majority of those who have built this

receiver to obtain a number of stations
without any difficulty. Unfortunately,
short waves are not so simple to control as
the ordinary waves such as are used for the
normal broadcasting in this country. It
should be remembered that the short waves
are at high frequency. The term " wave-
length " is, unfortunately, a rather obscure
term and leads many listeners into pitfalls
which would be avoided if the use of the
term " frequency " were more commonly
adopted. A wavelength is the distance
from the crest of ,one wave to the crest of
the next-it being remembered that the

signal which is radiated from a transmitting
aerial sets into motion the substance known
as the ether, and it travels in all directions
from the aerial in a series of waves. Ob-
viously, therefore, if the distance between
succeeding waves is short, the rapidity of
the oscillations forming the wave will be
greater than when the distance between the
waves is greater, and thus as we go down
the wavelength scale the frequency in-
creases. You will see from the details of
broadcast stations that a wavelength of 300
metres, for instance, coincides with a fre-
quency of 1,000 kilocycles per second, whilst
30 metres is 10,000 kilocycles per second.
The higher the frequency the more difficult
it is to control the oscillations. and the

slightest barrier to the path of the currents
will result in their trying to find a quicker
way to earth. Therefore one of the first
things to do in order to get maximum
efficiency from a short-wave set is to make
certain that all the signals which arrive at
your aerial pass through your tuning
circuits, and insulation of the aerial is the
first and most important thing.

Aerial Sizes
Do not imagine that because you wish

to pick up signals from the farthest part
of the globe that you need the largest
possible aerial. A large aerial will only
lead to difficulties, and for general short-
wave results a horizontal aerial suspended
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between the house and a pole in the garden,
with a length of about 30 feet, will be found
adequate. Use a good chain of insulators
at each end, and where the lead-in enters
the house leave a substantial space between
it and the leading -out wire for the earth.
Use insulated wire for the earth lead, pre-
venting the bare earth wire from coming into
contact with anything until it enters the
earth, and at this point attach it to a large
plate of metal buried in ashes or some other
medium which will retain moisture. With
such an aerial -earth system this little
receiver should give you all that you need
in DX or distant reception.

Mount the Clix L.S. panel which was
specified on the side of your cabinet and
connect as per the maker's instructions,
but instead of a loudspeaker use a pair of
the Ericsson 'phones which are specified.
If you then switch over to the 'phones you
will be able to make your first search of
the ether in a more satisfactory manner.
Remember that although a good dial is
employed on the condenser, and that band -
spreading is employed, you can still miss a
station.

Tuning the Set
The process of tuning should be carried

out in this way. Turn the reaction control
(lower centre) anti -clockwise as far as it
will go, set the left-hand (band -setting)
dial to 0, and then, reaching round to the
back of the set, turn the control mounted
there until you can hear a rushing noise in
the 'phones. If you carry this adjustment
too far a loud whistle will be heard and you
will then be unable to hear speech or
telephony and will only be able to hear
C.W., or continuous -wave code signals.
When you hear the rushing, turn the re-
action control and note whether there is a
gradual build up until the set bursts into

condenser is nearly in its maximum (clock-
wise) position. If you cannot obtain
oscillation at maximum turn up the rear
control slightly, and you should be able to
find a position where the rear control may
be left entirely alone, and all reaction
carried out by means of the front control.
If this is not found possible, and all wiring
is in order, modify the aerial connection
as mentioned last month by connecting a
short length of wire to the aerial terminal
and twisting this round the aerial lead, not
permitting bare wire to come into contact.
The capacity so formed should be adjusted
until the desired reaction control can be
obtained. Having found this, leave the
main condenser at 0 and slowly turn
the band -spreading condenser (right-hand
control) through its entire range. You
may not find any signals at this point
at the first trial, and therefore the main
dial should be turned to the fifth division
(the short line between 0 and 10) and the
right-hand control again turned through
its complete movement. The capacities of
these two condensers have been so chosen
that the right-hand control spreads out the
dial readings of the left-hand control and
thus " splits up " the tuning, giving a much
better effect than can be obtained with the
best type of slow-motion drive. Proceed
in this way through the entire scale of the
left-hand control and you should be able
to get stations at all points, but remember
that the amateur transmissions are on
certain bands of frequency and between
these you will hear only commercial broad-
casts such as Press, police, and other special
transmissions. As mentioned last week,
with the coils which we specify you will be
able to hear the 16 -metre band on the small
coils and the 40 -metre band on the larger

'rtGO
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One S.W. Condenser,
Type 2043 . . J.B.

One Midget U.S.W. con-
denser, Type 2141 . J.B.

One L.F. Transformer-
Niclet . . . Varley

One 50,000 -ohm potentio-
meter . . . Bulgin

Two 4 -pin Chassis -type
Valve -holders (Type VI) Clix

One 7 -pin Chassis -type
Valve -holder (Type V6) Clix

One 6 -pin Coil Base . B.T.S.
Two .002 mfd. Tubular

Fixed Condensers . T.C.C.
One 0001 mfd. Tubular

Fixed Condenser . T.C.C.
One 1 mfd. Tubular Fixed

Condenser . . T.C.C.
One Reaction Condenser,

-00015 mfd. . . B.T.S.
One 1-meghom Grid Leak Dubilier
One 3-meghom Grid Leak Dubilier
One 40,000 -ohm 1 -watt

Resistor . . . Dubilier
One 100,000 -ohm 1 -watt

Resistor . . . Dubilier
One A.E. Socket Strip . Clix
One L.S. Socket Strip . Clix
One 4 -way Battery Cord Belling -Lee
One 6 -pin Low -loss Coil

(Type to suit wave-
length, or a set may be
obtained) Eddystone

One 7 -pin HP215 valve Hivac
One 4 -pin P220 Valve . Hivac
One 4 -pin L210 Valve . Hivac
One Metallised Chassis, 10

in. by 8 in. by 3 in. . Peto-Scott
One Metal Panel, 10 in.

by 8 in. . . . Peto-Scott
One pair Ericsson 'phones
One Clix L.S. Panel .

One 120 -volt H.T. Battery
One 2 -volt L.T. Accumulator }Exide
One 9 -volt G.B. Battery

coils, but you must be very careful in
choosing your times of listening on the
various bands. Thus in the early evening,
just before darkness falls, the 16 -metre
band will be most suitable in ordinary
climatic conditions, whilst after dark the
40 -metre band should be employed.

If you find atmospherics are too bad on
one waveband you can try one of the
others, as the majority of long-distance
short-wave broadcast stations usually trans-
mit on two or three bands, and very often
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employ beam or directional transmission.
This means that you will - probably be
unable to hear, for instance, a German
transmission beamed on Africa if you live
in the Midland district of England, whilst
American transmissions beamed on England
will come in almost as loudly as the B.B.C.
programmes when conditions are favour-
able.
Directional Aerials

When you have become used to the meth-
od of tuning you may find that signals from
some continents come in better than others,
and when you have used the set for some
time and are certain that such results are
not due to climatic conditions, you may
find it worth while to modify your aerial
so that it is directional to the weaker
stations, and this will give you an increase
in signal strength. In this connection a
good atlas and a compass will be of great
use, as you will be able to confirm that your
present aerial is non -directional to that
continent and make the necessary modifica-
tion. A vertical aerial is non -directional
and should pick up stations from all
directions equally well, but support it well
clear of the walls of the house, use thin cop-
per tubing, and a total length of from 10 to 15
feet will be found best. Solder the lead-in to
the lower end of the aerial and let this be
as near the set as possible, so that the
lead-in does not play any part in picking
up the signals.
Interference

If you live near a main road you may
find that interference is experienced from
car electric equipment when cars pass your
house. In such a case the aerial should be
placed as far from the roadway as possible,
and if this results in an extra -long lead to
the receiver, a special type of screened
cable should be used-otherwise the lead-in
will pick up the interference. To avoid the
losses introduced by such a length of
screened wire, a special type of transformer
should be joined at the receiver end and at
the aerial end. These transformers, to-
gether with the screened cable, may be
obtained from your local dealer or direct
from such firms as B.T.S., Belling -Lee, ect.
They are known as anti -interference aerial
equipment, but should be employed only
when interference is experienced from local
electrical apparatus. It is possible to use
over 100 feet of the screened lead-in with-
out loss, and this often enables the aerial to
be so placed that all local interference is
completely eliminated and signals obtained
with a clear background.
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The Circuit which is employed in the P.M. 1938 S.W. Three.
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RAWLPLUGS will enable you to fix any
article quicker and neater, no matter
what kind of material you wish to fix to.

For heavy work, such as fixing machinery,
large -size Rawlplugs (Nos. 2030) with coach
screws should be used.
If you want to fix a sink or cistern, there are medium -size
Rawlplugs (Nos. 10-18), and for small household articles, such as a soap dish,
there are the small Rawlplugs (Nos. 3-8). There is a Rawlplug for every size of
screw or coach screw. Anyone can use Rawlplugs; no previous experience required.
Sold by Ironmongers, Stores, etc., in complete Outfits at 1 /6, 3/6 and 5/6.

THE

For every
fixing job
LARGE
OR

SMALL
use

....... _okra

Millions of Rawlplugs are used annuak
by the Admiralty, War Office, G.P.O.

Big Contractors, etc.

B 200
RAWLPLUG CO., LTD Rawlplug House, LONDON, S.W.7

SKINNY!
New easy way adds pounds
of solid stay -there flesh.
Improves your Personal
Appearance. But only a
short time ago he was skinny,
run-down, weak, nervous,
and showed his bones Instead
of healthy, smooth flesh. He
was pale, too. But he took
" Valitone Bonbons," Dr.
Gallinger's prescription. By
eating these tasty bonbons
the weight is increased with-
in a few weeks from 10 to 00
lbs. The unsightly bones that
show become beautifully cov-
ered, the flat chest develops,
skinny limbs rounded out
attractively and the body
weight is increased by many
pounds of firm, healthy,
beauty -bringing flesh, evenly
distributed. He is no longer
tired and sickly looking, and
within a few weeks his former
skinny looks have given way
to a beautifully healthy ap-
pearance. If you really want

to add many pounds of solid weight on your bones,increase
your stamina and nerve force, send 4/- for large box from:
M. TRILETY 11/18), 45, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.1

Is

CHEMISTRY HOB RY
If so, write now for our free Cata-
logue of Laboratory Equipment
which contains a full range of
apparatus and chemi-
cals to meet the re-
quirements of every

student.
Book/et of Tested Experiments,

6d. post free.

BECK(Scientific Dept. A), 60 High St.,
Stoke Newington, London, N.I6

SETS
FROM

2'6 TO

1054
POST FREE

ENGINEERS
The size of your pay packet depends almost entirely on your knowledge, and the ability to apply that know-

ledge. The successful engineer can easily earn £500 and upwards per annum. Will you let us show you how ?
We offer you the means of qualifying for entry and advancement in the engineering industry in the simplest

and most efficient manner, viz., by home-study-undertaken in your spare time.
Our 96 -page Engineering Guide (5938 edition) describes numerous Examination and Diploma Courses M

Engineering, including :
EXAMINATION COURSES : NON -EXAMINATION COURSES :
Inst. of Electrical Engineers Wireless
Inst. of Wireless Technology Telegraphy
Inst. of Civil Engineers Telephony
Inst. of Structural Engineers Electrical Engineering
Inst. of Builders Television
Inst. of Sanitary Engineers Electric Wiring
Royal Sanitary Institute Talking Picture Work
Inst. of Heating and Ventilating Works Management

Engineers Building Construction Etc., etc.
Inst. of Mechanical Engineers Sanitary Engineering GENERAL EDUCATION :
Inst. of Automobile Engineers Sheet Metal Work on Tiiii Matriculation
Royal Aeronautical Society Refrigeration College of Preceptors
London B.Sc. Degrees Motor Engineering Etc., etc.

If you do not see your requirements above just explain what they are. We are able to advise on all
branches of Engineering, Civil Service, Municipal Work. etc.

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY: Success-or No Fee
We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for which you are preparing under our

guidance or if you are not satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your tuition fee will be
returned in full and without question. This is surely the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambitions you must investigate the service we are able to offer. Founded in 1885, our Success
Record is unapproachable.

Why not fill in
and post the at-
tached coupon
for a free copy
of this indis-
pensable guide?
It will be sent
post free and
without a n y
obligation o n
your part.

Draughtsmanship
CIVIL SERVICE :
Probationary Inspector, G.P.O.
Asst. Supt. of Traffic
Patent Office
Etc., etc.
MUNICIPAL SERVICE :
Weights and Measures Inspector
Handicraft Teacher

COUPON
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 291 STAPLE INN BUILDINGS, W.C.1.

Please forward your 1938 Engineering Guide to:
NAME
ADDRESS

IExam. or subject in
which interested

(id. slangy only required if unsealed)

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING (DEPT. 299)
Staple Inn Buildings, High Holborn, London, W.C.1
(Founded 1885 Over 80,000 Successes)
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ADD "SCALE " TO YOUR TWIN TRAIN
LAYOUT with a

MOTOR COACH FOR SOUTHERN ELECTRIC SET, 30/ -
Brake Third, Restaurant Car or 1st or 3rd Class Corridor Coach. 3/6 each.
For full particulars of the Twin Trains send for TT.12, the Twin Train Folder.
For Gauge " 0 " models get the new free booklet FB.12, " RAILWAY
THRILLS."
COMPLETE MODEL RAILWAY CATALOGUE, Al2, 6d. post free.

FOR SHIP LOVERS
Scale Model Ships of every description and every type with clockwork, electric
or steam mechanisms.
Bassett-Lowke have a unique series of super -detail marine models which include
Oil Tanker (9 gns.), Cross Channel Packet " Isle of Sark " (11 gns.), Cargo Boat
(9 gns.), Naval Pinnace (26 18s.), Exploration Ship (9 gns.), and so forth.
Hundreds of fascinating things for the Ship Lover are given in 8.12. Send for
this splendid Ship Model Catalogue now. 6d. post free.

qssiwanswilfse

BASSETT-LOWKE
SOUTHERN ELECTRIC
This is a Scale Model Set officially approved by the
Southern Railway and is the most attractive boxed
Twin Train Set yet produced. The Three -Coach Train
is modelled from the latest Southern Electric Stock,
which is used on the London-Portsmouth line, now elec-
trified, and the model set consists of a model Third -Class
Motor Coach, (7 in. long), with specially designed motor
working off 14 volts A.C. and is volts D.C., two Bogie
Coaches 6f in. long (a xst Class and x Brake Third) fitted
with automatic couplings, 12 curved rails and 4 straight
rails on bakelite bases, Controller for stopping, starting
and regulating, with automatic cut-out, Plugs, Connec-
tions, Oil and Book of Instructions.

In smart green enamelled box. Price 55/ -
Transformer for working off your house mains with flex

and adaptor, 11/6

11 7P-4 arek 4

Illustrated is " STREAMLINIA," the fastest metre size motor
boat commercially produced at the price of 9 gns. 8 -in. beam
fitted with double -action Meteor Engine, automatic feed spirit
lamp and brazed copper boiler.
You can build this magnificent model yourself. The complete
set of parts and drawings cost 8 gns.

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD., NORTHAMPTON
LONDON :112, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1 MANCHESTER: 28, CORPORATION STREET

OF THIS ENGINE
CAN BE

ACCURATELY
MACHINED ON

UNIT
`X'

THE COMPLETE
MACHINE SHOP FOR

AMATEUR CRAFTSMEN
Drills, Grinds, Turns, Bores,
Sands, Jigs, Punches, Polishes,
Surface Grinds, Circ.-sawing,

Moulds, Grooves, etc. etc.

Works with either a small
motor or treadle.

Equipment includes CIRCULAR SAW, GRINDING STONE, BUFF, JIG-
SAW & BLADES, SANDING DRUM, ONE TILTING TABLE, I" CHUCK,
PUNCH, TOOL POST & CUTTING TOOL, SPANNER, OIL -CAN.

Pro.
DE- I Pat. THE COMPLETE MACHINE

LUXE 11450' SHOP FOR AMATEURS
MOO ELI

95/-
COM-

PLETE,
or 15/ -

cash and
9 monthly!
payments I
of 10/.. SEND FOR LEAFLET
Carriage I TRIANGLE PRODUCTS

Free' Blake Street, Hulme, MANCHESTER, IS.

Full length 24 ins. Turns objects 4 ins.
diameter and certain wood patterns to

12 ins. diameter.

PRICE, 6"
7,
8"

Power Tools
SAW BENCHES

These benches are
made in three sizes,
6" (illustrated), 7"
and 8". Each size
is fitted with a saw
guard, adjustable

fence, mitre gauge, tilting
table, and best steel saw.
The 7" size has a rise and
fall table, while the 8" size
has a rise and fall spindle.

E2 14 0
£8 2 0

. £12 3 0

Write for illustrated priced Catalogue No. 137C

WIZARD MACHINERY CO.
13 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.I

TELEPHONE
ABBEY 3018
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NEW INVENTIONS
Graceful Crooks
IN the walking stick and umbrella trade

a very large number of sticks are made
of chestnut wood. Almost invariably

the design of the handle is a hook, presum-
ably because it is convenient for hanging
on the arm. The graceful curve is obtained
by steaming. To improve the appearance
of the handle by picturesque markings, in
the spring, selected saplings on growing
trees are indented at the point which is to
form the handle. As a result, when the
saplings are cut in the autumn, it is found
that the indentations, by a natural process,
have produced small, hard knots in the
wood. This improves both the appearance
and the grip of the handle.

However, this system is somewhat costly,
as the workmen have to be skilled, and a
considerable amount of time is occupied in
marking the saplings, not to mention that
spent in going to and fro.

An inventor has now patented a process
which will materially cheapen the ornamen-
tation of the handles. The new method
will imitate the natural markings by punch-
ing or indenting them by hand or machine.
Although the markings are not absolutely
identical with those produced by Dame
Nature, the devisor maintains that they
sufficiently resemble them to give a pleasing
effect.

Incidentally, I venture to express the
hope that these sticks will always retain the
curved handle intended by their maker. I
have possessed an umbrella with a crook
with a tendency to return to the straight
life. In other words, it has been caught
not bending.

Life-saving Kite

THE kite is usually regarded merely as a
toy. When, like a tethered lark with a

long weighted tail, it strains up towards the
stratosphere, its customary role is to amuse
the young. But, following in the wake of
Benjamin Franklin, who employed a kite
for a scientific purpose, an airways official,
in the native land of that celebrated Ameri-
can, has made good use of the kite. He has
arranged for it to carry an aerial when a
'plane is forced to land upon the sea, as an
inhabitant of the Irish Free State might put
it. To protect the passengers, in such an
event, this device should be eminently
useful. When a 'plane is on the water, a
trailing wire aerial would obviously be
ineffectual. And the aerial stretched
between wing and tail would not be suffici-
ently elevated to be of much effect. It is
also proposed that the kite should be red,
so that it could then act as a signal of
distress-first cousin to the shirt which
shipwrecked mariners hung out on a raft in
the romances of our boyhood.

To Make a Direct Hit

As " The Thousand Years of Peace," of
which Tennyson sang, is not likely to be

rung in in the immediate future, the nations
are arming with feverish haste. And since
it is evident that the next war will be
largely aerial, the inventor has naturally
devoted his attention to the projectile which
descends from aircraft. Bombs provided
with vanes and dropped from aeroplanes
follow a curved trajectory, as its course is
termed. Consequently, they strike the
ground at a considerable distance from the
point of release from the 'plane. And the
distance varies with the speed and height
of the 'plane.

The following information is specially supplied to
Practical Mechanics," by Messrs. Hughes & Young

(Est. 1829), Patent Agents, of 9 Warwick Court, High
Holborn, London, W.C.1, who will be pleased to send
readers, mentioning this paper, free of charge, a copy
of their handbook, "How to Patent an Invention."

In order to enable the bomb to follow a
more direct trajectory, some aerial bombs
are furnished with parachutes which open
as the bomb is released. And, after a pre-
determined period sufficient for the bomb
practically to lose its horizontal speed
derived from the velocity of the aircraft,
the parachute is automatically disconnected.

An improved projectile of this type
enables the aiming angle and the speed of
the aircraft to be determined independently
of the altitude of the 'plane, and more
particularly for a given speed of the 'plane,
the aiming angles will be practically the
same whatever the altitude. This, it is
contended, will conduce to more effective
aim. Therefore it should render bombing
less inhumane. When the aim is accurate
the bomber can honourably comply with
the rules of warfare, for, in spite of the
adage, all is not fair in love and war. A
means of correctly aiming will enable him
to avoid hitting women, children, and
other non-combatants.
" Perms " Without Burns

VARIOUS
methods have been adopted for

causing that charming undulation in the
hair of the ladies known as " the permanent
wave." These usually involve winding on
an electric heater or curling pin. But an
inventor contends that, in the apparatus
hitherto employed, absolute security against
burning of the scalp is not ensured. He has
contrived an expedient which he maintains
will remove this danger. According to his
device, the curling of the hair is effected by
means of liquid heated by electric current
in such a manner that the hair is never in
contact with the electric heater. He also
declares that, with his method, more
suppleness and longer life are imparted to
the curls. I am afraid, however, that no
system will give to the curly locks of the
ladies the permanence of what are known
as "everlasting flowers." This is all for the
best, thinks the hairdresser. Otherwise
his cubicles would be akin to the Deserted
Village.
Caps for Cups
THE chief office of a saucer is to catch

the spillings which descend when one's
cup runs over. In some circles-not the
best, of course-the tea is poured therein,
when 'the temperature of the liquid is
somewhat high. Occasionally, the saucer,
inverted, is used as an improvised lid to
prevent the heat from evaporating. When
thus " domed " and the cup is carried, its
temporary roof has a tendency to wobble,
if not to doff itself. This danger may be
obviated by the employment of a device
lately accepted by the United States
Patent Office. The inventor has blended
the concave and the convex in a happy
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manner. The resulting design produces a
saucer so loyal that, when placed above
the cup, it shows the greatest attachment.
There's not many a slip 'twixt the cup and
the saucer.

Veneered Teeth
THE Golden Age has not yet dawned :

but the present may be termed the Age
of Rolled Gold. It is now possible to
display a tooth which is not solid gold,
although it has the appearance of that
precious metal. A Spanish inventor has
patented in this country a method of
making artificial teeth which are gold
only practically on the surface. Upon a
nucleus of some suitable material the
tooth is first moulded in wax in correct
anatomical shape. Then the mould is
replaced by a replica in gold. It is main-
tained that this method enables gold -
cased teeth to be made by mass production.
Of course, the tooth need not be veneered
with gold : material of some other colour
could be used.

By the way, the fair sex, who already
have talon -like nails tinted a la a sunset,
by adopting ruby teeth, would be " red in
tooth and claw."

Bad News for " Bunnies "
RABBITS are in demand for pies, to say

nothing of the supply required by con-
jurers who produce these animals from
top hats. In these circumstances, any
contrivance that will trap rabbits effect-
ively and humanely is worthy of a
welcome. A patentee has recently pro.
tected an improved net for catching
these prolific creatures. This net is placed
between the burrows and the feeding
ground. While the rabbits are cropping
green pastures, a concealed trapper raises
the net by pulling a cord. Frightened by
dogs or beaters, the rabbits scamper
towards their subterranean residences only
to find themselves entangled in the net.

A feature of the invention is that it can
be subdivided into sections by means of
rods extending from top to bottom of the
net. Consequently, the animals caught
may be segregated in separate compart-
ments. This way of catching rabbits will
appeal to the tender-hearted, who are
horrified at the thought of a steel trap
which may maim without killing its
victim.

A Note for Musicians

THE musician is often " crotchety."
His artistic temperament is easily

subject to irritation. This is excusable
when his instrument, owing to some
defect, produces a discord which the
listener believes to be the fault of the
player. For instance, brass instruments
such as cornets, tenor horns and trumpets
usually have pistons which, when pressed
down by the finger, determine the notes
to be sounded. It appears that the stems
of the valves are likely to stick owing to
dirt or other cause. Moreover, the moisture
consequent upon the saliva invariably
expended on wind instruments, results in
corrosion. The British Patent Office has
accepted an application relating to a
device which has for its object the efficient
and durable working of these pistons.
The inventor of this improvement sur-
rounds the valve stem by a skirt depending
from the finger piece. This slidably
engages a socket fixed to the valve -casing
head. Let us hope the sequel will be
that " music " which " hath power to
soothe the savage breast."

DYNAMO.
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Fig. 1.-A rotary trans-
former which is a very
useful type of unit. Below, the

unit enclosed in a case.

WHEN making ad-
justments or altera-
tions to one's mains

equipment, and when in-
stalling new apparatus,
there are a number of points
concerning wiring and con-
struction with which some
readers are not fully con-
versant.

Consider, first of all, the
way in which the mains
power is distributed ; the
district served derives its
supply in a number of ways.
Two of the more usual dealt
with here, form the essential circuit features
of the other systems. Fig. 3 illustrates what
is known as the " three -wire system," and
referring to this circuit, it will be seen that
the substation power output is divided into
two feeders by the introduction of a neutral
or earth wire, thus the maximum output
which may be 460 to 500 volts is halved,
one feeder giving 230 to 250 volts below
earth potential, whilst the other feeder is
230 to 250 volts above earth potential:
Therefore, one house or street may be
wired to the positive side, whilst another
will be wired to the negative side, both,
however, receiving their positive or nega-
tive poles from the earthed neutral respec-
tively.

G TI-IE MAINS
Useful Points on Wiring and Construction of

Mains Equipment

s
SUB STATION :

460. EARTH

GENERATOR . 500, NEUTRAL

SUB STATION POWER
TRANSFORMER.

',1; CT 230,

EARTH 230z0250v
NEUTRAL

N
250v

FEEDER. I. 01230 TO 250.

FEEDER. 2 ® 250 TO 230.
O

Figs. 3 and 4.-(Above)
The D.C. version of the
three -wire system. (Below)
The A.C. version of the

three -wire system.

23S,0250.

RESISTANCES
INTRODUCED
THROUGH BODY
OR BAD EARTH

F.I. 230 T0250.

F 2. ) 230 TO250.

NEON LAMP

Short Circuits
Now from this

it will be apparent
that in a supply
where the positive
pole is at earth
potential, the
negative side mustbe guarded
against possible
short circuit to
earth which could
occur through any

LT associated appar-
atus, and, of
course, where the

negative pole is at earth
potential, this is similarly
applicable to the positive
pole, although in this in-
stance, there is less likely -
hood of this arising, since
the majority of experimenters take for
granted the negative pole as being at neutral.

In Fig. 4 the A.C. version of the D.C.
three -wire system is modified slightly, but
at the substation end, in as much as the
earthed neutral is shown taken from the
centre tap of the power output transformer,
this being the more usual method of dis-
tribution, and although space will not permit
details regarding the benefits of this system,

it serves, however, to show
the fundamental difference
of the A.C. and D.C.
supplies.

The point to be noticed
here is that each pole
(Fig. 2) is alternating be-
tween positive and nega-
tive, and so far as radio
is concerned, it is always
advisable to locate the
neutral pole, since, in
some receivers a hum

MAINS ON TEST.

LAMP WILL 6LOW WITH
VARYING DEGREES OF
LIGHT ACCORDING TO

EARTH I NG.

Fig. 5.-A
device for
locating the
neutral

will be more decided when the chassis
is live in respect of earth, so that a reversal
of the mains polarity should assist in curing
the trouble. In all instances when en-
deavouring to locate the neutral wiring in
a house, it is useful to have a small neon
light attached to a length of twin flex,
thus permitting an earth return to be made
through an inefficient or high resistance
medium, such as one's own body.

Earth Connections
The illustration, Fig. 5, clearly shows the

effect referred to, but, on no account should
this be made in direct contact with the
ground or a damp floor, and it is a wise plan
to obtain, where possible, a definite earth

Fig. 2.-A
rotary con-

verter.

connection to one side of the lamp, tapping
the mains with the other wire until the
dead or live side, as the case may be, is
ascertained.

SUPPLY

NEUTRAL

CORRECT

e
O

POINT bEAD'IN RESPECT OF
EARTH WHEN SWITCH IS OFF.

fO

INCORRECT POINTS LIVE IN RESPECT OF
EARTH WHEN SWITCH IS OFF

wiring of a Fig. 6.-The " live" side goes through the switch first
house. and not direct through a socket.
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DISTRICT FEEDERS.
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Mmin 24d),
Fig. 7.-A condenser and choke filter pack.

Now in this country, the lowest supply
is approximately 100 volts, and in a number
of instances, where mercury arc rectification
is employed at the power station, consumers
experience bad D.C. hum, and sometimes
voltage fluctuation, thus necessitating extra
smoothing with chokes and condensers.
An alternative method of current deriva-
tion is in the use of a convertor, and this
will be dealt with later.

Many amateurs are reluctant to tamper
with the mains, and quite naturally, since
the various regulations concerning specific
cables and fuse box capacities are apt to be
a little confusing, however, the local
electrician should be consulted when it is
a question of altering the wiring, since he is
best suited to explain the correct cable to
use for various circumstances.

Incorrect gauge of cable can result in
serious trouble by fire, for example, in some
cases caused through fusing wires igniting
adjacent woodwork, such as skirting boards
or slats, and compensation would be diffi-
cult to obtain from an insurance company.
This, of course, also applies to inferior
installation, such as switches and points
generally.

Safety Precautions
When fixing a new switch or plug socket

the first consideration is the supply, this
should be switched off from the house
wiring by the main switch, and to prevent
confusion it should be remembered that a
fuse box is designed to handle a specific
number of points only, and in some cases
it will be found that there are anything up
to three or four or even more independent
fuse boxes, some of wood, whilst others are
of the " metal clad " type. In the new
housing property, the whole house supply
is invariably divided into two separate
units, one comprehensive fuse box of wood
for handling all five amp. points, whilst the
other, for fifteen amp. power points, is of
the metal clad type.

The fuses in the metal clad boxes are not

HARDWOOD MS

TIN

PLYWOOD

SPACE
s. .SUPPRESSI EARTH

`yam CONDENSERS....../,N---
's FOR `, , :-SEEP RUBBER DOOR

COWER LIMITS
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\ STOPS TO RAISE OFF

THE GROUND FOR
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FOR
LARGE TERMINAL FIXING OF CIAMPINS

BOLTS.

THE DUAL PURPOSEOF
CHATTER ABSORPTION

CLEAT AND FACILITATING THE

GLUED TO HOODWINK

INPUT

accessible for replacement until the
switch is turned to the " off "
position. This unlocks the lid
which may be let down by unscrew-
ing one terminal, usually on a
hinged shank.

The cabling can be roughly
traced from the switching to the

OUTPUT

2 OR4 2 OR 4 mfd.

EARTH (SEPARATE
TO EXI STING EARTH .

Fig. 8.-Inserting a condenser in the aerial lead to
obviate shock.

points by following the direction of the
cables emanating from the fuse boxes, but
in cases where the fuses are installed in,
say, the garage adjoining the property,
the ascertaining of the switches governing
the different points, can only be made by
experimentally switching on and off the
different sets of wiring and noticing
the points affected in the house ;
in fact, this is the better method to
adopt, and the safest.

Removing
the Switch
Cap

Having
switched
off the
supply,
the next
thing to
do is to re-
move the cxn-Pu-rswitch
cap, loos-en thewire
clamps
and remove the switch fixing screws. In

the case of a switch mounting
block, it may be found that the
screws holding the block are those
securing the switch, or again,
separate screws may have been
used for block and switch, but
little difficulty should be ex-
perienced in this respect.

The switch or plug socket hav-
ing been removed, the mounting

CLEAT OUTPUT

SHIFIUTERCHSLE5.

CONDENSERS

SEPARATE EARTH.

Fig. 10.-Details of
the" Screen."

block is usually left screwed to the wall
through the centre; the wires should be
examined for corrosion and Cleaned care-
fully with a penknife.

The dangers in using the incorrect circuit
will be apparent when studying Fig. 6,
which shows that the live side goes through
the switch first and not direct through a
socket or lamp -holder returning to the
switch ; and this brings us to a simple rule,
i.e. all metal work in the vicinity of a point,
if within arms length, must be earthed, and
in any case the council responsible will
invariably require the earthing of the
apparatus in question whether this applies
or not.

With regard to the suitability of the
supply for radio purposes, and recalling the
instance of the bad D.C. supply it is some-
times best remedied by independent
smoothing by the use of reservoir condensers
connected across the mains, with a centre
tap made to earth, this being effected prior
to supplying the apparatus. To quote a
simple example, a battery -operated receiver
employing an H.T. battery eliminator
could be arranged to be fed from a con-
denser and choke filter pack, similar to that
illustrated in Fig. 7. It may not be neces-
sary to use more than a total capacity of
8 microfarads, but in some instances any-
thing up to 40 mfd. capacity may be found
necessary. In the pioneer days of radio
this meant rather large condenser packs,
but with the advent of the electrolitic
condenser, it is now possible to obtain a

SCREENS

CONDmENSERRa

50 TURS 26 C.
ON 1,1" FNORMERD..

FIXHIN0GLESCAs. EW

TO MAINS.

Fig. 9.-The
layout of the
filter pack
shown in

Fig. 6.

capacity of as much as 1,000 mfds. for 500
volts working, although, of course, this
would be rather large for ordinary use, and
the maximum average voltage for this size of
condenser is in the neighbourhood of 12 volts.

With the installation in question, the use
of a multiple of electrolitics each having a
value of about 16 mfd. at 250/500 volts
D.C. working would be suitable. The two
high frequency chokes L.1 and L.2 assist
by impeding the passage of frequencies in

CORNERS
CUT AWAY
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the neighbourhood of 1,000 cycles, thus
meeting the range of interference generally
attributed to man-made statics, such as
vacuum cleaners, refrigerators, small motors,
etc., and as much as 40 per cent. suppression
has been obtained in this manner.

A.C. Mains
The advantages in the use of alternating

current mains are now well understood, but
there are other points which may prove
troublesome, for example, if a heater is
used in the radio " den " and stands on bare
boards, any dust or extraneous substances
which has accumulated on the elements,
during the period of disuse, will, the moment
current is switched on, cause a loud hum-
ming, which sometimes may resonate
through the house, being amplified by the
sound -box effects of the rooms underneath.
This is due to the effective inter -turn
insulation of the elements causing inductive
influence on the metal work of the heater.
After a while this disturbance will gradually
subside as the foreign substance on the
leements is burnt away, but during the
trouble the heater apparatus should be stood
upon a mat or other suitable absorber.

Now with regard to the radio receiver
generally, it has often been stressed that it
is advisable to insert in the earth lead of
the receiver, a suitable condenser, preferably
one of at least 2 mfd., the reason being that
in the case of a positive neutral, a short
circuit to earth through the receiver will be
avoided, and it is just as advisable to insert
a condenser in the aerial lead to obviate the
possibility of shock to anybody touching
the aerial lead when the earth is positive
in respect of the chassis. The capacity of
this condenser in the aerial lead should be
in the neighbourhood of 001 mfd. and
reference to Fig. 8 will clarify the reason
for this, theoretically.

Radio Reception
As previously stated, there are many

instances where the mains is normally un-
suitable for quality radio reception, for
example, a country house supplied with
110 volts D.C. would best be suited in the
use of an A.C. receiver operated from a
rotary convertor and to make more clear
this method of operation, a word or two on

the systems of current conversion in use
to -day will be of help.

(1) A combined motor and generator,
mechanically coupled by the same shaft-
A.C. motor/D.C. generator or D.C. motor/
A.C. generator.

(2) Petrol motor driving A.C. or D.C.
generator.

(3) Rotary convertor giving A.C. from
D.C., D.C. from A.C., or D.C. and A.C., the
convertor being driven from another motor
and the two supplies being taken from the
input and output terminals.

(4) The rotary transformer, where a high
voltage is required from a low voltage.

(5) Rectifiers : (a) The half and full wave
valve rectifiers ; (b) The half and full wave
metal rectifiers ; (c) The vibrating reed
rectifier.

Static
Transformers are used where alteration

in pressure (voltage/current) is required and
by suitably arranged primaries and secon-
daries the output power is obtained,
governed by a predetermined ratio which
gives inversally proportional current and
voltage from primary and secondary
terminals.

Now it is proposed to deal with the rotary
convertor and rotary transformer, since these,
from the point of view of installation, have
immediate bearing on the -subject.

Those wishing to obtain a higher voltage
and different polarity supply from the
existing mains for experimental or ordinary
radio purposes find the use of a convertor
the most economical and suitable method
of doing so. Thus they have the added
advantage of a supply not influenced by
outside man-made statics, since the direct
ordinary supply feeders are not directly
employed. The question of noise suppres-
sion, however, does arise, but in a less serious
nature, and a few points concerning this
aspect of the installation will be useful.

The main classes of disturbance can be
listed as under :

(a) Electrical radiation from the con-
vertor.

(b) Mechanical vibration or resonance of
any fitments of adjacent apparatus.

(c) Rotor hum.
Dealing with these in order, the electrical

radiation may be overcome by connecting
across the output and input terminals of
the convertor, two 2 or 4 mfd. condensers
centre tapped to earth (see Fig. 9).

Mechanical vibration and resonance is
usually due to a number of external causes,
for example, through fixing the convertor to
loose boards or metal work, and the remedy
here is self explanatory.

The Screen
With regard to (c) it is usual to arrange

a " silence shroud " in the form of a metal
or wooden cover to completely encase the
whole unit including the smoothing con-
densers, as shown in Fig. 10. The measure-
ments are, of course, not shown owing to
the varying degrees of requirements. A
number of manufacturers supply the silence
cabinet or shroud with the convertor, but
occasions do arise when home construction
is necessary.

The rotary convertor model illustrated in
Fig. 2 is one of the more popular types,
delivering 120 watts at 230 volts single or
three phase-two phase being almost now
extinct-and the output may be regulated
as desired, as the input E.M.F. ranges from
24 to 250 volts D.C. Thus it will be
apparent that this margin of control permits
this type of convertor to be even run from
a battery of accumulators, within the
voltages quoted.

The rotary transformer is a particularly
useful type of unit, being in some cases very
small yet capable of delivering power in the
neighbourhood of two to three hundred
volts, with a very low order of input E.M.F.
such as 12 volts, and one model as illustrated
in Fig. 1 gives 250 volts output at 80
milliamperes with an input voltage of 12 ;
thus this model finds great favour with
designers of transportable equipment where
anything up to 10 watts output is required.
Police cars in certain areas have this method
of H.T. installed due to the faultless and
consistent source of power with low con-
sumption on the car accumulator.

The combined motor and dynamo is
seldom employed for low power work owing
mainly to the expense involved in the
employment of two different units, when
one-the rotary convertor or transformer-
will do the same work.

TRICKS OF ESCAPING AND
MAGIC WITH KNOTS

(Continued from Page 275)

from the same cord should be used, as it is
important that there should be no visible
difference between them. A small knot
may be tied at the ends to prevent the cord
unravelling. Both cords must be the same
length ; about three feet is a convenient
measurement.

Trick with Cords
Commence the trick by having the cords

examined, then hold them up side by side
to show that they are of equal length. Now
take the centres of the cords and allow the
ends to hang down. Now comes the crucial
movement upon which the whole trick
depends. The cords are secretly separated,
so that the looped centre of one cord is
held in each hand. The cords are separate,
but the hands are held close together, so that
to the audience it appears that both cords
run through the hands. See Figs. 14 and
15, which show the difference between the
way in which the audience imagine the
cords to be held and the way in which they
are actually held.

The two looped ends are now hooked
one in the other. Fig. 16 shows this move-
ment. It must, of course, be covered by
the hands. Two cords of different colours
have been used in the photograph purposely,
in order to make the movement quite clear.

The cords may now be held in the closed
hand, and as two cords drop out at each
side of the hand, the audience have no
reason to imagine that the two cords are not
simply held in the centre and pass through
the hand. The cords are now passed over
the head and the looped ends tucked into
the collar at the back, which keeps them in
place. The ends are knotted, and one cord
from each side is crossed to the opposite
side. When the cords are pulled, the loops
slip out from each other, and the cords come
away free in front.

This trick may be made even more sensa-
tional if, instead of knotting the cord, long
cords are used and, when the cords have
been crossed as described, the two ends on
one side are given to one spectator and the
two ends on the other side to a second
spectator. On a given signal, the two
spectators pull firmly on their cords. Pre-
sumably the result would be to strangle the
performer in the loop of the cords, but, of
course, owing to the secret looping at the
back, the cords slip round his neck and
come away free in front.

A Varied Form
This trick is sometimes presented in

slightly varied form, and instead of placing
the cord round his neck, the conjurer first
ties some rings to the centre of the double
cords, then passes the ends down the sleeves
of a borrowed jacket. He then asks the
owner of the jacket to put it on, and again
one cord from each side is crossed and two
spectators hold the ends. When they are
told to pull, the rings drop off on to the
floor and the cords come clean away through
the jacket sleeves, leaving the victim free.

The method of performing the trick is
exactly the same as for the Strangling
Trick I have already described, but as there
is no means of keeping the looped centres
of the cords from coming apart, a different
means of connecting the centres of the cords
is used. This consists of a short length of
soft wire, such as heavy -gauge fuse wire,
or even a short length of solder, sold in thin
wire -like sticks. When the cords are laid
across the hand at the beginning of the trick
this piece of soft wire is nipped round the
centres, as shown in Fig. 17. The cords can
then be separated as shown in Fig. 18, the
small wire fake being invisible at short
distance. The rest of the trick is then
easily managed, and when the final pull is
made the wire is simply forced apart and
drops unnoticed to the floor.
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WHEELS FOR MODELS
By " Handyman ,,

.
lard Article ®f a Sliort Series Dealing with he Con.

struction of W
WE now come to a method of

making cast metal wheels for
small locomotives and rolling

stock of No. 0 or No. 1 gauge, which
is so simple and requires so few tools
that any mechanically -minded boy
should be able to turil out these parts
for his engines and wagons for himself,
especially if he follows these instruc-
tions carefully and has available a fair
number of damaged lead soldiers and
other such toys. By the way. " lead "
soldiers is not a correct term. These
little infantry and cavalry men with
their horses and guns are not made of
lead, or at any rate, not wholly. The
metal is a mixture of lead, antimony,
bismuth, etc., which is much harder
than pure lead, and results in cleaner
and sharper castings than lead alone
would do.

Tools and Materials
The tools and materials required for

making wheels by the process to be
described are : a twist drill, of about
fin diameter, a light hammer, a fine
saw, such as a piece of a hack -saw
blade, a screw driver, a few brads and
screws, some I -in. diameter wire, some
fine plaster of paris and the before -
mentioned broken soldiers. Briefly,
the idea is to make a mould in plaster,
melt the soldiers down and pour the
metal into the mould, the whole of the
operations being of a kind which it is
calculated will delight the heart of
the average boy.

The Mould Boxes
The first thing to do is to make a

box of I -in. fretwood which, when
divided into two, will be converted into
moulding boxes. Fig. 13 shows the
box made first in one piece and then
sawn round the middle as shown.
The two faces must be trued up by
rubbing them on a sheet of glasspaper,
laid upon some flat surface such as a
piece of glass. Both boxes will be left
open top and bottom. Around the
edge of one of the boxes screw about six
little turn -buttons, and around the insides
of both boxes knock in some small tinned
tacks, leaving them projecting a little, all
as drawn in Fig. 14.

Filling with Plaster
Both boxes have now to be filled com-

pletely with plaster of paris, the best kind
to use being that which is known
as surgical plaster, which can be
bought from a chemist. The
only difficulty which is likely to
be encountered is the quickness
with which this plaster sets, and
the best way to mix it is this ;
half fill a breakfast cup or a
small basin with water, quickly
add about an equal bulk of plas-
ter and stir it quickly. It will
mix readily, but the knack lies
in, getting the right consistency

ieels Su stab f©r every

Fig. 13.-
The wooden box
before cutting.

Turn-
Dultonz.

Fig. 14.-The two boxes.

at once, for, from the time the plaster and
water come into contact with each other
until it is poured into the mould, not more
than ten to fifteen seconds should elapse. It
is better to have it too liquid than too stiff,
but the consistency should be about like
that of fresh miming cream. The box
which is being filled should be laid upon a
piece of glass as shown in Fig. 15, for this

Fig. 15
of the box

Type of Mocel.
will give a beautifully smooth face to
the plaster. The finish of the top of
the plaster, which will be the outside
of the box, will not matter. Both
boxes will be dealt with in the same
way, a fresh lot of plaster being mixed
for each.

It wdl be seen that the object of the
tacks on the insides of the boxes is to
provide a key for the plaster, to hold it
in place.

Drying the Plaster
The boxes should not be moved from

off the glass for at least a quarter of
an hour, until it is certain that the
plaster is sufficiently hard, and then a
very great amount of patience will
have to be exercised before anything
further can be done, for the plaster
must now be left until it is bone dry,
and this may take as long as a week.

Artificial, but not too rapid, drying
can be resorted to, a good place being
well up inside a flue or chimney ; any-
where, in fact, where it can get a cur-
rent of warm dry air passing over it.
In the early stages it must not be got
too hot, or steam will be generated in
the plaster, which will burst it. In
summer time, out of doors in the sun
and wind will be most effective.

Strickling the Mould
When it is certain all moisture has

evaporated, take one of the boxes and
drill a hole in the centre of the plaster
dead square with the true surface ;
then make-with a bit of tin, soldered
in a saw -cut in the brass wire a
scraping tool having a profile exactly
that of the required wheel. Such a
tool is called, by foundry moulders, a
strickle. It should be carefully filed
to shape and have an extension on the
opposite side for revolving it with the
fingers. The outline of the strickle and
a section of the plaster and box is given
in Fig. 16.

Now it will be seen that if this little
tool is revolved like a compass, allowing

the pin to act as a centre where it turns in
the drilled hole, the parts projecting below
the line (a) and the point (b) will scrape the
plaster away, sinking a hole next to the pin,
and an annular groove farther out (below
(b)). The hole will be the mould for the hub
of the wheel and the ring that for the tyre,
the point (b) forming the flange.

The strickle must be worked until line (a)
and point (b) just touch the sur-
face of the plaster all round the
circle, and the state of the mould
will then be as drawn in Fig. 17.
If we compare this sketch with
Fig. 16 we see that what has
happened is that the tool has
cut only a circular groove around
the radius swept out by the
strickle and a sunken hole next
to the pin, but with nothing in

-Filling one between. What is now required
es with plaster. in order to make a wheel (in
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reverse, or inside -out so to speak), is to
connect the central hub with the rim by
means of spokes ; it is for this purpose that
we require a piece of hacksaw blade.

Marking Out the Spokes
On the flat surface of the plaster between

the sunken hub and the tyre, divide up
carefully the circumference into the
required number of spokes and draw the

centre line of each with a soft pencil. Then
proceed to cut them with the saw to such
a depth that they come nearly but not
quite out to the face of the tyre. After
sawing, widen them a little towards
the hub and towards the top surface of the
plaster. This latter widening is very
important, for it is essential that the whole
of the parts of the mould shall be made to
taper outwards ; otherwise the castings
will not draw from the mould.

Before filling the moulding boxes with
the liquid plaster, they should be thoroughly
well soaked in either hot wax or shelloc
varnish, for, if this precaution is not taken,

/
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cutting the grooves for spokes, if desired.
Such carving will best be done with a small
chisel and perhaps a penknife. The final
result being as shown on the right-hand
side of Fig. 18 ; this drawing representing
the appearance of the mould when ready for
casting. The left-hand drawing shows the
face of the other box and plaster. Here a
deep, half -round groove is cut which is
suddenly reduced to a small one. This

Figs. 16 and 17.-
(Left) The strickle
commencing to cut.
(Right) The strickle

finishing the cut.

groove is known as a runner, and into it the
molten metal is poured when the two boxes
are placed face to face. In the left-hand
sketch, Fig. 18, of the runner, the bare
outline of the wheel is shown by dot and
dash lines. Correspondingly, on the right-
hand, showing the wheel, the runner is
indicated in the same way ; from this the
reader will see that when the two halves of
the mould are folded up and put face to
face, the main part of the runner must come
on the same side as the balance weight, in
order that there shall be a big mass of metal
which will retain its heat long enough for
the rest of the mould to fill up before the

Fig. 18.-The two halves of the mould ready for casting.

the wood will warp badly and the key pins,
or tacks, will pull flakes out of the plaster.
An alternative way of dealing with the
plaster is to omit the tacks and, when the
plaster is well set, to remove the boxes
altogether ; leaving, to serve as moulds,
only the plaster. In this case the turn -
buttons will not be needed and the two
plaster blocks will, when the metal is poured,
have to be lined up by eye, which will be
quite near enough correct, for they will not
need to be placed together with an extreme
degree of accuracy.

Counter -balances and Cranks
In the case of driving and coupled wheels,

the next best thing to do to the mould,
after the strickle has done its work and
spokes are cut, will be to carve away the
plaster to form the balance weights and the
cranks, though this can be done before

runner metal solidifies. The small exten-
sion of the runner is provided to supply
metal to the comparatively large mass of
the boss instead of depending upon this
part being supplied through the spokes.

Casting Drill Centres
The reader will remember that a drilled

hole was provided in one plaster block for
the strickle pin to rotate in. Now this hole
will have to be filled up, and the best thing
to fill it will be with another bit of the
same wire as was used for the strickle. This
wire should be filed to a point and such point
be allowed to project into the mould. When
the wheel is cast the point will leave its
impress in the metal, and thus a centre is
provided, ready marked, for drilling the
wheel to fit on its axle. The idea can be
carried farther ; the cranks will have to be
drilled for crank pins ; so, in the mould,

the throw of the crank can be marked off
another hole drilled in the plaster, and a
second pointed pin put in. Such a second
centre will ensure all the wheels being
drilled with the crank throws alike.

(To be continued)

MODEL BOAT BUILDING
By F. J. CAMM

96 Pages
1 /- or 1/2 by post from Geo. Newnes. Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, W.C.2

STARGAZING FOR
AMATEURS

(Continued from Page 2.6o)

of which in ancient times had a distinctly
reddish hue. Just here the stupendous
arch of the Milky Way springs from the
skyline and spans the heavens in a northerly
direction. Its entire glittering track is
worthy of close sweeping with even the
slightest optical aid. Higher up than
Sirius shines Procyon in Canis Minor ; and
Castor and Pollux in Gemini still nearer the
zenith. Gemini abounds in double stars,
Castor being the chief of them. There is
also (Zeta) and the striking cluster M. 35.
In large instruments the latter is a magnifi-
cent sight. Hard by may be noticed the
inconspicuous little group Cancer (the
Crab). It may be identified to the naked
eye or through a binocular by the faint
collection of tiny stars called the Praesepe,
or " Beehive," (M. 44) ; there is likewise
another cluster M. 67. But the most
important object in Cancer is the triple star

(Zeta) Cancri. This actually a quadruple
system consisting of two pairs. Through
imperceptible, the existence of the fourth
star, has been deduced from the movements
of its invisible companion.

Astronomical Notes
There will be no New Moon in February,

a circumstance that has been brought about
only three times since 1870. On the other
hand there will again be two New Moons
next month, as in January.

A search is going on at the Mt. Wilson
Observatory, California, for " Dwarf " stars
radiating less brightness than our own
luminary, and yet sufficiently close to be
readily observable. Among those noted
within this category so far, is an entirely new
more one, the luminosity of which is little .
than one two -thousandth that of the Sun.

* * *

During the edgewise presentment to the
Earth and Sun of Saturn's rings in 1936-7,
photo -electric measurements were made of
their light intensity. The results indicated
a progressive darkening of the surface of
the rings : and also a variation in their
colour, as if some external nebulosity were
enveloping them. The nebulosity was
confirmed by visual observations and the
nature of the rarified matter is regarded as
corpuscular.
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QUERIES04
e \ ENQUIRIES

EXPLOSIVES
(1) " I HAVE some samples -of beryl from

which I wish to obtain beryllium
acetate (basic). How can I do this as
cheaply as possible. I have in my possession
the usual laboratory apparatus.

(2) " How can I extract pure pyridine from
bone oil, of which I have considerable sup-
plies. I found I was unable to do this
efficiently by distillation, however carefully
done.

(3) " Would you please advise me whether
an explosive consisting of rubber and a
perchlorate (potassium or ammonium) in the
calculated quantities is novel, and whether
it would be patentable. About four times
the volume of gas is produced on combustion
of a unit weight of this explosive as by the
combustion of an equal weight of gun-
powder. The explosive is also plastic and is
easily moulded into blocks, etc. It is easily
denoted if a small percentage of nitro-
glycerine is incorporated." (H. T., Notts.)

(1) THE mineral beryl is a silicate of
beryllium and aluminium, having

the approximate composition-3Be0A1203
6Si02.

In order to obtain beryllium acetate from
it, it will be nece011exy for you to fuse the
powdered mineral frith sodium carbonate in
a closed crucible and at as high a tempera-
ture as possible. The resulting mass, when
cool, is powdered and digested with strong
hydrochloric acid for about half an hour.
The acid solution is filtered and evaporated
to dryness, the silica thereby being separ-
ated in an insoluble condition. The dry
mass is again powdered and this time
digested with dilute hydrochloric acid and
filtered to remove the insoluble silica.
Ammonia is added to the filtrate. This
precipitates aluminium and beryllium
hydroxides. The precipitate of the mixed
hydroxides is filtered off and dissolved in
caustic potash (potassium hydroxide) sol-
ution. This solution is boiled, whereupon,
beryllium hydroxide is precipitated. This
precipitate is redissolved in weak hydro-
chloric acid and re -precipitated from the
potash solution several times in order to
free it completely from aluminium
hydroxide. Finally it is washed with
clean cold water and dissolved 'in dilute
acetic acid. On evaporating the latter
solution down to a small bulk, beryllium
acetate will crystallise out. The entire
process is not an expensive one, but it is
tedious to carry out.

(2) In order to extract pyridine from bone
oil add about one third of the oil's weight of
concentrated sulphuric acid, stirring the oil
well. This will dissolve out the organic
bases such as pyridine, quinoline, isoquino-
line, etc. The dark acid layer which forms
in the vessel is drawn off and treated with
caustic soda solution. This will cause the
impure pases to separate out in the form of a
dark -brown oil and if this is distilled, you
will be able to obtain reasonably pure
pyridine from it. Pure pyridine boils at
115° C. It is colourless at first, but

A stamped addressed envelope, three penny
stamps, and the query coupon from the current
Issue, which appears on page 301, must be enclosed
with every letter containing a query. Every query
and drawing which is sent must bear the name and
address of the sender. Send your queries to the
Editor, PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,

London, W.C.2.

quickly turns yellow and eventually dark -
brown.

In order to obtain perfectly pure pyridine,
you will have to treat the purified pyridine
obtained by distillation with con. sulphuric
acid, whereby it will become converted into
pyridine sulphate. This salt can be purified
by repeated crystallisation and finally
treated with caustic soda solution which
will liberate free pyridine. Finally, the
pyridine thus obtained shmild be dried and
re -distilled.

(3) Your proposed invention consisting
of an explosive formed by the intermixing
of rubber and a chlorate appears to be novel
and therefore patentable. It might pos-
sibly be of especial value in view of the
commencement of the manufacture of
synthetic rubber in this country. For use,
however, your explosive must be absolutely
stable and not liable to spontaneous deton-
ation. It must, also, retain all its pro-
perties over considerable periods of time.

THOUGHT TRANSFERENCE
" I WAS interested in an article which

appeared in the Dec. issue of PRACTICAL
MmoHArrics, entitled' Thought Transference
Games for Christmas,' and also an article in
a previous issue, ' Is Thought Transference
Possible ? ' I recently tried out the sug-
gestions for thought transference at a social
evening. About thirty people were present
at the gathering, including a number of
children, but the suggestions were not
carried out exactly as described in ' P.M.'

" I first explained to my friends what the
idea was and asked for a volunteer. They
seemed interested and immediately a young
girl offered to go out of the room.

" We chose an object which she was
merely to touch, when she came into the
room, which was an umbrella standing in a
corner. She was called in and told we
wanted her to touch a certain article, and I
also asked the people to imagine her doing
SO.

" She immediately turned and saw the
umbrella, walked to it, and picked it up.
(We did not make use of transmitters.')
She went out of the room again and we next
chose a scarf which lay on a girl's knee.
When called in the girl stood just for a
moment about a couple of yards from the
door and then walked unhesitatingly across
the room and picked up the scarf.

" After this startling success we asked for
another volunteer and another young girl
went out. We decided she, if successful,
should switch off the lights. She came in
and, after wandering round the room, quite
suddenly, when standing about three or four
yards away from the switches, walked to
them and switched out the lights.

" After this, two or three fellows tried
unsuccessfully to be guided (I was one), so

THE DAY -DREAMER
Will He Ever Wake Up ?

HIS life is made
up of rosy

visions ; he sees
himself in a Man-
ager's Office : the
head of a firm,
with a E2,5oo a
year salary ; per-
haps even as a
millionaire with a
large car, a yacht,
and a country es-
tate. But all this
grandeur is in his
day - dreams ; he
lives in the golden
paradise of td-morrow-and it never comes.
He does nothing with the opportunities that
surround him to -day ; he will always be some-
body else's servant, instead of master of his
own destiny.

How does he get into such a mental state ?
Because he uses only about one -tenth of his
mental energies in doing the vital things that
count. We are nearly all victims of the vicious
habit of living far below our natural born en-
dowments. What can be done about it ?

There is one very simple thing you can do-
now ! You can find out what Pelmanism has
done for over half a million men and women,
some of whom were facing the very same dis-
satisfaction with their attainments that you are
facing. Pelmanism developed the mental
powers they lacked-it replaced procrastination
with " do it now " efficiency ; it put concentra-
tion in the place of mind -wandering ; it sub-
stituted self-confidence for self -distrust.

Write to -day for a copy of
"The Science of Success."

This book contains' a full description of the
world-famous Pelman Course, and tells you
what some of the most eminent men and women
of the day think about scientific mind training
and its uses in daily life.

A copy of this book will be sent free to every-
one, together with some remarkable testimony
from men and women engaged in various Pro-
fessions, Trades, and Occupations, showing what
this system is doing in every walk of life.

PELMANISM teaches you how to think
straight and true ; it crystallises your scattered
ideas ; it focuses your aim on one thing ; it
gives you the will -power to carry out your ideas;
it dispels your fears ; it teaches you how to con-
centrate, how to observe keenly. Initiative, re-
sourcefulness, organising ability, forcefulness
are a natural result. You stop putting things
off ; inertia disappears ; mind -wandering and
indecision are things of the past. With new
allies on your side, and old enemies beaten,
there is nothing to hold you back.

If, therefore, you wish to make the fullest use
of the powers now lying latent or only semi -
developed in your mind, you should send to -day
for a free copy of this most interesting book.

Write (or call) to -day to :
PELMAN INSTITUTE

(Established 40 years),

130, Pelman House, Bloomsbury Street,
London, W.C.1,

and by return you will receive a free copy of
"The Science of Success," and particulars en-
abling you to enrol for a course of Pelmanism
on specially convenient terms.

Write or call for this free book to -day.
Readers who can call at the Institute will be welcomed.
The Director of Instruction will be pleased to haves
talk with them, and no fee will be charged for his

advice.

PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES; PARIS, 8o
Boulevard Haussmann. 'NEW YORK, 275 North
Avenue, New Rochelle. MELBOURNE, 396 Flinders
Lane. DURBAN, Natal Bank Chambers (P.O. Box
5489). JOHANNESBURG, P.O. Box 4928. CAL-
CUTTA, 102 Clive Street. DELHI, lo Alipore Road.
AMSTERDAM, Damrak 68. JAVA, Malabarweg,

Making.
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Keep
a

tube
handy!

* For all purposes where a really powerful
adhesive is required. Indispensable for
model -making, cabinet work and all jobs
about the house and workshop. Available
everywhere in tubes 2d., 6d., and 9d.

5
N.. o``1. -

,c,
o\'o

*c, *4<<7. *
Made by the Proprietors of Stephens' Inks,
57, Aldersgate Street, London, E.C.1

ALWAYS READY TO USE

'rile Hallam
"Nipper" Aero Petrol

MINIATURE PETROL ENGINES ... for Aero-
planes and Speed Boats. 6 and 3 c.c.

Easily made from our Castings, 12/6 per set.
Complete Engines ready to run, E4 10.

SEND 3d. FOR PARTICULARS

J. HALLAM & SON, Upton, Poole, Dorset

JUJITSU -JUDO
Learn to fear no man. The
BEST self-defence ever in-
vented. Easy to learn. Send for
SPLENDID ILLUSTRATED
SAMPLE LESSONS. Art!.
ties, particulars, FREE or
P.O. 3/6 for a large PORTION
of my Course.
Secret Kill Fear Free to Pupas.
Garrud's Jujitsu institute,

Dept. P., "Yawara," 20 Durham Road, FELTHAM,
Midd X.

WHY all afflicted with an ill -
shaped nose should try my

latest Improved Model 25, British
Patent, now
I. Only device of precise adjustment.
2. Method Painless.
3. Success Guaranteed.
4. Worn nightly if desired.
Write for free booklet and Testimonials.

M. TRILETY, Specialist,
(D 2061 45, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1.

we asked the girl to try again. This time we
decided she should touch a person, and again
she carried out our instructions ' with little
hesitancy.

" Four of us before we left that night
arranged with the girl to think of something
at a stated time that night when we should
all be at home to test the powers of telepathy
at a distance, and again we were rewarded
with success.

" On another occasion five friends were
together and I suggested that I should think
of someone whilst one of them went out of
the room.

" My friend laughed but said he would go.
After a few minutes he came in to say
he could only think of one person, and it
proved to be the one I was trying to convey
to him.

" I intend to carry out more experiments
and shall be pleased to let you know the
results." (F. Hughes, Ches.)

THE IGNITION OF LIQUIDS
(1) " A T what temperature, mixed with the

rAnecessary amount of air, do the
following liquids ignite ?

"(a) Petrol
"(b) Benzole
"(c) Alcohol

to 8 parts of air to 1 part of fuel vapour, this
latter being a very rich mixture. The air -
fuel vapour mixture which gives the maxi-
mum power output is 12 or 13 parts of air
to 1 part of fuel vapour.
A " THREE-WHEELER "
" I AM sending you some photos of my home -

built three-wheeler, which may be of
interest to some of your readers.

"The chassis is built of L steel and stiffened
by steel tubes, the front axle and steering
being from an Austin Seven modified to suit
requirements. The O.H.V. 350 c.c. Black-
burne engine is at the rear, driving through a
Rudge four -speed gearbox to a rear wheel of
the same make., The speedometer is also
driven from the rear wheel sprocket.

" I get from 65 to 80 m.p.g. and have done
72 m.p.h. on a slight downgrade. In 2,200
miles it has given no trouble at all." (Mr. J.
J. Thomson, Scotland.)
REFRIGERATION BY HEAT

"
COULD you please explain the prin-

ciple upon which refrigerators work,
in which there is no motor of any kind. I
understand those in which a small motor is
used to compress or expand a gas such as
ammonia or sulphur dioxide, but I fail to
understand how the burning of a small gas

A view of a" three wheeler" made up by Mr. I. J. Thomson and adapted from designs given in this journal

(2) " Is this temperature the same when
the liquids are in a vapourised state ?

(3) " What are the proportions of the air
and fuel (in a liquid state) in a petrol engine
cylinder, before being compressed ? " (A. W.
Smith, Walton -on -Thames.)

(1, 2) STRICTLY speaking, liquids, as
dsuch, are not inflammable. It is

the vapour of a liquid which, when mixed
with air, ignites and burns. All liquids give
off vapour, and the higher the temperature
of the liquid the more vapour does it evolve.
Physicists estimate not the ignition temper-
ature of a liquid but the ignition tem-
perature of its vapour. Thus, in the
examples you mention, the Vapour Ignition
Temperatures are as follows :

Petrol (High-grade spirit) 600° C.
Benzole (Pure) .. .. 710° C.
Alcohol (Pure) .. 590° C.

The above ignition temperatures are liable
to vary according to the conditions govern-
ing the ignition of the respective vapours.

(3) Fuel is not taken into the cylinders of
an internal-combustion in a liquid state, but
in the form of a vapour mixed with air.
The proportions of fuel vapour and air may
vary between 20 parts of air to 1 part of
fuel vapour (which is a very weak mixture)

jet brings about cooling. In the refrigera-
tors I am thinking of a small gas jet or lamp
is kept burning constantly. I believe certain
chemicals are used in this refrigerator also,
but I should be very pleased if you could let
me know how such an apparatus works.

" I have at various times noticed that when
answering enquiries you have referred
readers to the British Drughouses, Ltd., for
supplies of chemicals. On writing for their
price lists, however, I was informed that
chemicals were only supplied to trade, or
professional chemists. As few of your
readers are likely to have such qualifications
It hink it is rather difficult to obtain chemicals
directly from the above mentioned firm."
(S. Lewis, Nr. Chepstow).

REFRIGERATORS in which there are
no moving parts and which are oper-

ated by the application of a small heat -
source work upon what is known as the
" absorption " principle. This principle,
very briefly, is based upon the absorption
of ammonia gas by water at relatively low
temperatures and the giving up of the
ammonia gas when the water solution of it
is warmed by an external source of heat.

Within the confines of a single reply, it is
impossible to go into details of the working
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of these " absorption -refrigeration " ma-
chines. In general, however, their operation
is as follows :

A solution of ammonia gas in water is
heated by the externally -applied heat -
source. The ammonia gas is given off by
the water and it passes through a ivater-
cooled condenser in which it is cooled and
liquified. Liquid ammonia gas flows
through a " heat -exchanger " compartment
into an evaporating compartment where it
evaporates. When a liquid evaporates,
it absorbs energy in the' form of heat.
Hence, the evaporating liquid ammonia gas
cools the evaporating compartment down to
very low temperatures. This latter com-
partment is arranged around the food store
of the refrigerator and, as a result, the cool-
ing action of the apparatus is obtained.

Hydrogen gas is present, also, in the
evaporating compartment, and it causes the
liquid ammonia gas to evaporate, maintain-
ing, the while, a constant pressure. It is for
this reason that the refrigerating system,
which is, of course, hermetically sealed,
requires no valves of any description. The
ammonia -hydrogen mixture sinks down-
wards into an absorbing chamber. Here it
meets weak ammonia water. The hydrogen

quite impossible for you to make an effective
analysis of the materials you mention.

Perhaps, however, it may be of assistance
to you if we describe very briefly the method
by means of which an analyst would conduct
the analysis of your materials. First, then,
as regards the sample of type -metal. A
sample of this metal would be accurately
weighed and dissolved completely in strong
nitric acid. From this nitric acid solution of
the three metals-lead, tin and antimony-
the individual metals would be separately ex-
tracted in the form of their insoluble corn.
pounds. Each compound would be carefully
dried and finally weighed.

The analysis of printing inks, if it is car-
ried out thoroughly, is more complicated
still, for it is extremely difficult to separate
the oily ingredients of a printing ink for the
purpose of quantitative analysis. You can
make a rough analysis of a printing ink by
boiling a weighed amount of the ink in
carbon bisulphide or in some other volatile
solvent. This will dissolve away the oily,
fatty and resinous ingredients of the ink
and will leave the pigment or lamp -black
unchanged. The latter is weighed and its
percentage in the original sample of ink is
worked out. From this result, by simple

Another view of the car made by Mr. J. J. Thomson.

is practically insoluble in the water, but the
ammonia dissolves in it, giving off heat.
The absorbing chamber is water-cooled and
from it the ammonia solution circulates to
the heating compartment in which the cycle
of operations is recommenced with the
heating of the ammonia solution.

TECHNICALITIES OF PRINTING
" I AM employed in the technical depart-

ment of a newspaper, where, as you
know, big quantities of lead, mixed with
antimony and tin, are used for our linotypes,
etc.

(1) " I should like to make an analysis of
samples of this lead every time after receiving
the quantity ordered, so as to be sure that the
quality is always the same. How can I
separate, in a chemical way, the antimony,
lead and tin, so as to find the proportions of
lead, antimony and tin there is in the metal
we receive.

(2) " I should also like to analyse the ink,
which we buy for our rotary presses. How
can I find out how they are composed, how
much vernise, lamp -black, etc., they contain
so that I can ascertain if we always
receive the same ink." (B. Langeveld,
Holland.)

U you are a trained chemist
and analyst and have at your

command an analytical laboratory, it will be

subtraction, the percentage of the oily and
other ingredients of the ink can be ascer-
tained.

BUILDING A I-C.C. ENGINE
(Continued from inge 264)

Eighth Operation
The bore of the bush may contract a

shade when pressed in ; if so, it will want
lapping out to size again. In any case the
hole must be burnished to a mirror finish.
A simple way of doing this is to wrap a
strip of fine emery cloth round a steel rod
so that it more or less fits the bore of the
bush. Tie the cloth at one end of the rod
so that it encases it like a tube. Hold the
rod in the vice and pass the bush over the
cloth, driving it in alternate directions
rapidly for a short while, by pulling a length
of string to and fro, which has first been
passed completely round the boss on the
crank case.

OUR ADVICE BUREAU
COUPON

This coupon Is available until Feb. 28th, 1938, and
must be attached to all letters containing queries,
together with 3 penny stamps. A stamped

addressed envelope must also be enclosed.
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, FEB., 1938.
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Do YOU want
A PHOTOGRAPHIC

MEMORY
Many people-some quite brilliant-fail to achieve
success because of an unreliable memory. They
go through life accepting forgetfulness as inevit-
able. Unhappily the evil does not end there. It
breeds lack of confidence, loose thinkInv, mental
insecurity and other defects of the mind.
MEMORY-THE BASIS OF ALL SUCCESS
In his book, "Memory Efficiency," J. Louis Orton,
the famous psychologist, tells you how you can
acquire a photographic memory which is the basis
of all success. This book Is the equivalent of an
expensive course of mental training and practical
psychology. In mastering its contents you will
automatically develop every function of your
mind-you will learn to observe instead of merely
seeing, to think connectedly, to direct all your
energies towards the goal you have chosen in life.
When you can answer' pat' every question fired at
you, you will find that doubt, indecision and fear
disappear. Inferiority complex is banished by an
unquenchable confidence based upon the firm
foundation of knowing you have a well -trained
mind that can rise to every emergency.

A COMPLETE
COURSE OF
MENTAL 3f6TRAINING

By Post 3/10

Modem Salesmanship says:
" I have seen most of the Cor-
respondence Courses on Mem-
ory Training, all of which
cost several guineas, but the
author gives quite as much.
if not more, practical instrac.
lion in this book."

Two other books which will assist you are
" Personality," by J. Louis Orton, and

" Mastery of Mind," by Dr. Jas. C. Flower.
Each Volume 5/4 post paid.

The three vole. for ISM

Get your copies of these important Books Now-
through your bookseller or direct from the publishers.

TH ORS 0 NS, Publishers,
Dept. III, 91 St. Martin's Lane, W.C.2

Complete Catalogue gladly sent on request.

TRAINED MEN
WANTED

Are you interested in Inventing, Designing,
Research, Installation, Maintenance, Test-
ing, Servicing, Set -building, or any other
of the many well -paid occupations in
Radio and Television?
Trained men are constantly needed. We
can train you for a successful radio
career and introduce you to employers, or
teach you how to earn good money m your
spare time.
Our Home -study Courses Ae praised by
leading employers and are conducted by
practical radio experts. We specialise in
radio and all our energies are concentrated
on helping our students to become money -
earning radio engineers.
Make your hobby pay. Take the first
step to success by sending now for full
details of T.C.R.C. training, AND FREE
SPECIMEN LESSON.

TECHNICAL & COMMERCIAL

RADIO COLLEGE
Fairfax House, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

IPost in unsealed envelope : id. stamp. I

I To : T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE, I
Fairfax House, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.

Please send me free copy of "Radio as a Career,"
AND FREE SPECIMEN LESSON in plain envelope,
and tell me how I can get well -paid employment
or profitable spare -time work.

NAME

ADDRESS

P.M. 3o

1
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STAND & GAUGE COMBINED
Set of Drills in Stand

ff 0491; 1/16"-2" x 1/64ths (29) 1 ls. 6d.

10011 d I Nos. 1-60 (60) - - - 13s. 9d.
f 10, o e 'IF Postage (either set) 9d.

"'''4'111'iV111"11111111 STAND ONLY
r/111

lgo/, p (State. for which Set required.)
2s. ; Postage 5d.

11.111.11 1' ' Stand is accurately
drilled and serves as

Gauge.

E. GRAY & SON LTD.
18-20 Clerkenwell Road, LONDON, E.C.1

1111111111.
ALL -BRITISH

ASTRONOMICAL AND LOOKOUT

TELESCOPE COMPLETE
WITH TRIPOD STAND

£41 -1-
POWERS 25x & 50x

Large selection of Microscopes,
Binoculars and Opera Glasses,
Write for Lists.

Note name and address:
BROADHURST, CLARKSON & CO.

Telescope House,
63 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1.
3 MINUTES FROM FARRINGDON STREET METRO RAILWAY STATION.

Fi77;;;;;dels
with `CASCO

the New
COLD

WATER
GLUE

of ama3ing
strength

Special FREE OFFER to Homecrafters
The ' CASCO' Gluing Guide tells you all about model -making and
repairing. Success is certain with this book. With its aid you
can make wireless cabinets, aeroplanes, furniture, inlay work.
Crammed full of ideas for making and mending things.

Also FREE Sample of t CASCO
the new cold -water glue used in making aeroplanes. Test its
strength for yourself. CASCO' withstands heat, moisture and any

amount of rough usage. There is nothing so
good for fixing model aeroplanes, yachts,
furniture. Also for waterproofiing boats,
etc. The secret of ' CASCO'S ' strength is
this. Unlike other glues and pastes which
set merely by evaporation, ' CASCO ' sets

chemically like concrete. Very economical
-a 1/3 tin makes If pints of liquid glue.
From Ironmongers, Oil and Paint Shops.

IN HANDY TINS from 6d.
Send name and address on postcard to
LEICESTER LOVELL & CO., LTD.
(Dept. P.M.3), 14/18 Nile Street,
London, N.1, for 'CASCO'
GLUING GUIDE and sample of
CASCO' Free.

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC CO.
TWICKENHAM, LONDON, S.W.

MICROPHONES
The uses to which the
modern "mike" can be
put are widely known.
For party fun, Detecta-
phone, etc., they form
endless amusement.

A.C. ELECTRIC CLOCKS.
Guaranteed Electric Clocks complete
with flex and adaptor, fitted with
alarm. Price 18/6.
Movement only, 13/-.
Good quality Electric Soldering Irons
with 3 interchangeable copper bits.
A sound job. Price 4/6. Post 4d.
Shocking Coils. Complete with
handles. Prices 2/6, 6/6, 9/6.

PRICES :
Announcer's Mike with adjustable
stand, suspended type complete
with Transformer. Price 18/6.
Post 8d. Microphone only am.
Desk pattern with transformer and
Volume Control 19/8. Mike only 8/8.

Drive your Model Railway from your
Mains. Perfectly safe. Our new
Rectifier can be supplied in following
outputs: 2, 4, 6 volts, amp 10/6;
1 amp 14/6; 2 amp 18/6; 3 amp 25/6.
Will also charge your Radio Accum-
ulator from A.C. Mains.

LIST. - Send for our Illustrated Catalogue containing 70 pages, fully Illustrated, of
all that you are likely to require-Meters, Motors, Telephones, Coils, Fittings, Trans-
formera and parts, Lighting Sets, Toole and Workshop Material. Sent on receipt of 3d

ELECTRIC DRILL
With
Dozens of

Uses.A practical ELECTRIC
Hand Drill for the handy-
man's workshop. Far more

speedy and accurate than the old-fashioned
breast drill. Time -saving, labour-saving. En-
sures accurate drilling. Drills wood or metal.
Takes up to t -in. drills. Also performs other
duties, such as sandpapering, buffing, burnishing,
etc. Guaranteed 12 mths. A.C. or D.C. State
voltage when ordering. Complete with
switch, chuck and flex. Overall Length, Post
7f ins. Trade enquiries invited. Paid

DOUGLAS HOLT LTD 9, LITTLE TURNSTILE,
 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.

4

BE TALL
Your Height increased
in 14 days or money
back. The amazing
Stebbing system soon
brings 3-5 inches

increase and new energy. The hi st original and
the one GENUINE GUARANTEED Height Increase
System. Recommended by Health and Efficiency. Com-
plete course 5/-, or Booklet free, privately.
STEBBING SYSTEM, Dept. M.P., 28, Dean Rd., London, W.1.

-44

DEFERRED TERMS ARRANGED

sagt, -_Tir.11

ImLaptrhoveeede-73a7n-ieor

"IDEAL -LATHES" '17-110odel
34 in. S.C.B.G. from E7/18/6. LISTS, Stamp please.
J. WILLIMOTT & SON, Neville's Factory, Chilwell, Notts.

PEA BULBS
Light up your railway sta-
tions,' signals, models, alarm
'clocks, etc., with these brilliant 6 for 1/-
4v.25 amp Opal Pea Bulbs with 20 for 2/69 M.E.S. fitting and 3o in. flex. 6 doz. 7/6
Light from 4v. Pkt. battery or accumulator.

H. FRANKS, 131 NEW OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.1.

PROTRUDING 9
EARS

ORO, a simple remedy, sets them
in position immediately. INVI-
SIBLE, comfortable, and harm-
less, used any time by adults and
children. Endorsed by physicians
and 'users as the best method for
correcting this disfigurement.
Write for free booklet and testi-
monials to :-m . TRILETY
IR12411.45 Hatton Garden. London.E.C.1.

"THEY LAUGHED AT FIRST
but when I began to play ---a hush fell upon the room.- I played
the first few bars of Beethoven's immortal ' Moonlight Sonata.' My

friends sat spellbound. When the last
notes died away the ezeitement on their faces I

li'ho was your teacher ? ' Flow do you
get that lovely singing tone? '" I receive
similar letters daily from student.. of
MY POSTAL LESSONS for the PIANO
who started without knowing a note. If
already a player, I'LL MAKE YOU

PLAY BETTER, beyond your dreams. 1 enrolled
more than 70 adult pupils last week, have taught
over 48,000 during 33 years, and I CAN TEACH YOU.
Ordinary musical notation only used too freakish
methods), enabling you to read and play at sight any
standard musical composition. Send p.c. for FREE
booklet" Mind, Muscle and Keyboard "and form for
free advice. Say Moderate, Elementary or Beginner.

(Dept. 258),

69, Fleet St., E.C.4.

JUBILEE
WORM DRIVE
HOSE CLIPS
The long -life clip with

the ever -tight grip
The Best Known

For Radiator Joints
Air, Oil, and Water
Hose Joints.
Large sizes stop squeaking

brakes.

Stocked by all Garages
and Accessory Dealers.

L. ROBINSON & CO.,
25 London Chambers,
GILLINGHAM, KENT.

WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISERS
PLEASE BE SURE TO MENTION

"PRACTICAL MECHANICS." -rt
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BUY, EXCHANGE OR SELL
Advertisements are accepted for these columns at 3d. per word (minimum 12 words at 3s. -advertisements of less than 12 words are
charged at the minimum rate of 3s.), subject to a discount of 21% for 6 consecutive monthly insertions or 5% for 12 consecutive monthly
insertions. TERMS :-Cash with order. Cheques, Postal Orders, etc., should be made payable to George Newnes, Ltd. The Proprietors
reserve the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their discretion. All advertisements must be received on or before the 5th of the
month preceding date of publication and should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, " Practical Mechanics," George Newnes

Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
" INFORMATION " where to buy anything,

" MONEY -MAKING " Book, Catalogue, FORMULA
LISTS, interesting literature. The LOT ls.-" TECH-
NOCRAFT," 41, Longford Place, Manchester 14.

CANOES

BOAT AND CANOE. Constructor Kits from 25/-.
Completed from 45/-. Buy at once, save 10%. List
stamp. Trade -META -CRAFT (P) Ltd., CHRIST-
CHURCH.

CINEMATOGRAPHY

ART CINE FILMS. Exclusive 9.5 -mm. and
16 -mm. Projectors from 35/-. Clue Cameras 75/-.
Used Bargains. Part Exchanges. Catalogue Free.
-P. M. Dane, 64 Stanley Street, Liverpool, 1.

CINEMATOGR4PH FILMS.- Standard Size
from 6d. 100 feet. Machines, Accessories. Sample Films
1/- and 2/6 post free. Catalogues free.-" Filmeries,"
57, Lancaster Road, Leytonstone, E.11.

MOVIES AT HOME.- How to make your own
Cinema Projector. Particulars free.-Moviescope (N),
Pear Tree Green, Doddinghurst, Essex.

ELECTRICAL

A.C.-D.C. 1 & 3 PHASE MOTORS. AU voltages,
from 17/6d. .List free. REPAIR SPECIALISTS.
-EASCO ELECTRICAL SERVICE, 18pm, Brixton
Road, S.W.9.

h. A.C. MTORS. REPULSION INDUC-
TII-ON p. 200-240 vo

Olts,
50 cycles, £2/2/6 each. D.C.

£1/2/6. -Johnson Engineering, 86 Great Portland
Street, W.1.

SUPER A.C. MOTORS. Brand New,
30/-; J h.p., 38/6: I h.p., 38/6; h.p., 55/-; larger
sizes. Electric Tools, Machines, Pumps, Compressors,
etc. -John P. Steel, Clyde Street Mills, Bliagley.

ENGINEERING
MODEL parts machined, Light Engineering Re-

pairs. Estimates free.-LEWIS GATENBY, En-
gineer, 17 Thornton Lodge Road, Huddersfield.

FORMULAS
"3,000 MONEY -MAKING FORMULAS, PRO-

CESSES, TRADE SECRETS," etc., supplemented
with " DIRECTORY " where to buy Chemicals,
Catalogue of MONEY -MAKING books, interesting
literature, plans, ideas. The LOT 4s. 9d. post paid.-
" TECHNOCRAFT," 41, Longford Place, Manchester
14.

a videk Rid eg40)44/
441' ot SOLDERING

For all electrical work and
wherever paste flux Is pre-
ferred use 'Baker's' Solderine.
Popular sizes include: fi-oxtins 5d.
4 -oz. tine, 8d. Also supplied In bulk.

Obtainable front
wholesalers

SIR WM. BURNETT & co. (Chemicals) LTD., Gt. West
Road, Isleworth, Middlesex. 'Phone : Hounslow 0476.

THE PORTASS LATHE & MACHINE
TOOL CO. BUTTERMERE RD., SHEFFIELD, ENG.

MAKERS OF LATHES
PRICES

FROM

E2 to £75

PLAIN
& S.C.

LATHES
FROM

2 to 6"
Centres

r Lay z NET
LATHE OW V CASH

PORTASS
RISE TO THE HEIGHT

Of Fitness and Success
Short people can gain height and
health with the aid of a box of

Challoner's famous formula

H.T.N. TABLETS
and easy system --well tried and eafe.
NO STRENUOUS EXERCISES or old-
fashioned appliances. If one box is
insufficient see guarantee to supply a
further box FREE. G.Y. (Watford)
writes: I have never had confidence in
any system till I tried yours, now I've
gained in HEIGHT. WEIGHT and
FITNESS." Act NOW 1 Full particulars
lid. Sample 71d. Book on height
improvement 3d. Stamps or P.O. only.

Sent ander plain, sealed cover. Colonial Air Mail reply,
except B. & E. Africa, extra.
THE CHALLONER CO. (late -Bond 8t.), Dept. P.24,
Laboratory and Works, Hyde Heath, Amersham, Bucks.

AUTO ENGINES
Brand new 98 -cc. Engines, complete with
Magnetos. Plug, Exhaust Box, Drive, etc.
All bench and brake tested by the makers.
Listed at £9. Offered at 85/-. Suitable for

c
driving machinery, lawn mower, airompressors,dynamos,etc.,ete.

Made
originally for motor.assisted cycles.

We are the biggest and best firm for the new motorised cycles from
18 gns. cash. Second-hand CYO Autos from 8 gos cash.

Terms from 4/2 weekly.

GEORGE GIME:. I.UINAJE CIRCUS

You NEED this
D.E. MOTO TOOL

an Electric High Speed hand
grinder, file, router. etc.. that

SAVES TIME. EFFORT &
EXPENSE. Faster, easier and
more accurate. Nothing on the
market to touch it at 63/- nett.
Send for detailed specification
NOW and be up to the minute.

JOHN P. S. STEEL
Clyde Street Mills, BIngley.

MAKE MORE _MONEY
£3 to £6 weekly can be earned at home in a wonderful
business of your own. No matter where you live you
can commence to make money in your spare or whole
time. No risk, canvassing or experience required. A
wonderful opportunity for anyone wishing to add
pounds to their income. Particulars stamp.
BALLARD, York House, 12 Hambrook Rd.,

LONDON, S.E.25

WEBLEY AIR PISTOLS
Marvellously
accurate for
target practice.
No license required to purchase.
Senior 45/., Mark 132/15 -
Junior 21/-, Webley Air Rifle 95/ -
Write for List. WERLEY & SCOTT LTD.,
106 WRAMAN STREET, BIRMINGHAM,

LITERATURE
CALVERTS MECHANICS YEAR BOOK, 1938.

Over 190 pages. Illustrated Workshop Hints and
Calculations. 8d. p6st free.-Endsor & Co., Progress
House, 75 Wood Street, Manchester, 3.

10,000 American, Technical, Science, Inventions,
Gadgets, Handicrafts, Radio, Aviation Magazines,
Books. Samples and Catalogue, 2/6. Books bought.
-G. A. FINAL, 15 Nashleigh Hill, Chesham.

HENRY GREENLY MODEL BOOKS. Send
P.C. for free list. -Greenly, 66, Heston Road, Heston,
Middlesex.

METAL WORK
MAKE METAL TOYS. Easy, profitable with

" Success " moulds. Lists Free. Complete trial
mould, 1/6. -LEE'S, 1 Birkin Avenue, NOTTINGHAM.

MICROSCOPY
THE MICROSCOPE. The British Journal of

Microscopy and Photomicrography, ls. monthly. All
Newsagents, or ls. Id., post free, from The Microscope,
20/21 Took's Court, London, E.C.4.

MICROSCOPES, TELESCOPES, PRISM
GLASSES, LENSES. All Optical instruments.
Repairs, etc.-MACKETT & COMPANY, MFG.
OPTICIANS & ENGINEERS, 51 Millers Road,
BRIGHTON.

MISCELLANEOUS
" PHOTO -ENGRAVING." -A practical Hand-

book with complete set of materials for engraving
printing blocks, 4/8. -Industries, 2 Waldegrave Park,
Twickenham.

A 50 -TON STOCK of Carbons, every size and type,
including battery. Low prices. -London Electric Firm,
Croydon.

MODELS
EVERYTHING FOR electrical rewinds and re-

pairs. Screws, nuts, and washers for model engineers.
Lists free. -Lumen Electric Co., Litherland, Liverpool,
21.

FOR MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL WORK
send your requirements to -Models, 1 Waverley
Place, Salisbury, Wilts.

MODEL ENGINES
FOR MODEL AEROPLANES. Power. Baby

set aero castings, aluminium, from 5/11. 5 c.c.
stockist, CATALOGUE M. -Butler's Aero Works,
Littleover, Derby.

MONEY -MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
EXCELLENT MONEY - MAKING OPPOR-

TUNITIES constantly occurring ; highly recom-
mended ; particulars free. Send postage. -Messrs.
Green, 17, Church Lane, Hull.

SPLENDID
VALUE
Now is your chance
to send for one of these
fine Motors -they
work off a pocket
lamp battery.
Very powerful. Base plate _

drilled for bolting to Meccano
models. Ideal for Speed 3/- POST FREEBoats, etc.
COPPER WIRE. Lay in a stock of useful sizes of
Instrument Wire. We have about a ton for disposal cheap.
Double and single cotton covered, also lb.. for 2/6silk covered in various gauges, etc., etc., 2 lb. for 4/6and the price, including carriage, is only:

3 lb. for 5/6
Ideal for making various connections for
motors, bulbs, etc., also for winding coils.
41-perfp Eleqr Ica Gadget Catalogue sent FREE OM order or

for 4d. in stamp,

L. WILKINSON 204, Lower Addiscombe
s Road, Croydon, Surrey.
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
BAND GUIDE. Hints on the Bugle, Drum, Flute,

Staff Parade formation, etc. Free, post paid.-
Potter's (Manufacturers), West Street, London, W.C.2.

PATENTS
REGINALD W. BARKER tic CO. (Established

1886), 56 Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4.-Patent and
Trade Mark Booklets Gratis.

PATENTS AND INVENTIONS
SELL YOUR INVENTION. Write Technical and

Commercial Services. -2, The Parade, Sompting, Sussex.

PHOTOGRAPHY
" PANTOGRAPHS " make large accurate draw-

ings from small photographs, printed drawings, etc.,
easily. 1/ -.-Cooke, 33 Hawthorn Road, Levenshulme,
Manchester.

£500 worth, good, cheap Photo Materials, Films,
Plates, Cards, Papers, Chemicals, Catalogue

and 4 Samples free.-Hackett's Works, July Road,
Liverpool 6.

DON'T TAKE RISKS. Good developers mean
good results. Our reliable stock developers keep twelve
months after mixing. Satisfaction certain to amateurs
and professionals. Best developers ever put on the
market. Makes two pints strong developer. 6d. each,
6 for 2/3, 12 for 4/-. Post free.-Hackett's Works,
July Road, Liverpool 6.

AMAZING PHOTOGRAPHIC OFFERS.
Bromide postcards from I f- 100. Bargain lists free.-
" KIM.13ER'S," 105 Queens Road, Brighton.

SITUATIONS VACANT
VACANCIES OCCUR for thirty men aged 18-23

in the Post Office Eng. Dept. Experience is not
required, but applicants must be willing to study
technical subjects. Commencing pay £3 13s., rising to
£7 per week and upwards, with pensions. This is
the final offer of entry under the easier conditions.-
For full particulars apply-B.I.E.T. (Dept. 579),
17, Stratford Place, W.1.

1938 EDITION-FREE. AMBITIOUS ENGIN-
EERS. Our new 268 -page Handbook shows clearly
how to secure a recognised qualification, such as
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.W.T.,
A.M.I.R.E. We guarantee " NO PASS-NO FEE."
Our book outlines over 150 Exams., and courses in all
branches of Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor, Radio, Tele-
vision and Aero Engineering, Building, Government
employment, etc. In your own interests, we advise
you to send for your copy of this enlightening Hand-
book to -day - FREE and without obligation.
- BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY, 140, Shakespeare House, 17-19,
Stratford Place, London, W.1.

ENGINEERING-FREE OFFER
THE NEW 1938 ENGINEERING GUIDE ex-

plains how all the best jobs are secured. It shows how
to obtain such money -making qualifications as
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., etc., and
describes numerous higher pay courses in Electrical,
Aero, Wireless, Engineering, Government Service, etc.
FREE on application to NATIONAL INSTITUTE
OF ENGINEERING (Dept. 5), Staple Inn Bldgs.,
W.C.1.

G.P.O. ENGINEERING. Attractive careers for
young men age 18-23. Start £3 13s. weekly, rising to
£680 p.a. with pension. No experience required.
FREE details of openings, etc., from N.I.E. (Dept.
514), Staple Inn Bldgs., W.C.I.

WIRELESS & TELEVISION
MARCONI'S and other Employers require hun-

dreds of trained men.
We train students for ALL BRANCHES OF RADIO

at our Residential Colleges in Southampton and
Colwyn Bay, and GUARANTEE APPOINTMENTS.

LICENSED BY POSTMASTER GENERAL-
RECOMMENDED BY MARCONI'S.

WRITE FOR FREE PROSPECTUS:
THE WIRELESS COLLEGE,

COLWYN BAY
or The Wireless College, Calmore, Southampton.

London Office, 4 WINTON AVENUE, N.11.

STAMPS
FREE!! Twenty Unused Colonials. " Neurope," 15c1

Fifty for 105d.-G. H. Barnett, Limington, Somerset

TOOLS

Is. 9d. any lot, Wonderful Value.

One Gross Bright Steel Hex. Bolts with Nuts.

One Gross Bright Steel Whit. Screws assorted, i" to I".

One Gross Bright Steel Chamfered Washers, j" to F.
Three Gross Wood Screws to 3" Long.

Dozen Assorted Files 4" to 6".

Six Assorted Files, 6" to 12".

Three Assorted Files, 12" to 14".

Six Assorted Grinding Wheels, 2" to 21" Diam.
Three Pieces Super High Speed Steel, 5" Square,

Hardened ready for use. 3" Long for lathe Tools.
Dozen Twist Drills, -11," to 1" diam. Best quality.

-Three Dozen Assorted Springs to 3" long.
Gross Assorted Steel Taper Pins to 2" long.

'Banding Wheel, Carborundum, about 6" by 1" wide,
1" hole.

1" Gas Taps, both Taper and Ping.

Four Spoke Screwing Dies, 1" Diam., 8, 9, 10, 12, 13,
14, 15 gauge.

Three Hex. Die Nuts, Cycle Thread, 5", %', I-.
20 yds. Steel Wool, for removing Grease.

Three Slitting Saws, sr diam., Y' to thick.
Every item of guaranteed quality.-Below.

Carborundum Co. Grinding Wheels, medium grit, 1"
and it wide, all 1" hole , 6' diameter, 2s. each ; 7"
2s. 6d. , 8", 3s. Also wide, hole ; 3" diameter,
9d. ; 35", is. ; 4", is. 3d.-Below.

3,000 Pairs Calipers, Pocket Size. One pair each In-
side and Outside, 6d. the 2 pairs, good value.-Below.

600 Square Gas Dies, cutting 5", 1", 5", 1' gas
Worth 6s. each. Best quality, gifts, ls. 9d. each to
clear.-Below.

50 dozen Double -ended 3 -square Saw Files, 9',
10", 12", 4s. 6d. dozen assorted.-Below.

120 dozen 3 -square Saw Files, 3r -4y, 2s. doz.-Below.
800 Morse Taper Sleeves, 1-2, ls. 6d.

'
2-3, Is. 10d. ;

3-4, 2s. 6d. Best quality, ground finish, British made.
-Below.

7,000 Boxes Small Screws, Nuts, Bolts from IV to
5", in Brass and Steel. These are really a wonderful as-
sortment, including Plated Screws and Bolts, Castle
Nuts, etc., approx. 500 parts ; a necessity to every re-
pairer or builder of small mechanical parts. A bargain
worth snapping up, 2s. 9d. per box.-Below.

1,000 Fine Emery Wheels, 2" to 4" dia., 5' hole, 5" to
5" thick, slightly used, but quite serviceable, is. 6d. per
doz.-Below.

Special Large Purchase of Best Sheffield Files. These
have been made up into useful parcels, 'containing 2
dozen files, 4" to 10". Clearing at 5s. per parcel.
Actually worth treble.-Below.

2,000 Adjustable Tap Wrenches, capacity 0 to 5".
polished finish. usual price ls. 6d. each, clearing at 6d.
each, post 2d. ; low prices for gross lots.-Below.

1,700 Die -stocks to take 13/16" diem. Round Dies,
all bright finish, usual price ls. 3d. each, clear at 6d.
each, 4s. 6d. per doz. Why bother changing Dies ?-
Below.

50 Bundles Best Quality Silver Steel, precision ground
to size, not bright drawn ; 16 assorted standard sizes,

to 5" diameter round, 4s. per bundle, for making
Punches, Cutters, Drills, etc. ; easily hardened.-
Below.

New Sheffield Files, 6' to 12". Three Doz. Engineers'
assorted, 10s. , wonderful value ; carr. for., or paid with
£1 order.-Below.

Special Large Purchase of Tungsten Steel Hack -saw
Blades, 8", 9",10' 12', with 14 to 32 teeth per inch ; the
cost of these blades in the ordinary way is from 16s.
to 225. per gross. Secure a stock now 8s. 6d. per gross,
7s. 6d. per gross in three -gross lots , sample orders,
10d. per doz. Guaranteed superior Sheffield quality.-
Below.

Power Hack -saw Blades, 1' wide, 12", 2s. doz. ;
3s. doz.-J. BURKE, 30, Trippet Laue, Sheffield.

TOOLS (continued)

800 Sets 1' Circular Dies, Screwing 5", 15", 5', IV
5", Whitworth and B.S.F. Clearing at 2s. 9d. per
set. Both sets 5s. Die Stocks to suit, is. 9d. each.-
Below.

80 Only, Genuine Norton Grinding Wheels, suitable for
general shop use, 9" dia., 1" wide, 1' hole, 4s. 9d. each ;
also few 15" wide, 5s. 9d. each.-Below.

2,000 Slitting Saws, 2f" dia., 1" hole, to r
thick, six assorted, 3s. 6d.-Below.

5,000 Small Grinding Wheels, suitable for Flexible
Shaft use, etc., 5" to 1" diameter, assorted thicknesses,
etc., brand new, unused, 2s. per dozen.-Below.

5,000 Toolmakers' Needle Files, Rounds, Squares,
Flats, Half Rounds, Three Square, Various Cuts. A
necessity to any Toolmaker's Kit or where small work
is done. Usual price 7d. to 10d. each, a first-class
bargain 2s. 9d. per doz.-Below.

250 Small Lathe Tool Holders, 5' sq. Shank,
complete with High Speed Tool ready for use in Lathe ;
very good value, Is. 9d. each.-Below.

250 Drill Chucks, No. 1 Morse Taper Shank, or 5'
Straight Shank, capacity 0" to 5". Dead accurate.
Cheap in price. Only 2s. 9d. each.-Below.

400 High Speed Tap Fluting Cutters, for making
Taps, from -1,' to 5". Could not be purchased under
6s. each in ordinary way. Size 15" diam., $" hole.
Clear is. 3d. each. Set of four, 4a.-Below.

, 2 Tons Finest Quality Tool Steel, as used in the
manufacture of high-class Tools, Cutters, Taps and
Dies, etc. We have made this lot into very attractive
parcels containing a good range of sizes from 5' to 15"
diam. Bright. This particular material could not be
purchased at the present time from the manufacturers
under ls. 3d. to 3s. per lb. according to size. We offer
pieces up to 6' long at a price within the reach of all ;
4 lb. assorted, 2s. 6d. ; 8 lb. 48. 6d. ; 12 lb. 13s. ; secure
a stock now.-Below.

Delivery per return. £1 orders carriage paid,
complete satisfaction guaranteed.-J. BURKE, 30,
TRIPPET LANE, SHEFFIELD.

2/6 EACH LOT. 6 of any following; Milling,
Cutters, Reamers, Slitting Saws, Grinding Wheels,
Taper Shank Drills. 5 lots post paid, 12/ -.-BROOKS,
Milton Street, Sheffield 3.

GRAYSON'S Glass -boring. Outfits and Tube.
Cutters avoid risk.-Below.

DRILLS, Taps, Dies, Files, Chisels and Punches.
Best quality at keenest prices.-Grayson dz Company,
300 Campo Lane, Sheffield.

BRAND NEW 1" Precision Micrometers. Latest
type with positive lock 12/6 each.-JOHN P. STEEL,
Bingley.

BRAND NEW, power tools of quality. 10' Band -
saws, 54/-; Jigsaws, 21/-; Planing Machines, 80/-;
Bench Drills, 22/6 ; Sanders, 17/6 ; Circular Saws from
25/-; 3' B.G.S.S.S.C. Toolroom Lathes, £5 10s. Od.
Electric Drills, Grinders, Spray Plants, Guns, Air
Compressors, etc.-JOHN P. STEEL, Clyde Street
Mills, Bingley.

3 IN. CENTRE LATHES, from £5 16s., the finest
you can buy. List stamp.-QUEEN'S ENGINEER-
ING, 60, Queen's Road, London, S.W.8.

WATCHMAKING

WATCH AND CLOCK REPAIRS. Everything
for the watch, clock and model maker. Large stock
of watches, clocks, and clock movements, etc. Whole-
sale prices. List 3d.-Blakiston ez Co., Ainsdale,
Southport.

WIRELESS

HEAR AMERICA, AUSTRALIA, JAPAN.
Receivers with Valves, 19/6d. List Free. Enquiries
welcomed from Overseas.-BUCKLE, 63, Avenue
Approach, Bury St. Edmunds.

WOODWORK
CABINET HARDWOODS, Oak, Mahogany, Ash,

Whitewood, Ply -woods, etc. Lowest Prices. Send
Cutting lists. Planing free. Speciality Prime Jap
Oak, all thicknesses.-Wilfred Parr 66 Co., March
Works, Lancaster Road, Leytonstone, E.11.


